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ERRATA

- page 23,Table2.L
should read Pb(NOr)z

- page 51, line 11

should read "The following equation can be used to evaluate capacitance."

-page 64, line 8

should read "...until water contents of 25wYo. As more water is absorbed Tz increases

dramatically... "

-page 83, lines 19-20
should read ". (Fig. 3.25) would indicate that regions of the conductive phase had become

non-conductive "

¡rage 84, last sentence
should read ".,. of partially hydrated samples to determine if the glass transition results in a
change in conductivity behaviour. "
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Summøry

Poly (2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA) and a series of copolymers

with various oligo (ethylene glycol) dimethacrylates, with the number of

ethylene glycol units varying between one and nine, were prepared. These

polymer samples were hydrated in a number of electrolyte solutions, primarily

potassium bromide, of varying concentration. The resulting equilibrium water

content (EWC) was found to be anion dependent. The conductivity of these

hydrogel samples was evaluated using AC impedance spectroscopy. The

interactions between polymer, water and eiectrolyte were investigated using

several experimental techniques to assist in understanding of the conductivity

data.

The AC impedance response of these samples was studied over the

frequency range 10Hz-1MHz with an applied voltage of 1V. The resulting AC

impedance spectra were used to model the behaviour of the polymeric systems

in terms of resistors and capacitors and thus the the conductivity was resolved.

The variation in conductivity was investigated with respect to variations in

crosslinker concentration, crosslinker nature, water content, temperature, dopant

concentration and dopant nature. The variation of these parameters resulted in

corresponding changes in the conductivity. Changes in the gel structure were

reflected in the locus of the AC impedance plot and yielded information on

structural changes.

The interactions between polymer, water and electrolyte were investigated

using several experimental techniques.

The amount of freezing and non-freezing water in the hydrogels was

determined using differential scanning calorimetry, The variation in this ratio

was measured for samples of varying crosslinker, concentration and nature, and
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several dopants. Both factors were found to have a significant effects but the

greatest change was found for specific electrolytes. Crosslinking led to a decrease

in the relative amount of freezing water.

The free volume characteristics of the gels studied were investigated using

thermal mechanical analysis and positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy. It

was found that the equilibrium water content of the copolymers studied varied

in the same manner as 13, the relative orthopositronium (oPs) annihilation

intensity, an indication of the number of free volume sites within a polymer.

TMA measurements revealed an increase in the free volume as the amount of

water in pHEMA was increased.
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CHAPTER ONE

' fntroduction
The electrical conductivity of polymeric materials has been seen, until

recently, as an undesirable phenomenon; only the insulating capabilities of

polymers were considered important and of value in electrical applications.

The first report of a conducting polymer in the literature appeared in 1910

when 3q¡¡(1) synthesized (S-N)n, poly(sutfur nitride) and it was not until 1953

Goehrig and Voigþ¡(2) ms.rured its conductivity. FIowever, it was not until

the mid 7970's that relatively high electronic and ionic conductivities were

achieved for a number of polymers. Several reviews(3-7) list the projected

applications and advantages of the use of conducting polymers. Some of the

numerous proPosed applications for conducting polymers (Table 1.1) are

aircraft lightning protection, artificial muscles and nerves, batteries,

capacitors, electrochromic windows, and various types of sensors (e.g.

humidity and chemical). The fietd of conducting polymers has attractecl

much interest as these materials offer the potential to combine conductivity

with other attractive properties of polymers (Table 1.1) such as

biocompatability, transparency, formability flexibility and low density.

Considerable research has been devoted to the development of a solid

polymer electrolyte battery which would overcome existing limitations of

liquid electrolytes such as leakproof containment and corrosion problems.

The thin-film forming ability of solid polymer electrolytes would enable

improved energy density and there would also be the added benefit of having

no need to incorporate an inert electrode spacer in the design as the solid

electrolyte could also provide this function. The flexibility of polymer

electrolytes would not only result in good eiectrode/electrolyte contact but

also enable cells to be designed in numerous configurations such as those
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Representative proposed applications of Anticipated attributes of conducting polymers
conducting polymers

Aircraft lightning strike protection
Antistatic carpet, fibres, films, paints
Antitheft targets
Ahtiradiation coating
Architectural applications
Artificial nerves and musclcs
Ba tteries
Capacitors
Catalysts, polymeriza tion
Coating for metal plating on plastic
Conducting adhesivcs, fabrics, inks, sealants,
wires
Controlled-released medicine delivery systems
Corrosion-preven ti ng pain ts
Displays
Electrochromic displays, windows
Electrodes (fuel cells, transparcnt,
electrocardiograph)
Electromagnetic shielding
Electromagnetic shu tters
Electromechanical actuators for biomedical
devices
Eleclronic membranes
Electronically-controlled catalysts and
en4¡meS
Electron-beam resists
Electrostatic control
Fuses (reversible)
Cas separation membranes
Heating elements (de-icer panels)
Llfrared rcflcctors
Lithographic resists
Loudspeakers (electrostatic, transparent)
Memory devices (electrical, optical)
Microwave shielding
Nonlinear optics
Packaging materials
pH modulators
Polymer/solid electrolytes
Radar dishcs
Redox capacitors
Resistive heaters
Semiconducting devices (i.c. transistors)
Sensors (i.e. humidity, chemical, temperature)
"Smart" materials (i.e. actuators, sensors)
Supercapacito;s
Thermal clothing
Transparent conductors
Waveguides
Welding of pìastic composites

High, metallike conductivity
Semiconductivity
Large polarizabilities
Bistability (>2 "stable" states)
Low density
Flexibility
Film and/or fibre formation
Processibility
Transparency
Solubility/dispcrsibil i ty
Low environmental contamination
Biocompatibility
Compatibility with other polymcrs for
composites
High strength
Modulation/tuning of propcrties via organic
chemistry
Thermoelectric power
Redox active
Optical changes (linear and nonlinear)
Fast optical response
High threshold for optical damage

Table 1.1

Suggested applications and anticipated attributes of conducting polymers.

(Reproduced from [4].)
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proposed by Tofietd et al.(8)(fig t.t) The manufacture of solid polymer

electrolyte batteries is anticipated by Gray(3) to be easier than that of present

cells due to the elimination of the liquid component. The new procedure

could utilise or adapt existing thin film manufacturing technology thus

minimising the costs of changing the battery construction process.

High electronic conductivity was first shown for doped poly(acetylene)

systems by MacDiarmid and coworkerr(9); this stimulated research into

numerous conjugated polymeric systems such as poly(p-phenylene)(10) utld

polypyrrol"(l1). The formation of a highly conductive polymer results from

either the removal or the addition of electrons by accepting or donating

¡nsis¡is5 (12). This procedure has been termed doping(13) in analogy with the

doping of inorganic semiconductors. Despite achieving high conductivities,

present forms of electronically conductive polymers suffer from chemical

instability and have limited processability(141.

High ionic conductivities can be achieved in polymer systems by the

incorporation of additives in the form of salts and or solvents into the matrix.

Poly (ethylene oxide) IPEOI/ sodium iodide complexes were first formed and

characterized by Wright and cowo¡¡s¡5(15). Flowever, the potential for these

systems in electrical applications was first reported by Arman¿(16). This

initial discovery has led to the investigation of ionic conductivity in such a

wide range of polymer systems that further classification is required.

{onically conducting polymeric media have been classified by Gray(l7)

as either pol)¡mer electrolytes. lectrol

Polymer electrol)¡tes are a group of polymers with the ability to solvate a

number of inorganic salts by coordination. This ion-solvating ability was first

reported for polyethers such as poly(ethylene oxide) [pEO](ts,tel and

poly(propylene oxide)(16) [PPO] but other polymers have been shown to exhibit

electrolyte solvating capabilities; these include poly(ethylene imine)(18),

poly(ethylene succinate)(19), poly(ethylene adipate)(20), poly(Þ-
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propiolactone)(2t), poly(methyiene sulphideX22) ¿n¿ polyphosphazenss(23).

The most commonly used salts are lithium perchlorate [LiClO¿], sodium

thiocyanate [NaSCN] and lithium trifluoromethanesulphonate Itriflate,

CF3SO3.I. The conductivity of such systems is generally studied well above

their glass transition temperature [TgJ as it is dependent on the cooperative

motion of ions and the polymer network. The conductive behaviour of such

systems is usually interpreted in terms of the Vogel-Tamman-Fulcher

equation:

o: Ao T1/2exp[ -EalR(T-To)] Eqn. 1.1

where Ag is a weakly temperature dependent pre-factor, T6 corresponds to Tg,

and E¿ is an activation energy. Ionic conductivity in these systems is

discussed in terms of a model in which ion transport is facilitated by the large

amplitude motion of the polymer backbone as cation-heteroatom interactions

are formed and broken at different sites on the backbone.

Polyelectrol]¿tes are a class of macromolecr,'-lar compounds which when

dissolved in a suitable polar solvent, usually water, spontaneously acquire, or

can be made to acquire, a large number of elementary charges distributed

along the macromolecular chain . They are formed by the interaction of

cationic and anionic moieties, one of which is poiymeric and the othe¡ a

counter/ion. The interaction between these moieties is controlled by the

density of the charged groups on the polymer chain and the nature of the

counter ion. The conductivity of these polymers in the dry state is typically in

the range 10-12 to 10-15 5.*-1(17). The addition of -water solvates the ions

which tend to form stable immobile clusters in the d.y state. Ionic

conductivity is a function of water content as water l'ras a twofold effect on the

system; it increases the local dielectric constant of the polymer, aiding ion

dissociation, and also plasticises the polymer, enhancing ionic mobility.



Conducting Polymers

Electronic
Conjugated polymer systems
rvhich are either partially
oxidised (p-doped) or partially
reduced (n-doped) resulting in
metal like conductivity.
êû

poly(acetylene)

'cFI'n
poly(p-phenylene)

'(CrH ¿)'n
polypyrrole
- (C¿H:N)'n

Polymer Electrolyte

A group of poiymers witir the
ability to solvate inorganic salts
by coordination.
e.g.:

poly(ethylene oxide)
-CHz-CHz-O-n

poly(propylene oxide)

-CII2- CI{(CFI¡)-O-n
poly(ethylene adipare;

- O- CFI2- CHz-O - CO - (CI.I2)a-C O^ ¡
poly(ethylene imine)

-CI-I2-CII2-NI-I-¡

Gel Electrolyte
Polymer/ solvent/ salt systems

in which the polymer acts as a

stiffener for the soh'ent which
solvates the ions and acts as a

conducting medium.
e.g.

polyacrylonitrile / water / LiClOa

-CHz'CH=ç-¡-n
poly(vinylidene fl uoride) /propylene

ca¡bonate /L|CIO4
- CFI2-C F2-¡

Polyelectrolyte
A group of polymers which
when dissolved in a polar
solvent, usually water, acquire
a large number of charges along
the macromolecular chain
e.g:

poly(methacrylic acid)

-Ctr2-CH (CFI:) (CO O II)-n
poly(ethylene sulfonic acid)

-CHz-CH(SO3ll)-n
poly(vinyl amirre)

-CI{2-CfI(NFIz)-"
poly(ethylene imirre)

-Cl-12-CHz-NFI -n

o\
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These systems are reviewed by Seanor(z¿) and fut¿ndsl (25). Polyelectrolytes

can be polyacids such as poly(acrylic acid)(PAA) or polybases such as

poly(vinylamine) (PVAm). On interacting with water these polymers form

polyanions and polycations respectively. Macromolecules which bear both

acidic and basic functionalities are termed polyampholytes and are positively

charged at low pH and negatively charged at high pH. They are neutral at

isoelectric pH where charge balance is achieved.

A gel electrol]¿te is a polymer/ solvent/ salt system in which the

polymer is secondary in the conducting matrix and acts merely as a stiffener

or suPPort for the low molecular weight high dielectric solvent which

solvates the ions and acts as the conducting medium. In the absence of

solvent there is some residual conductivity which probably arises from ion

hopping between localised sites , although the salt would be expected to be

dispersed, primarily as ion pairs, throughout the polymer matrix. Gel

electrolytes are attracting interest as they benefit from the fact that the

conducting phase also plasticises the polymer matrix; the ionic conductivity

of polymer electrolytes has been enhanced by the addition of plasticisers but at

the expense of mechanical rigiditir.(26)

Several examples of research into such systems exist in the literature.

Voice g¡ ¿1.(26) have investigated the conductivity of a range of gel electrolytes

prepared from a number of commercially available polymers, e.g. poly

(ethylene terephthalate) [PET], Poly(vinylidene fluoride) [pvDF], and

solvents, e.g. N,N-dimethylacetamide IDMA], N,N-dimethylformamide

[DMF], dimethylsulfoxide [DMSO], using lithium triflate as the ionic species

incorporated for conduction. They report ionic conductivities in the region of

10-3Scm-1 for their samples down to temperatures of -20oC. Zygadlo-

Monikowsa et v1.Q7) have prepared gel electrolytes based on mixtures of 2,3-

methoxypropyl methacrylate, propylene carbonate [PC] and LiClo¿. They

report conductivities ranging from 10-3 Scm-1 at ambient temperature down
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to 10-5 Scm-1 at -50oC. Tsuchida and cowo¡lçs¡5(28-31) have studied systems

based on poly(acrylonitrile) [PAN] and PVDF. They report conductivities of

around 10-5 Scm-l at ambient temperature for PVDF/ PC/ LiClOa gel

electrolytes of typical composition 50/ 30/ 20 (molar ratio) and 2x104 Scm-1 at

25oC for PAN/ethylene carbonate IEC]/LiClO¿ in the molar ratio

5C.7/36.6/727. Crosslinked gel electrolytes have been formed by Kabata et

¿1.(32). They report that a material consisting of 73wt% monomer

(ethoxypolyoxyethylene acrylate/ trimethylolpropane triacrylate), 67wt7o (PC/

1,2-dimethoxyethane) and 20wt7o LiBFa had an ambient conductivity of

2.7x10-3Scm-1. Reich and Michu"li(33) report PAN/water/perchlorate salt gel

electrolytes with ambient ionic conductivities in the range 10-7 to 10-2 Scm-1.

Croce s¡ ¿1.(3a) have studied gel electrolytes prepared from mixtures of PAN,

EC, PC and LiClO4 or LiAsF6. They report conductivities as high as 10-2Scm-i

for a LiAsF6 containing sample.

It should be noted that the conductivity temperature dependence of gel

electrolytes is not uniform for all systems. Reich and Mich¿g1i(33) found that

conductivity of PAN/water/perchlorate salt gel electrolytes showed an

Arrhenius type temperature dependence both above and below Tg although

the activation energy changed at this temperature. Non Arrhenius

behaviour has been observed in Viton/ PC/ LiClO4 solutions(35).

Polymer electrolytes tend to exhibit favourable mechanical properties

but their conductivity is limited by the increase in crystallinity and ion-pair

formation with an increase in ion content. Polyelectrolytes require aqueous

dilution at the expense of mechanical properties to achieve favourable ionic

conductivities. Gel electrolytes are attracting growing interest as they offer

both mechanical integrity and enhanced conductivity. The poiymer network

supports the conducting phase, i.e. it acts as a stiffener, and the conducting

phase both dissociates the charge carriers and plasticises the polymer network,

decreasing the glass transition temperature.
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We have chosen to study the conductivity of the poly (2-hydroxyethyl

methacrylate) IpHEMA]/ salt/ water system. Such a system falls into the gel

electrolyte category. The term gel can be used to describe a number of soft

coherent substances including lamellar mesophases, clays, amorphous

vanadium pentoxide, phospholipids and also three dimensional polymer

networks. Polymeric gels are capable of absorbing large amounts of liquid

(water in the system studied in this work) whilst still retaining essential

properties of solids such as shear and compression moduli. Aharoni and

Edwards(36) define a polymer gel as a system consisting of a polymer network

swollen with solvent, where polymer network refers to the three

dimensional polymeric structure excluding occluded solvent.

There are a number of reasons for opting to investigate pHEMA

hydrogels. PHEMA is a relatively simple gel and its mechanical properties

and water absorbing capabilities are easily controlled by crosslinking with

ethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA). PHEMA hydrogels have been the

focus of considerable research as a result of their biocompatibility and thus

there exists extensive data on its properties. The potential appiication of

pHEMA to the field of gel electrolytes is reflected in the investigation of a

humidity ss¡5s¡(37) in which pHEMA was an active component.

2-Hydroxyethyl methacrylate was first synthesised and polymerised by

du Pont in 1936(38-39) but gained widespread attention in the 1960's when

Wichterle and Lim(40,41) reported on preparation techniques and its possible

biological uses. HEMA monomer has the structure.

.zcHs
CH" 

-Ca\

C-O- CH2-CHz 
-OHti

o

HEMA
The presence of polar moieties enables pHEMA to absorb large amounts of
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water and leads to its classification as a hydrogel. It is able in some cases to

absorb up to 404570 of its total weight as a hydrogel.(a2)

Synthetic hydrogels are suitable for potential medical applications such

as soft-contact lsnsss(43), reverse osmosis membranss(44,45), kidney dialysis

membranes(46,47), and drug deiivery slstems(48-50). Hydrogels are of great use

in the field of biomaterials where the absorbed water acts as a plasticiser, a

transport medium for dissolved species, and a bridge between the disparate

surface energies of synthetic polymers and body fluids(51). PHEMA hydrogels

are particularly useful for biomedical applications due to their mechanical

integrity and chemical stability. They have been shown to be resistant to acid

hydrolysis and reactions with amines(52) and incur alkaline hydrolysis only at

high temperature and pH(53).

The role of water in pHEMA has been studied by a number of

techniques including nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)(54-59) and

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)(57-63). These studies provide

evidence that water exists in more than one state within the hydrogel and

that these states will affect the properties of the hydrogel. Several systems of

nomenclature have been used to describe the states of water present within

water absorbing polymers. Terms such as primary, secondary, bound,

interfacial, bulk, Íree, freezing and non-freezing have been used to describe

the various phases of water presen¡(61). Corkhill g¡ ¿1.(61) suggest that water is

more likely to be present in a continuum of states between the two extremes

rather than in a series of discrete phases. At one extreme is water which is

strongly associated to the polymer through hydrogen bonding, sometimes

called bound or non-freezing water, while at the other extreme is water

unaffected by the polymer matrix, with a much greater degree of mobility,

sometimes referred to as free or freezing water. The types and amounts of

water measured are technique dependent and are also subject to hysteresis

effects.
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The water binding process in hydrogels has been described

previously(61) ¡51ng the concept of hydration shells. Hydrophilic groups on

the polymer engage in hydrogen bonding with non-freezing water creating an

inner hydration shell and this shell is surrounded by successive layers of

freezing water molecules. McBrierty et al(58) have proposed that , in the case

of pHEMA, Iess than 20 wt % of water is strongly bound to the polymer,

corresPonding to two water molecules per repeat unit. They define the next

75 wtTo as interfacial, and additional water above a water content of 35 wt 7o as

freely diffusable. In the gel electrolyte systems we have studied, the r ¡ater

absorbed by the pHEMA is the conducting medium and thus its structure

within the hydrogel is directly relevant to an understanding of the

conductive properties of the samples in this work.

The conductive properties of gel electrolytes can be measured by both

DC and AC methods as discussed by Bruce(65). We have chosen to use AC

impedance spectroscopy for a number of reasons. Simple experimental cells

with inert blocking electrodes (Fíg.2.7,2.2) can be used to collect data: these

blocking eiectrodes are stable over a wide temperature range enabling the

temperature dependence of gel electrolyte conductivity to be readily

determined. The analysis of complex impedance data gained from AC

experiments enables us to model the electrical response of the gel electrolyte

on an equivalent electrical circuit consisting of components such as resistors

and capacitors. Although these circuits are an approximation of the real

resPonse they should enable us to quantify the resistive and capacitive

components and relate them to fundamental electrical properties of the gel

electrolyte. Sequential variation of experimental parameters (e.g. the amount

of crosslinking, the nature of the crosslinking agent employed, water content,

temperature and the concentration and the nature of the dopant) should

enable the relative contribution of each to conductivity in pHEMA based gel

electrolytes to be assessed.
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The use of AC impedance spectroscopy may yield further insights into

the structure of water in pHEMA hydrogels. Previous work by Watanabe and

coworkers(66) 6n segmented polyether/ poly(urethane ureas) is representative

of how'.AC impedance spectroscopy may give insight into morphological

detail. Watanabe found that the AC impedance spectra in this system could

be described as the superposition of two seini-circular loci. This phenomenon

was attributed to the presence of two types of conductive pathway within the

polymer network. Ionic conductivity takes place through the amorphous

regions of the network and the presence of crystalline regions was used to

rationalise the observed AC impedance locus.

Initially the conductivity of pHEMA at full hydration (i.e. with an

equilibrium water content of 407o) was measured. Subsequently, experiments

were carried out to investigate the change in conductivity with respect to

several environmental parameters.

pHEMA forms a three dimensional network which renders it insoluble

despite its ability to absorb significant amounts of water; this results from a

small amount of crosslinking which is in turn a consequence of the presence

of small amounts of impurities in HEMA monomer. This impurity, a

byproduct of the HEMA monomer production process, usually consists of

ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA). The EGDMA homopolymer is an

extremely brittle glassy polymer with a very high glass transition temperature

(Tg¡(azl. The introduction of EGDMA decreases the amount of water which

can be absorbed by the hydrogel as it is hydrophobic with respect to HEMA

and also forms links between polymer chains which limit the swelling of the

resultant network.

It has been repo¡¡g¿(68,69) that the water uptake of pHEMA is relatively

insensitive to low degrees of crosslinking with EGDMA, which has been

taken to imply that secondary forces were responsible for the cohesion of the

hydrogel. These secondary forces have been ascribed to hydrophobic
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interactions between either a-methyl groups or chain backbones(70), ¡y¿rogen

bonding(71) and polar interactions(72). Higher degrees of crosslinking have

been shown to lead to reduced water uptake(61). We have prepared gels

containing various EGDMA croslinker concentrations and measured the

resultant conductivities.

EGDMA is only the first in a series of oligo (ethylene glycor)

dimethacrylates [OED]which have the general structure:

r'ì r 
-c 

zclls
' \ll) 

\ c-o-(cHililoo
EGDMA

Where n, the number of ethylene glycol repeat units, regulates the length and

flexibility of the crosslink which is formed as a result of the presence of the

methacrylate functional groups at either end of the molecule. EGDMA

crosslinker contains a single ethylene gtycol unit between the methacrylate

end groups. The conductivity of samples of varying EGDMA concentration

has been investigated.

We have also prepared and measured the conductivity of several

copolymers using OED's with n>1 as crosslinking agents: di-(ethylene glycol)

dimethacrylate IDiEGDMA]l(n=2), tetra-(ethylene glycol) dimerhacrylate

ITEGDMAI (n=4) and poly 400 (ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate tP400l (n=9).

The name of P400 is based on the average molecular weight of the oligo

ethylene glycol chain between methacrylate groups which corresponds to an

average value of n being approximately nine.

Variation of the type of OED used as a crosslinking agent enables a

number of parameters to be varied. As the length of the oligo ethylene glycol

chain increases, the Tt of the respective OED homopolymer decreases, with

P400 having a T, sç 269yrc7). It has also been ¡6¡sd(67) that the increase in
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the polarity of the OED's as n increases, due to the increasing number of ether

groups, results in an increase in water sorption with P400 absorbing much

more water than EGDMA. The selection of OED as the crosslinking agent

thus presents the possibility of being able to vary the hydrophilicity of the

copolymer network, and therefore its water absorption properties, and also

some of its bulk mechanical properties, such as Tg.

The relationship between water content and conductivity was

investigated for all the copolymer gels produced by recording the AC response

of samples subjected to a dehydration regimen.

The effect of temperature on the conductivity of fully hydiated gel

electrolytes was also investigated by collecting AC impedance data for gel

samples subjected to a standard temperature cycle. The temperature

dependence of conductivity in these gel electrolytes will yield a measure of

the activation energy of the conductivity and thus reflect the importance of

the supporting polymer matrix in the gel electrolyte. PHEMA hydrogels,

when cooled to sub-ambient temperatures, are noted for the anomalous

freezing behaviour of the water absorbed within the polymer matrix$7-63).

The resultant morphological change in the gel should be reflected in its AC

impedance response.

copolymers based on pHEMA were also hydrated in a series of

electrolyte solutions of varying concentration to produce ion doped gel

electrolytes. The conductivity of polymer electrolytes can be described by the

following eeuation(73)¡

O = ) ni(zie)ui
i

Eqn. 1.2

where ni is the number of charge carriers of type i, zie is the net electronic

charge on that ion or aggregate and ui is its mobility in unit field. From

Equation 7-Z it follows that increasing the concentration of the dopant will
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result in an increase in conductivity. Flowever, Equation 1.2 does not directly

take into account the effect that the nature of the dopant will have on the

supporting polymer in the gel electrolyte which in turn influences the

structure of the conductive phase, the solvent.

The effect of the addition of electrolytes to pHEMA based hydrogel

systems has been studied by swelling(74,75), diffusion?S,ST), ¡¡4¡¡(79,80),

DSCQ8,79) and dynamic mechanical measursrns¡¡5(76,77). Dusek s¡ ¿1.(74) ¿¡¿

Refojo(75) have studied the influence of salts on the equilibrium swelling of

pHEMA hydrogels. The introduction of ions may either improve the

conditions for the mixing of the polymer and aqueous phase (salting in) or

impair them (salting out). Refojo reported vastly differing water contents

depending on the nature of the salt used, ranging from 587o for NaI to 337o for

NaCl. These water contents refer to samples hydrated in 0.5M electrolyte

solutions. Dusek et al. report that the anion plays a decisive role in

determining the equilibrium swelling of pHEMA samples soaked in

electrolyte solutions. They found iodides and perchlorates to be typical salting

in anions, and fluorides and most chlorides to be typical salting out anions.

Nakamur¿(76) innsstigated the effect of the addition of NaCl, Na2SOa

and NaI on the monomeric friction coefficient, (. It was found that the

addition of sodium chloride and sulphate resulted in an increase in (, i.,
direct contrast to the decrease resulting from the addition of sodium iodide.

The plasticisation caused by the sodium iodide was attributed to specific ion

polymer interactions. Allen s¡ ¿1.(77).studied the length contraction of aged

pHEMA samples doped with KBr. They found that the magnitude of the

contraction when quenched samples were heated through the glass transition

decreased with KBr content which is consistent with role of an

antiplasticising filler. The interaction of the electrolyte with the polymer is

therefore dependent on the nature of the ions.

DSC has been used by Tighe s¡ ¿1.(78) and Quinn et al.(79) to investigate
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the influence of dopants on the structure of water in pHEMA. hydrogels.

Quinn looked at the influence of saline solutions on pHEMA samples by

recording cooling exotherms and melting endotherms. The introduction of

NaCl was found to cause a small but significant increase in nonfreezable

water which is consistent with the notion that Na+ is a structure form.ing ion.

The presence of NaCl also led to a depression of the vitrification temperature.

Tighe has recorded melting endotherms of pHEMA samples immersed in a

range of potassium salt solutions. It was found that the presence of electrolyte

not only altered the equilibrium water content but also the ratio of freezing to

non freezing water. The EWC of the samples yielded the following trènd:

KI>KCl>K2SOa

It should be noted that the sample in KI solution had a greater EWC than

pHEMA hydrated in water while immersion in KCI and K2SO4 solutions

yielded samples with lower EWC's than pHEMA hydrated in water. The

change in ratio of freezing to non-freezing water was even more drastic:

KI >> KCI > K2SOa

Similarly, the freezing/non-freezing water ratio for a sample hydrated in

water was less than for KI solution and greater than for KCI and K2SOa

solutions.

Quinn et ¿1Q9) have also used 1g NMR T2 measurements to

investigate the effect of NaCl on the water present in pHEMA hydrogels. The

change in T2 with respect to temperature reveals the onset of molecular

motion and hysteresis associated with temperature cycling, whereas the T2

component intensity data enable the estimation of the relative amounts of

distinguishably different types of water in the hydrogel. It was observed that

the mobility achieved in the sample hydrated in water is appreciably greater

than for the sample hydrated in saline solution for temperatures below ca.

250K. Another observation was that at 220K the ratio of tightly bound water

is greater for the water hydrated sample than for the NaCl laden sample.
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Quinn et al. also made 23Na NMR measurements on ion-doped pHEMA gels.

The linewidth of the 23Na NMR signal is sensitive to environmental changes

and is a measure of the interaction, whether through ionic or covalent

bonding or a change in the degree of hydration, of the Na+ ion with its

immediate surrounds. It was found that the linewidths for even the most

hydrated samples were appreciably larger than for concentrated aqueous

electrolytes of comparable concentration: this was interpreted as evidence that

the immediate environment of the Na+ ions was affected by the polymer

network, even in a heavily hydrated state.

jhon and cowo¡ks¡s(80) have performed 127¡ ur.¿ 39K NMR studies of

water soluble polymers in KI solutions. The broad 1271 1it 
"*idths obtained

for isotactic pHEMA in KI solution were attributed to specific polymer/ion

binding. ]hon suggested that the attractive force between the polarizable

iodide anion and the electric dipoles of the polymer could be responsible for

the polymer/iodide interaction. 39K NMR linewidths were relatively

invariant with increased polymer concentration, providing evidence that

potassium does not directly associate with the isotactic pHEMA in solution.

This was further reinforced by the lack of variation iyr 727¡ NMR linewidths

measured for polymers in various alkali iodide solutions: NaI, KI, RbI and

CsI.

The diffusion of ions through hydrated pHEMA has been studied by

Tighe st ¿1.(78,81)who found that the nature of the anion exerted greater

influence on the rate of permeation of the electrolyte than the cation. For

membranes of a given structure anion permeation rates followed the

Hoffmeister series:

fo, anions SCN- >I- > Br > Cl- >NO3-

It is obvious from all these results that the introduction of ions into

pHEMA hydrogels furtheícomplicates an already complex system as ion/ion,

ion/water and ion/polymer interactions wiil occur and compete with one
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another. The addition of ions will alter the conductivity of the gel electrolyte,

while the degree of alteration will be dependent on both the concentration

and nature of the dopant used.

Initial investigations in this work focussed on HEMA based

copolymers immersed in KBr solution of varying concentration. KBr was

chosen as the electrolyte as it has been sþsia¡¡(81) to have a minimal effect on

the equilibrium water content of pHEMA. The effect of varying the nature of

the dopant employed was investigated for pHEMA gel electrolytes doped with

a selection of alkali halides and oiher ions of interest. These samples were

also subjected to dehydration and variable temperature experiments. -

Physical characterization of the gel electrolytes studied was carried out

using a number of experimental techniques. The effect of diluent and dopant

addition on the polymer network was monitored by thermal mechanical

analysis. The dimensional changes of samples were measured over a range of

temperatures, yielding expansion coefficients. Differential scanning

calorimetry was employed to investigate the nature of the water phase in the

gel electrolytes and the effect of crosslinker and dopant on the structuring of

the water phase. Positron annihilation spectroscopy was used to investigate

the distribution of free volume.

The experimental apparatus and techniques employed in this work

will be discussed in the next chapter. The bulk of the research undertaken in

this project has been to investigate the variation in conductivity of pHEMA

gel electrolytes. Changes in conductivity resulting from variation in

crosslinking, that is alteration of both the amount and the nature of the

crosslinking agent employed, water content and temperature have been

investigated. In Chapter 3 the conductivity of undoped pHEMA hydrogels is

discussed. The introduction of electrolytes to pHEMA hydrogels increased

their conductivity. Chapter 4 deals primarily with the variation of

conductivity in KBr doped pHEMA gel electrolytes subjected to similar
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variations as the undoped samples in Chapter 3. The effect of the variation in

the nature of the dopant on the conductivity is also investigated in Chapter 4.

The results gained from the physical characterization of the gel electrolytes

will be .discussed in Chapter 5. The conclusions from this work witl be

addressed in Chapter 6 with the aim of providing a more complete

understanding of the conductivity of the gel electrolytes investigated.
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CHAPTER TWO

E*perimentøl Techniques.

2.1 Sample Source

HEMA was obtained from Mitsubishi Chemicals and contained 50 ppm

hydroquinone monomethyl ether as inhibitor. NMR measuremsn¡s(1)

indicated the presence of 0.3 molTo EGDMA in the HEMA monomer. EGDMA,

DiEGDMA, TEGDMA and P400 were obtained from Polyscience. The peroxide

initiator used was t-butyl per-2-ethyl hexanoate (TBo) and was supplied by

Interox (Australia).

H3CC(CH3)2OOCOCH(CzHs)CHzC H2CH2CHs

TBO

All electrolyte salts for soaking solutions were of analytical grade and

were obtained from BDH. All chemicals were used as received without further

purification.

2.2 Polymer Preparation

All monomers were dried over anhydrous magnesium sulphate and

then stored over activated 3Å molecular sieves at -15oC until required. The

initiator was ttsed at 0.27o v/v concentration in the monomer. To prevent

inhibition of the polymerisation by oxygen, high purity dry nitrogen was

bubbled through the monomer for approximately 15 minutes prior to casting.

Casting was performed between two glass sheets separated by aluminium

dividers with a silastic tubing (Dow Corning) gasket in the manner described by
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Cow'perthü¿¿i¡s(2). Two methods were employed ro prevent the strong

adhesion of pHEMA and its copolymers to the curing mould: the surface of the

glass sheets were either covered with teflon sheeting or treated with

trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS) prior to casting. The TMCS reacts with the

silanoi grouPs on the glass surface precluding any interaction with the hydroxyl

grouP of the HEMA repeat unit. These procedures enabled easy removal of the

casts from their moulds.

HEMA was cured at 60"C until gelation occurred and the temperature

was then increased in 10oC increments per hour until ultimately being held at

110"C for 72 hours. Curing above these temperatures for any extended period

of time led to degradation of the sample indicated by the presence of brown

discolouration. The casts were cooled slowly to ambient temperature over a

few hours to avoid fracturing. The resultant casts were insoluble in water due

to the Presence of a three dimensional network caused by the presence of

EGDMA in the monomer. All polymer casts produced were transparent and ca.

2mm thick. Similar cure profiles were employed for copolymers of HEMA with

the oligo-(ethlyene glycol) dimethacrylates except at higher concentrations of

EGDMA and DiEGDMA. For these samples a further post cure was required at

120"C for one hour in order to ensure that maximum possible cure was

attained.

Full sample cure was assumed when no detectable polyrnerization

exotherm was measured by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). It should

be noted from previous work(3-7) that polymerized EGDMA, DiEGDMA and

TEGDMA can have residual unsaturation at fuil cure in the form of trapped

monomer and unreacted pendant double bonds that cannot be measured by

DSC; this is unlikely to be the case with the relatively low crosslinker

concentrations used in the HEMA copolymers in this work.
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2.3 Sample Preparation.

Polymer sheets were placed in deionised water overnight to soften and

facilitate cutting of the appropriately sized discs for conductivity studies.

Sample discs were in a vacuum oven at 50 oC until a constant minimum

weight was reached. The dry discs were immersed in approximately 50ml of

either deionised watet or dopant solution of the appropriate concentration in

the range 0.10 to 1.0 M. Samples were left to equilibrate for 4-6 weeks untii a

constant maximum weight was achieved. Ali weights were measured on a

Mettler 4E166 balance with a reproducibility of t 0.2mg. Excess surface moisture

was removed with soft tissue prior to weighing.

Water absorbed into hydrogel samples can be defined in a number of

ways. The method that will be used in this work expresses the weight of water

absorbed by the sample as a function of its total wet weight. The Equilibrium

Water Content (EWC) is defined by the following eeuation(8):

EWC:+# xTooro Eqn.2.1

w* is the weight of the wet polymer and w¿ is the weight of the dry polymer.

During dehydration experiments, initial measurements were made at full EWC

whereupon samples were removed from their soaking solutions and allowed

to dry for about 5 minutes. These samples had excess surface moisture

removed with soft tissue before being placed in resealable polyethylene bags,

which were kept at 25"C, to ensure the re-equilibration of remaining water in

the polymer over 24 hours. The conductivity of the samples was measured and

the samples were again partially dehydrated and aliowed to re-equilibrate. This

procedure was repeated until an EWC of 5% was attained and then the samples

were dried in a vacuum oven at 50oC. All conductivity measurements at were

made at 25oC during the dehydration process.
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Samples for TMA measurements at discrete EWC were fully hydrated in

the appropriate dopant solution and then dried to constant weight in a 50"C

vacuum oven. To reach the desired EWC, the dry samples were placed in a

series. of humid atmospheres achieved through the presence of various

saturated salt solutions (Table 2.1) in sealed containers held at constant

temperature (25'C).

Table 2.1

List of salts used to obtain different relative humidities at 25oC.(9)

Salt %R.H.

NaOH

MgCtt

NHaCI

PbNOg

2.4 A.C. Impedance Measurements.

All impedance measurements were made using a Hewlett packard

IJP4284 LCR bridge utilising the full 70Hz - T}dFirZ frequency range. The bridge

was interfaced with an IBM compatible personal computer to facilitate

repetition of data collection and manipulation of data. The recorded data was

fitted by hand as manipulation with the available software proved

unsuccessful. For all measurements the voltage applied was kept under 1 volt

to minimise heat generation and any subsequent change in the equilibrium

water content. Two separate cells were used to house the sample depending on

the nature of the experiment performed. Short leads (<30cm) were used for all

measurements to avoid impedance effects.

For conductivity measurements at constant temperature (25.C) the cell

(Fig.2.a.l) consisted of two circular stainless steel electrodes mounted on a brass

stand. Their separation was controlled by a micrometer spindle so as to ensure

6
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Experimental cell for conductivity measurenents at constant temperature
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Figure 2-4.2

Experimental cell for conductivity measurenents at variable temperature
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good electrical contact. Constant temperature was achieved by placing the cell

in a brass sleeve which in turn was immersed in a constant temperature water

bath (25.0 10.1 'C).

:For experiments which involved temperature cycling the cell (Fig.z.a.z)

consisted of two circular stainless steel electrodes mounted in teflon and

embedded within a large brass block. The lower electrode was spring loaded to

ensure good electrical contact was maintained despite variation in sample

thickness with change in temperature. Fe/constantan thermocouples were

used to monitor the temperature at the electrodes and on the external surface of

the brass block.

An average cooling rate of 0.22 "C/rnin was achieved by placing the cell

in a brass sleeve which was in turn placed in a lli4gClz/íce bath in a freezer. This

cooling rate was used to minimise the change in temperature during data

collection at discrete temperatures. On achieving the required minimum

temperature, the cell was removed from the sleeve and allowed to warm to

ambient temperature. This resulted in an average heating rate of 0.44oC/min.

2.5 AC Impedance Spectroscopy

A number of ¿¡¡içlss(10-12) have been published describing the

application of AC impedance measurements to solid electroiytes, with 3¡¡6s(12)

relating the technique to the specific needs of electrical measurements on

polymer electrolytes. AC techniques have the advantage of avoiding

polarisation of the sample being studied.

In an AC impedance experiment a sinusoidal voltage is applied to a cell

anci the resulting sinusoidal current measured. Such experiments differ from

DC experiments in that it is necesarry not only"to observe the ratio of the

applied voltage to the resultant cuuent, i.e ohmic resistance, but also to

measure the ratio of the maxima of the sinusoidal voltage and current and also

the phase difference, 0.(Fig.2.5.1) The AC impedance, analogous to resistance in
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".v fnax I max

tlme

Figure 2.5.1

A representation of the sinusoidal voltage and current, at a given frequency,

associated with a cell; v=voltage, i=curr€fl¡, $=phase clifference betrveen

voltage and current. Generally the current is not in phase rvitir the voltage.

(Reproduced from (12).)
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o tzt
lZl sin 0 o
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o

lZl cos 0

Z"

Figure 2-5.2

A representation of the impedance, Z, on an Argand diagran"r. Z' and, z" are
the real and imaginary components of the con"rplex impedancê, Z = z' - jz".

X
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DC systems, is therefore a vector quantity with magnitude and phase. If we

define the impedance as Z, t};.en the impedance vector can be separated into x

and y components where:

x-lZ I cosO

Y= lZ I sino

1

Eqn.2.5.1

Eqn.2.5.2

The term complex impedance is often used to describe impedance as its

representation on a vector diagram is analogous to the representation of a

complex number on an argand diagram(Fig.2.5.2). Thus we can think in terms

of complex numbers where:

-z* _ .zz, = z-'-JZ" Eqn.2.5.3

-rç'L'= complex impedance

l
(Note: j is used rather than i to represent 1-{ so as to avoid confusion with the

frequently used symbol for current.)(12)

The experiments employed in this thesis required the measurement of the

complex impedance as a function of the frequency of the constant input voltage

and the presentation of the results on a complex impedance plot. Various

outcomes can be ascribed to representing differing equivalent circuits. The

responses of simple components can be described as follows:

Resistor: the voltage applied to a resistor is in phase with the resultant current

flowing through it, i.e.0=0 and thus lZl=R, R=resistance. It is represented by a

point R units along the real or x-axis of a complex irnpedance plot. (Fig.2.5.3(a))

Capacitor: the voltage applied to a capacitor lags behind the resultant current by

90o, i.e. 0=-1T,/2 and the magnitude of the impedance is frequency dependent.

lZl =7 / oJC, C=capacitance. The impedance of a capacitor defines a vertical spike
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Figure 2.5.3

Complex impedance plots for (a) a resistor, R, (b) a capacitor, C, (c) a series
combination of a resistor, R, and a capacitor, C, and (d) a parallel combination
of a resistor, R, and a capacitor, C. Angular frequency, (r) = 2nf where f is the
frequency of the applied voltage in hertz.
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that coincides with the imaginary or y-axis of a complex impedance plot

(Fig2.5.3(b)). It is noteworthy that it is conventional for electrical engineers to

regard the phase angle of a capacitor to be negative and thus the complex

impedance becomes -i/ ú)C, however electrochemical convention is to plot

negative impedances above the real ¿¡is(12).

In general, an equivalent circuit, a combination of such component

impedance elements, is needed to map the more complex behaviour of an

electrolyte. For example, it can be shown (12) that a series combination of a

resistor and a capacitor will result in a vertical line that intersects the x axis of a

complex impedance plot a distance from the origin equivalent to the

magnitude of the resistance (Fig.2.5.3(c)). If these components are in parallel

then the plot will be a semi-circle passing through the origin and the x axis a

distance from the origin equivalent to the magnitude of the resistance.(Fig.

2.5.3(d)) At the maximum point in the y axis orientation of the plot, (R/2),

û)¡¡¿¡RC=1 where oJ :2'lÍf , f being the frequency at which the measurement was

made.

The AC impedance spectroscopic responses of real systems are often

Ilrror€ complex than these examples but can be explained by the formation of

equivalent circuits based on simple componen¡s(10-12).

2.6 Differential Scanning Calorimetry.

In Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) thermal transitions are

measured by the continual monitoring of the differential heat flow from a

sample with respect to a reference over a predetermined temperature range.

The calorimeter balances the flow of thermal energy from the sample by the

addition or subtraction, with respect to the reference, of an equivalent amount

of electrical energy and thus a signal directly equivalent to the thermal

transitions occurring in the polymer sample is provided by the calorimeter. All

DSC measurements were made using a Perkin Elmer DSC II fitted with a dry
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box with the output voltage monitored using the MaclabrM system. For above

ambient temperature measurements high purity dry nitrogen was used as the

purge gas and the instrument was calibrated with lead ( lHç = 5.5 cal/g, t* =

600.65 K) and indium (^Hr = 6.8 cal/g, t^ = 429.78 K). For sub ambient

temperature measurements water ( t.r, = 273.75 K) and n-octane ( tm = 276.14 K)

were used as the temperature calibration standards. Liquid nitrogen was the

coolant and helium the purge gas. All calibrations were determined at the

same heating rate as that employed for samples (10 K/min).

2.6.1 Measurement of Freezing Water

Hydrated polymer samples were first dried with soft tissue to remove any

surface water and then enclosed in volatile-sample pans (P.E. No. 279-0062) to

minimise any water loss during measurement. Comparison of the area under

melting endotherms for gel samples with that produced by a known weight of

deionised water enabled the calculation of the amount of freezing water in the

hydrogels.

2.7 Thermomechanical Analyser.

The Mettler TMA 4000 thermomechanical analysis system (TMA) (Figure

2-7.7) enabled the thickness of a polymer sample (ca. 5x5x2 mm) to be measured

as a function of temperature. A static load of 0.1N was necessary to maintain

probe contact.

Two types of measurements were carried out for dry and hydrated

samples. Dry samples were heated rapidly to 430K, i.e. T> Tg, and then cooled

slowly at 2K/min to remove any residual stresses within the polymer structure.

The sample was then again heated at 2K/min to 430K and its dimensional

changes monitored. Hydrated samples were cooled at 2K/min to 215K and

subsequently heated at 2K/min to 295K whilst dimensional changes were

recorded. Liquid nitrogen was used as the coolant for sub-ambient
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measurements. Fully hydrated samples were covered with a thin glass

microscope slide prior to the lowering of the probe to prevent the probe

indenting the sample surface- To minimise water loss, hydrated samples were

not he.ated above ambient temperature. All samples were weighed prior to and

after TMA measurements to monitor weight loss.

2.8 Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy.

Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectrometry (PALS) is a technique

which proivides an indication of the free volume of a polymer and therefore

provides an insight into the mobility of the 2-hydroxyethyl rirethacrylate

polymer network. There are several sources(14-17) in the literature for

information on this technique, both conceptual and technical.

2.8.1Theory.

A positron is the antiparticle of an electron, having identical properties

with the exception that the charge on the positron is positive. Positrons are

emitted as a result of the natural decay of various radio-active isotopes and may

exist in condensed matter in several forms. Immediate (time<3ps) energy loss

is associated with the injection of a positron into a solid via inelastic and elastic

collisions with the polymer network and phonon interactions. During this

process, positrons may either become bound to electrons to form an unstable

atom like entity, known as positronium (Ps), or remain in free, singular

positron form. After this energy loss has taken place, positrons localize to

defects and or free volume within the solid and subsequently annihilate with

neighbouring valence electrons.

Positronium exists in two states which are defined as a result of the spin

states of the bound positron/electron entity. Para-Positronium (pPs), the singiet

state, results from the positron and the electron exhibiting antiparallel spins,

whereas ortho-Positronium (oPs) results from the positron and the electron
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exhibiting parallel spins. pPs decays by a self annihilation mechanism with a

short lifetime (0.125ns). oPs, with a much longer lifetime, decays by the pickoff

Process; the positron annihilates with an electron to which it is not bound.

PALS.data result in a spectra containing 3 decaying exponentials which can be

ascribed to the three different annihilation mechanisms taking place in the

sample. The short lifetime positrons (O.t - 0.3ns) are attributed to pPs

annihilations. Annhilations of free positrons lead to intermediate lifetimes (0.5

- 0.8 ns), and the third or long lifetime (1 - 5 ns) component of the spectrum is

ascribed to pickoff annihilations of oPs. A flow chart depicting positron

formation and annihilation is given in Figure 2.8.7.

The lifetime of positron species in molecular solids is dependent on the

inverse of the electron density at the annihilation site. Consequently, a large

site with a low mean electron density will result in a long lifetime, whereas a

smaller annihilation site having a higher mean electron density will cause the

positron to annihilate with a shorter lifetime. PALS measures the relative

number (I) and the lifetime (t) of positron annihilations. Spectra are the sum of

three separate exponential decays where:

Y¡= {s-ctt+ Be-Êt+ Ce-yt* background

Where Y1 is the number of positrons annihilating at time t. cr, Þ, y are the decay

rates (slopes) for the three lifetime components T1, x2, :'3.( tl=1 / a, r2=l¡þ,r3=lly ).

The relative number of positrons ( 11, r2,I) giving rise to each lifetime

component is determined by the area under the respective linear decay curve.

The numerical notation is used to differentiate the data relevant to

annihilations of a particular type. The subscripts 1,2 and 3 refer to pPs decay,

free positron decay and oPs decay respectively. A typical PALS spectrum is

shown in Figure 2.8.2.
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Given that positron decay is dependent on electron density and free

volume within a polymer will be reflected by low electron density, it follows

that PALS should be useful as a technique to investigate free volume. Brandt et

¿1.(13) ¡¿ne shown that, in polymeric solids, oPs pickoff annihilations occur in

free volume cavities. This study reports data recorded for t3 and 13, the mean

lifetime and relative intensity of oPs pickoff annihilations.

2.7.2 Experimental.

PALS data is collected by calculating the time between the emission of a

positron from the radioactive source, characterized by the emission of a

1.28MeV y-raf , and the annihilation of the positron in the solid sample, which

is accompanied by the emission of twin 511 keV y-rays. These two events are

sometimes referred to as the birth and death events. A schematic

representation of a positron annihilation lifetime spectrophotometer is given

in Figure 2.8.3.

The PALS system used in this study was a thermally stabilized Batelle

automated fast-fast coincidence system with a 22Na resolution of 250ps. Spectra

were collected at 22"C utilising a 22Na source (35pCi) which had been heat

sealed between two teflon coated kapton sheets, the teflon coating facing

inwards. Data quoted are for 3 to 8 spectra of 30000 counts with collection time

varying between ninety minutes and seven hours, depending on the

experimental conditions. Spectra were analysed using the program
pppggpp(18).

Spectra were recorded for hydogel samples and some solutions. For gel

samples, the source was sandwiched between two identical samples of the gel

after surface moisture of the samples had been removed by blotting with filter

paper. The sandwich of source and hydrogel samples was placed in a partially

evacuated ployethylene bag, in order to prevent moisture loss to the

atmosphere, before being placed between the detectors.
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For solutions, the source was placed in a 35mm slide frame which was

then placed in a polyethylene bag. This bag was immersed in the solution

under investigation in a specíally prepared sample holder situated between the

detectors. The sample holder was designed to force the bag to conform to

rectangular geometry and thus maintain an even and constant thickness of

solution between the source and detector.
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CHAPTER THREE

The AC Conductiaity of pHEMA

3.l lntroduction

Initially in this work the conductivity of fully hydrated pHEMA was

studied at 25oC by AC impedance spectroscopy. The properties of hydrogels

can be changed by the variation of crosslinking, that is the amount and nature

of the crosslinking agent employed, water content and temperature; changes

in conductivity behaviour resulting from such variation have been

investigated.

Previously, the specific resistance of membranes based on pHEMA had

been studied by Vacik and Kopecek(l). Dielectric analyses of this system have

been carried out by McBrierty et al.(2) and Pathmanathan and Johari(3). The

latter study yielded an Arrhenian DC conductivity relationship that was

determined from the frequency-independent region of their conductivity

spectra. The relationship can be described by the following equation:

oo=oo,o expCEo/RT)

Oo.o= 0.6485 S.m-1

Eo= 27.8 kJ.mol-l

(Eqn.3.1)

where

The DC conductivity of pHEMA (EWC= 38.67o, T= 25oC) calculated from this

reiationship is 9.2 x 10-4 S.cm-1-

Lee et ¿1.(4) ¡¿rre measured AC conductivities at a frequency of one

kilohertz for pHEMA samples over a range of water contents and found the

conductivity of pHEMA, EWC:407o, to be ca. 3.5 x 1.0-5S.cm-1 at 25.C. In this

work variable frequency measurements have been employed to elucidate
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morphological information from the AC impedance response.

3.2 The AC Impedance Spectrum

The complex impedance of a fully hydrated pHEMA sample was

measured at twenty-one frequencies over the range 70Hz to 1MF{2. It shoulct

be noted that information gained from impedance spectra is dependent on the

model chosen to rationalise the data collected and this can lead to ambiguity

in some systems as discussed by Orazem s¡ ¿1.(7). Flowever, it can be seen

from the complex impedance plot recorded for a fully hydrated pHEMA

sample (Fig. 3.1) that the data gained is typical of the AC response expected for

a real polymer electrolyte/blocking electrode experiment (Fig. 3.2) as described

by Gray(s). For such a system, an equivalent circuit of a capacitor in series

with a parallel combination of a resistor and a capacitor is usually adopted as a

model of the observed AC impedance behaviour. The series capacitor is

indicative of the double layer that forms at the sample/electrode interfaces.

The parallel combination of resistor and capacitor is representative of the

motion of charge carriers though the hydrogel. Owen(6) atÍibutes this

capacitance to vibrating charge carriers that are trapped in potential wells and

lead to an out of phase contribution to the resulting current flow.

It should be noted that the semicircular portion of the locus at high

frequency is slightly flattened and thus non-ideal. Non-ideal behaviour of

this nature has been attributed previously to the inhomogeneity of the

conducting phase of the electrolyte(5).

If we define Q, where:

z,+
z"*

(Eqn.3.2)

given Z'* is the real impedance at the non-zero intersection of the locus and

Z"* is the imaginary impedance at the highest point of the semi-circular

0
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Portion of the complex impedance plot, then Q should give an indication of

the measure of non-ideality (i.e. 0 : Z for a regular semi-circle). A value of Q

= 2.07 t 0.02 was obtained for the complex impedance plot for fully hydrated

pHEMA (Fig.3-1). This slight deviation from ideality suggests that the water

phase is almost homogeneous with respect to its conductive properties.

The low frequency spur is attributed to interfacial capacitance at the

electrode/polymer interface and it is sugges¡sd(8) that its deviation from the

vertical may be due to a number of physical properties such as surface

roughness at the interface or incomplete blocking by the electrode.

The water in hydrated pHEMA provides the charge carriers and the

mobile phase within the system. pHEMA lacks ionising functionalities in its

repeat unit to contribute significantly to the conductivity of the

polymer/water system- This is reflected by the pH of the water present in

pHEMA at full hydration (i.e. pH=S)(e).

The structure of water within hydrogels is not fully understood and has

been the subject of many studies yielding several proposed models. The

occluded water is believed to be present in a continuum of states ranging from

tightly held to the network via hydrogen bonding to sufficiently removed

from the polymer chains to behave as bulk u¡¿¡s¡(10). Hydrogels have also

been described(3) as being composed of statistically distributed microchannels

or fluctuating pores created by the mobility of the polymer segments within

an interpenetrating network in the presence of a solvent where these pores

are formed and removed as a result of the thermal motion of the polymer

chains. It follows that the local continuity of the conducting phase will vary

with respect to time and space and therefore there could be either insufficient

water in parts of the nelwork to readily support the motion of charge carriers,

possibly near the more hydrophobic sections of the network, or the motion of

charge carriers along a given path could depend upon the formation of a

sufficiently large water filled pore which in turn would be subject to motion
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of the Polymer matrix. The large scale segmental motion of the polymer

network, at temperatures above the glass transition, would result in the

continual motion of the chains which would increase the probabitity of

contact'between water filled pores that could sustain charge carrier motion.

The slight irregularity of the semi-circular section of the AC impedance plot

can thus be attributed to the distribution of water throughout the polymer

matrix resulting from the water/polymer interactions.

Allen et al.(l1) reported six distinct freezing points in the DSC cooling

thermogram of a saturated pHEMA sample previously subjected to five

freeze-thaw temperature cycles (i.e. 293->773->293K), thus indicating the

heterogeneous nature of absorbed water in pHEMA hydrogels.

3.3 The Conductivity of pHEMA.

The intercept of the semicircular portion of the locus with the real

impedance axis of the complex impedance plot allowed the evaluation of the

bulk resistance of the samples. The specific conductivity, o, was calculated

from the following equation:

(Eqn. 3.3)

where R is the bulk resistance of the sample, / is the thickness of the sample

and A is the cross sectional area of the sample in contact with the electrodes of

the conductivity cell.

The conductivity of fully hydrated pHEMA (EWC=40.47o,T=298K) was

found to be 2.86x70-5 S.cm-l. The frequency of the discrete impedance

measurement at which the AC impedance plot intersected the real axis was ca.

Zkflz. These results are in good agreement with those obtained by læe(a).

In the literature the conductivity of pure water has been reported by

Kohlrausch and Heydwei11".(12) to be 4x70-8 S.cm-l. The conductivity of

7to=R*Ã
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water in hydrated pHEMA can also be calculated from the equation(13).

o=I À.oiC i (Eqn. 3.4)
1 000

where l"o (c¿-1cm2mol-1) is the molar conductivity of an ionic species at

infinite dilution and C (moldm-3) is the concentration of the substituent

charge carrier- In water the charge carriers would be protons and hydroxyl

anions which have the following molar conductivities at infinite dilution:

Ào(H+ )=349.g f)-1cnr2mol-1

Ào(OH-)=19g.3 Ç)-1cm2mol-l (l:)

Given that the pH=6(9) for water in pHEMA, it follows that the conductivity

of the polymer/water system would be expected to be no greater than 3.52 x 10-

7s.cm-1.

FIowever, the conductivity of the pHEMA hydrogel is some two to
three orders of magnitude higher than either that of the theoretical or

experimental values obtained for '¡arer. This can pi'obably be explained in

terms of the impurities associated with the water in the hydrogel. To

investigate this, the conductivity of fresh deionised water and deionised water

subjected to prolonged exposure to air, i.e. water used to hydrate sampies, was

measured with a Philips Pw9s27 conductivity meter (Table 3.1).

It is noted that the conductivity of the water used in hydrating the

polymer samples is higher than that of the fresh deionised water . During the

hydration procedur e (J-4 weeks) it is possible that some ions may have

diffused out of the glass itself, such as Na*, into the water but is more likely to
be due to the absorption of atmospheric carbon dioxide, leading to the

Presence of HCO3- and COtz-, that would increase the conductivity of the

solution. It should be noted that the conductivity of deionised water did not
change significantly after seven days exposure to air. Heydweiller and
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Kohlrausç¡(12) ensured purity of their samples by distillation in quartz

apparatus whereas the theoretical calculation of the conductivity does not

allow for impurities caused by atmospheric carbon dioxide.

Table 3.1

Comparison of conductivity data for various samples of water with the
conductivity of fully hydrated pHEMA

SAMPLE CONDUCTIVITY (Scm-l)

HzO (experimental)a

IJzO (theoreticafib

HzO (t'resh deionised)

IJ2O (hydration water)

pHEMA (EWC=407o)

4.0 x 10-8

3.5 x10-7

2.0 x 10-s

6.6 x 10-s

2.86 x 10-s
a Kohlrausch and Heydweiller (12)
b Using Eqn.3.3

It is therefore reasonable to only compare the conductivity of the

hydrated pHEMA sample (EWC=40.4%) with the conducrivity of the

deionised water that had been used in the hydration process. From this data it

is clear that the conductivity of the hydrogel is less than that for the bulk

water. This can be attributed to the role of the polymer matrix in the hydrogel

system. It not only supports the conducting water phase but also forms an

impediment to the motion of the charge carriers. The potymer also exhibits

secondary interactions with the water phase via hydrogen bonding and

dispersion forces that result in the water existing in a continuum of phases

between tightly bound (via hydrogen bonding) and free bulk-like u¡¿¡s¡(14).

These interactions lead to a decrease in the mobility of the occluded water

molecules with respect to bulk water. Consequently, the viscosity of the

conducting phase is increased resulting in a decrease in conductivity.
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The relationship between viscosity rl and charge carrier mobility ¡r in
electrolyte solution is given by:

e
LL = ---' 6ærr¡

(Eqn. 3.5)

where e is the carrier charge and r is the radius of the carrier ion. The relation

stating that carrier mobility is inversely proportional to viscosity is known as

Walden's ¡uls(15). Shinohara s¡ ¿1.(15) found that this relationship does not

hold for PAN/EC/LiClO  hybricls. It was discovered that on the addition of
PAN to a solution of LiClOa in EC, viscosity increased but carrier mobility

decreased only slightly, in apparent contradiction of Walden's rule. This

result was rationalized by the distinction between microscopic and

macroscopic viscosity. The addition of PAN increased the macroscopic

viscosity of the hybrid but had little effect on the microscopic viscosity. The

microscopic viscosity is concerned with the carrier migration and., in the case

of this system, was dependent on the IECI/[LiClo¿], i.e. the ratio of the

concentrations of the EC and LiClOa.

The change in microscopic viscosity between water and occluded water

in a pHEMA gel sample is reflected by the 1u NvtR linewidths of occluded

water and bulk water. Bulk water is able to tumble freely thus the resulting
1H trllr'tR signal has a linewidth of a few ¡1s¡¡2(16) at room temperature

whereas absorbed water in pHEMA has been shown to have a linewidth of

several hundred 11s¡¡2(11). The broadening of the signal is due to the

secondary interactions between the water and the polymer matrix which in

turn lead to greater microscopic viscosity.
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3.4 Conductivity of HEMA/EGDMA Copolymers

3.4.1 Introd.uction

Despite their ability to absorb water, hydrogels remain insoluble

because'they form three dimensional networks on polymerisation. An

impurity from the production of HEMA is ethylene glycol dimethacrylate

(EGDMA) and on polymerisation the dimethacrylate functionalities react to

form links between the HEMA chains rendering pHEMA insoluble in water.

Hagias(17) has shown by NMR measurements that the optical grade HEMA

used in this work contained 0.237o v/v EGDMA. The structure of EGDMA is

shown below.

ñcU
C-C H2

tclls
cr{" -ca\

c-o - cïz- cH2-o
iloo

Ethylene Glycol Dimethacrylate (EGDMA)

Allen sf ¿1.(11,18-20) have studied the effect of EGDMA crosslinking on

the properties of pHEMA hydrogels using several techniques. Proton

enhanced magic angle spinning (PEMAS) 13C NMR measuremgn¡s(18)

revealed that increasing EGDMA concentration led to an increase in T1p(C),

the relaxation time in the rotating frame, indicative of the damping effect of

the crosslinker on the molecular motions of the pHEMA network. Torsion

pendulum experimen¡5(19) revealed an increase in Tg with increasing

EGDMA concentration. Sorption measuremsn¡s(20) indicated decreasing

ability to absorb water in copolymers with higher EGDMA concentrations.

DSC measuremsn¡s(ll) revealed that an increasing EGDMA concentrati<.rn

resuits in a change in the absorbed water structure.

The water absorption capabilities and water structure of

EGDMA/HEMA copolymers are of particular interest as the solvent phase of

any gel electrolyte is primarily responsible for the conductivity. The
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introduction of EGDMA into a HEMA copolymer has a twofold effect on the

resulting polymer's ability to absorb water. EGDMA is more hydrophobic

than HEMA and thus decreases the water sorption capabilities of the

copolymer. EGDMA forms links between different polymer chains and

consequently limits the ability of the network to expand upon swelling thus

decreasing water uptake.

Copolymers of EGDMA with HEMA were made at four different

EGDMA concentrations in the range 0.3mol% to 3.0mol%. Sampies of these

polymers were hydrated in deionised water and thei¡ conductivites evaluated

using AC impedance spectroscopy-

3.4.2 Results and Discussion

The conductivities and equilibrium water contents for the five

copolymers of EGDMA and HEMA are presented in Table 3.2. It is obvious

Table 3.2

The conductivities and EWC of several EGDMA/HEMA copolymers at full
hydration and 25oC.

Copolymer o

(S.cm-1)

EWC

(%)

pHEMA

0.3 mol% EGDMA co HEMA

0.6 mol% EGDMA co HEMA

1.5 mol% EGDMA co HEMA

3.0 molTo EGDMA co HEMA

40.4

37.5

36.3

32.9

27.7

2.86 x 10-5

8.02x70-6

3.23 x 10-6

2.06 x70-6

1.08 x 10-6

that there is a rapid decrease in conductivity as the amount of EGDMA in the

copolymer increases. As the concentration of EGDMA increases there is an

accompanying decrease in equilibrium water content. Ffowever, the decrease
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in conductivity as EGDMA concentration increases is much larger than the

decrease in equilibrium water content. This is shown clearly in Figure 3.3.

There is a sharp decrease in conductivity, ca.857o, as IEGDMA] increases to

0.6molVo which is in contrast to the smaller decrease in EWC ca.707o. The

most significant decrease in conductivity occurred in samples of up to
0-6molVo EGDMA concentration. It would appear from these results that the

presence of even small amounts of the dimethacrylate crosslinker perturb the

conducting phase, that is the occluded water.

Previously, the water uptake of pHEMA has been observed to be

relatively insensitive to low degrees of crosslinking(21,22). This has been

taken as an indication that there exists a secondary, non-covalent network

along with the primary covalently bonded network. Proposed explanations

describe this secondary structure as resulting from hydrophobic interactions

between either o-methyl groups or chain backbone5(23) 6¡ hydrogen bonded

hydroxyl groups probably stabilised by the exclusion of water from the regions

containing the 6sn¿5(24). The sharp decrease in conductivity for samples of

relatively low crosslinker concentrations suggests that this secondary non-

covalent bonding has little effect on the conductivity of hydrated p(EGDMA-

co-HEMA) samples.

Similar AC impedance spectra were recorded for all samples,

crosslinked with varying amounts of EGDMA, with respect to that of pHEMA

(Fig 3.a). One interesting similarity of the impedance spectra of the

crosslinked samples is lack of variation in the non-ideality of the semi-

circular portion of the AC response, as indicated by Q(Eqn 3.2), as the

concentration of the crosslinker was increased frorn 0.30mol% up to

3.0mol7o(Table 3.2a). On addition of 0.30mol% EGDMA, Q only increased to

2.70 x0.02. No further variation in Q was recorded until þ =2.72 t0.02 for

3.0mol7o EGDMA. This would appear to suggest that, at the crosslinker
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concentrations employed, the homogeneity of the conducting phase is not

altered significantly by the introduction of the crosslinker.

Table 3.2a

rn" *ru.iution in capacitance, C, and Q for EGDMA/HEMA copolymers of
var;ring EGDMA concentration. All samples at full hydration and 25oC.

IEGDMA]

(mol%)
o C

(F)

0

0.30

0.60

1.5

3.0

2.07t0.02

2.70+ 0.02

2.10+ 0.02

2.70+ 0.02

2.7b.0.02

7.004 x 10-10

7.435 x 10-1Q

7.626 x 10-10

7.686 x 10-10

2.293 x 10-10

It is also possible to evaluate the capacitance of the gels from their AC

impedance responses. This capacitance has been attributed(6) ¡6 vibrating

charge carriers that are trapped in potential wells and lead to an out-of-phase

contribution towards the resulting current flow. The evaluation of the

capacitance of the crosslinked samples should give an indication of the effect

of the crosslinker on the network and thus the conductivity.

The capacitance of a parallel RC circuit can be evaluated from the

maximum value, in the y-axis orientation, of the resuitant semi-circular AC

impedance spectrum. The following relationship can then evaluate the

capacitance(5)'

ú)¡¡¿¡RC = 1 Eqn3.6

where R is the bulk resistance of the sample, (Dmax = Zrf and f is the frequency

at the highest point of the semicircular portion of the recorded locus.

The capacitances for several EGDMA/HEMA copolymers are given in

Table 3.2a. It should be noted that all the capacitances evaluated are of the
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order of 10-10 Farads and such low values are indicative of the lack of trapping

of charge carriers in the polymer network; these copolymers are only very

lightly crosslinked. Flowever, there is a slight increase in capacitance as the

concentration of the crosslinker increases which results from the polymer

network becoming less mobile with greater crosslinking.

Allen et al.(11) investigated the effect of increased EGDMA

concentration on the ratio of freezing to non-freezing water from DSC

measurements. The variation of EWC, the amounts of freezing and non-

freezing water and conductivity with EGDMA concentration are shown in

Table 3.3.

Table 3.3

Comparison of Ewc and conductivity of pHEMA and 3mor%o

EGDMA/HEMA copolymers with DSC evaluations of freezing water, (H2O)o
and non-freezing water, (HzO).,r, of similar copolymers by Allen s¡ ¿1.(11)

TEGDMA]

(mol%)

EWCt

(V.)

o

(S/cm)

EWCg

(7")

m(HzO)r

(s,/

m(HzO)"¡

(g/geel)

0

3.0

40.4

27.7

2.86x10-s

1.08x10-6

39.2

28.0

0.130

0.019

0.262

0.261

* f=freezing, nf= non-freezing
** EWC4 refet's to the samples prepared by the author, EWC3 refers to the samples prepared
by Allen s¡ ¿1.(11)

It should be noted that as the crosslinker concentration was increased to

3mol7o, the mass of non-freezing water per gram of hydrogel sample

decreased marginally. This contrasts with the amount of freezing water

which decreased seven fold. Flowever, the conductivity of similar hydrogels

was observed to decrease twenty five fold. It could be suggested that the

physical impediment to the motion of charge carriers created by the crosslinks

themselves also contributes to the decrease in the conductivity. It follows that
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the conducting phase is dependent not only on the structure of the occluded

water but also the structure of the polymer network.

Allen s¡ ¿1.(11) studied mobile water present in several crosslinked

HEMA copolymers from 1H NVÍR measurements. Flowever, it should be

noted that 1H NMR techniques only enable the observation of water

molecules that exhibit some degree of tumbling. Free water has a linewidth

of only a few Hz at room temperature(16). Constrained or bound water is not

seen as the linewidth will broaden into the baseline and thus reflect the

increased viscosity of occluded water. Allen et al. found the linewidth of

water in pHEMA (EWC:39.27,) to be ca. 300 Hz at 25'C whereas the linewidth

for water in 3mol% EGDMA/HEMA copolymer is ca. 200 Hz at 25oc

indicating greater mobility of water in the more crosslinked sample. This is

in contrast with the conductivities of similar samples. Flowever Allen et al.

deduced from correlation with their DSC data that 827o of the water present in

the 3mo1% EGDMA crosslinked sample was constrained whereas only 13Zo in

the pHEMA sample was constrained. It is necessary to not only consider the

mobility of the occluded water but also the amount of constrained water

Present in each sample when considering the viscosity of the conducting

phase.

In the samples we have studied the concept of microscopic viscosity is

complex due to the dynamic nature of polymer water interactions. The

mobility of the water phase is reflected in lH NMR linewidths but the nature

and relative proportions of the water present must also be taken into account.

3.5 The Conductivity of OED/HEMA Copolymers.

3.5.1 Introduction

EGDMA is the first monomer in the OED series with one ethylene

glycol repeat unit situated between two terminal methacrylate functionalities,

which provide the crosslinking capability. By altering the number of repeat
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ethylene glycol units, n, in the OED it is possible to produce hydrogels with

varying properties.

Bennett(25) used several techniques to investigate the effect of varying

the oBD crosslinker on the properties of the OED/HEMA copolymers.

Dynamic mechanical tests revealed an interesting trend in Tg as n was

increased. For 3mol% OED/HEMA copolymers the following Tg's were

observed:

n=1 3moIZoEGDMA/HEMA Tg = 737"C

tt:4 3moIZoTEGDMA/HEMA .1g 
= 727"C

n=9 3rnolVop400/HEMA Tg = 111oC

If we compare this to the Tg of pHEMA (125"CX19) 1¡ is obvious that for small

values of n the Tg of the copolymers increases but as n increases Tg decreases

until eventually being lower than the Tg of pHEMA. Several models exist to

predict the variation in the glass temperature resulting from

copolymerisation and such models are generally based around free volume

considera¡i6ns(38-41) or statistical mechanical interpretation of composition

sf¡s6¡5(42,43). Bennett ascribed this trend to the copolymer effect previously

employed by simon(26) to rationalise a similar phenomenon shown by

TEGDMA/MMA copolymers. The copolymer effect suggests that a

sufficiently flexible and mobile crosslinker, such as an OED with a long oligo-

ethylene glycol chain, could influence local main chain motion. If this effect

was significant it could outweigh the damping effect of crosslinking and lead

to a decrease in Tg. Sorption measuremsn¡s(2O) revealed that EWC increased

with n for crosslinked samples of the same OED concentration. By increasing

n we not only increase the hydrophilicity of the crosslinker, an{ thus the

water uptake of the resultant copolymer, but also increase the length and

flexibilty of the crosslink enhancing the ability of the copolymer to swell. DSC

measuremsnl5(11) showed that freezing water increased and the fine structure

of the melting endotherm changed as n increased for copolymers of like OED
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concentration. The variation of n causes significant structural changes for the

copolymers in both the dry and hydrated states.

Several OED/HEMA copolymers with crosslinker concentration

3molVo 'were prepared and their conductivities measured at full hydration at

25'C . The copolymers that were investigated in this study utilised the

following crosslink agents: EGDMA (n=1), DiEGDtvlA (n=2), TEGDMA (n=4)

and P400 (average n=9).

3.5.2 Results and Discussion

The variations in EWC and conductivity obtained as n was increased

for several 3mol% OED/HEMA copolymers are presented in Table 3.4. The

addition of any crosslinker was shown to both decrease EWC and conductivity

of the resultant copolymer samples with respect to the pHEMA hydrogel

sample. The EWC results are in good agreement with those obtained by

Bennett(25) for similar samples.

Table 3.4

The conductivities and EWC of OED/HEMA copolymers at full hydration and
?5"C.

Copolymer EWC
(Vo)

o
(S/cm)

pHEMA

3 mol% EGDMA co HEMA

3 molVo DiEGDMA co HEMA

3 mol%o TEGDMA co HEMA

3 mol%o P400 co HEMA

40.4

27.7

33.3

33.8

34.7

2.86 x 10-5

1.08 x 10-6

1.55 x 10-6

2.47 x70-6

5.47 x70-6

Both the EWC and the conductivity of pHEMA hydrogels decrease

appreciably on copolymerization with any of the OEDs used in this study.

Flowever, the variation of EWC is significantly different from the variation of
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conductivity when both are considered with respect to the increase in n from

n=1 to n=9 (Fig. 3.5). The increase in conductivity with respect to n yields a

linear relationship whereas the increase in EWC is sharp as n is increased

from 1 to 2 yet the EWC appears to be approaching a limiting value as n is

increased from 2 to 9.

The results of DSC measurements by Ailen et al.(11) on the effect of

altering the nature of the crosslinking agent on the ratio of freezing to non-

freezing water are presented in Table 3.5 together with the variation in

conductivity for similar samples prepared in this work.

Table3.5

Comparison of EWC and conductivity of various 3mol%oED/HEMA
copolymers with DSC evaluations of freezing water, (H2O)r, and non-freezing
water, (HzO)nr, of similar copolymers by Allen s¡ ¿1.(11)

Crosslink

Agent

EWCa

(Vo)

o

(S/cm)

EWCs

(V.)

m(HzO)r

(g/ gs"t)

m(HzO)"r m¡/ mrrl

(g/ g,set)

EGDMA

DiEGDMA

TEGDMA

P400

40.4

27.7

33.3

33.8

34.7

2.86x10-5

1.08x10-6

1.55xl0-6

2.47x704

5.47x70-6

0.130

0.019

0.022

0.031

0.062

0.262

0.267

0.308

0.306

0.283

0.496

0.073

0.077

0.101

0.279

39.2

28.0

33.0

33.7

34.5
EWC4 refers to samples prepared by the author,
EWC3 refers to samples prepared by Alten et al.

There are a number of effects on the structure of water resulting from

the increase in the number of ethylene glycol repeat units, n, in the

crosslinking agent employed reflected in the results of Allen et al.. As n

increased so did the amount of freezing water per gram of sample, with all

crosslinked samples having much less freezable water than the pHEMA

homopolymer. In contrast, the amount of non-freezing water increased
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initially, as n was increased from 7 to 2, but was found to decrease slightly as

n was increased from 2 to 4 before decreasing more rapidly as n was increased

to 9.

Non-freezing water is ascribed to the water that is able to form strong

secondary interactions with the hydrophilic portions of the polymer, such as

the hydroxyethyl moieties or the ethylene glycol repeat units in the crosslinks.

The amount of non-freezing water increased as n was increased to 2 due to

the increase in hydrophilicity of the crosslinking agent but then was shown to

decrease as n was increased from 4 to 9. This suggests that after the crosslink

reaches a certain length, the flexible nature of the repeat ethylene glycol units

could favour structural conformations of the copolymer that would in turn

facilitate intramolecular hydrogen bonding and thus sterically hinder

interaction between absorbed water and hydrophilic sites of the network.

The mass of freezing water per gram of hydrogel sample was found by

Allen g¡ ¿1.(11) to increase as n was increased from 1 to 9 in a linear manner.

This is most likely indicative of the more open nature of the polymer

network formed resulting from the use of a longer crosslinking agent. The

increase in EWC as n increases is also indicative of the formation of looser

networks as the length of the crosslinks employed also increases.

The most interesting aspect of this data is that if the ratio of freezing

water to non-freezing water is examined as a function of n, then a similar

relationship is seen compared to the change in conductivity (Fig. 3.6). It
would aPpear that the conductivity is influenced by the ratio of freezing water

to non-freezing water which is in turn controlled by the polymer network and

thus the nature of the crosslink.

AC impedance spectra were recorded for all the copolymer samples at

full hydration and 25oC (Fig.3.Z). All the OED/HEMA copolymers

investigated yielded spectra typical of gel electrolytes, that is a combination of

a high frequency semi-circle and a low frequency spur. Ffowever, it should be
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noted that the spectra vary with respect to the nature of the crosslinker

present in the crosslinked sample. Given that the samples were of similar

thickness, the bulk resistance decreased as n increased in the OED. The

frequenqr at which the highest point in the semi-circular portion of the locus

was recorded increased as n increased. The capacitance, C, and Q were

calculated for all the spectra and are presented in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6

Capacitance and Q for 3moI%OED/HEMA copolymers at full hydration and
25'C. n represents the number of ethylene glycol units in the OED

Copolymer n c (F) o

pHEMA

3mol%EGDMA/HEMA

3mol%DiEGDMA/HEMA

3mol%TEGDMA/HEMA

3mol7oP400 /HEMA

1

2

4

9

1.004 r 10-10

2.293 * 10-10

1.661 x 10-10

1.506 r 10-10

7.493 * 10-10

2.07 t0.02

2.72x0.02

2.70 t0.02

2.09 x0.02

2.70 t0.02

Again tlLe introduction of the crosslinke¡ has lead to a slight increase in

Q but there appears to be no dependence on the nature of the crosslinker

other than that the presence of any crosslinker slightly perturbs the

homogeneity of the conducting phase. The crosslinker concentration, 3mol%,

is relatively low and as the samples studied are at full water content, the

nature of the crosslink is unlikely to have any significant effect on 0.

The introduction of EGDMA has already been shown to cause an

increase in capacitance. As the nature of the crosslinker was altered, the

capacitance was shown to increase with n, the number of repeat ethylene

glycol units. As n increases the flexibility and length of the crosslinker also

increases, which results in looser polymer networks able to absorb more

water. The more open nature of the networks as n increases r.vould decrease
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the chance of entrapment of charge carriers leading to lower capacitance

3.6 The Variation of Conductivity with Water Content .

3-6.1Water in pHEMA hydrogels.

Water in hydrogels performs many ¡6195(27). It can act as a plasticiser, a

transport medium for dissolved species and, in biomedical applications, a

bridge between the very different surface energies of synthetic polymers and

body fluids. Andrade and lhon(28) and Hoeys(29) have reviewed the

interaction of water with polymers.

Given the unique role of water in hydrogels, it is first necessary to

review the current understanding of the nature of water in pHEMA hydrogels

and its effect on structure before discussing the change in conductii'ity with

water content

Considerable evidence exisß(10) to suggest that water in hydrogels exists

in more than one state and that these states of water in the hydrogel will also

effect its properties. The desire to understand the distribution of occluded

water in hydrogels has been the target of many studies. However, the

outcomes have been varied and technique dependent. This has led to several

classification systems which, whilst useful in explaining specific experimental

results, are not readily interconvertible.

Studies utiiising the DSC technique(4,70,71,30,31) have found it
convenient to refer to the experimentally determined states, i.e. freezing

water and non-freezing water. The difference arises as the freezing behaviour

of water in hydrogels is irregular; when hydrated pHEMA samples are cooled

to sub-zero temperatures not all of the available water freezes. This enables a

quantative analysis of the two states and further indication of changes in

freezing behaviour are available from the fine structure of the melting

g¡dsfþs¡rns(25). Ailen et al.(l1) reported that approximately 337o of the water

present in saturated pHEMA was capable of freezing. Comparison between
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studies is hindered by the need for samples of similar thermal history as

results are dependent on the temperature cycle emplo;red. Allen et al. found

that not only did the amount of freezing water vary with any alteration of the

cooling. and heating procedures but the nature of the recorded heating

endotherm was also found to vary. The introduction of water has also been

shown to cause a decrease in the glass transition temperature as a result of

interfering with secondary interactions between polymer chains.

lH NtrrtR studies have been used to probe the mobility of the water in

hydrogels and thus monitor the interaction of absorbed water with the

polymer matrix(l1,74,32-34). McBrierty g¡ ¿1.(1a) proposed the existence of three

types of water in hydrated pHEMA: bound water (< 2\wtTo), which

corresPonds to on average two hydrogen bonded water molecules per repeat

unit, interfacial water, which is ascribed to dipole-dipole interactions with

hydroxyl groups or hydrophobic interactions with polymer segments, and

freely diffusable water in samples where the water content is greater than

35wt7o. Values measured experimentally for T1, the proton spin-lattice

relaxation time, have been considered(33,34) as an average of the Ti's of the

three proposed ciasses of water present on the gels such that:

(Eqn.3.7)

where fw,h and fs are the fractions of the bulk water, interfacial water and

bound water respectively and Tlw, T1¡, and T1s are the corresponding

relaxation times of protons in these three classes of water. T1s was taken as

the relaxation time recorded for samples of water content less than 20wt%

whereas T1'yy was considered to be the same as for bulk water (4.5s at 34oC). T1y

was estimated using equation 3.9 and the experimental results. As the water

content of the samples increased from 20-40wt7o T1 increased and thus, by

calculation, did T1¡ which is indicative of increased mobility of the interfacial

1

T1

fy¿ fr fn
Ttr"*Ttr*T*
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water. One flaw in this work is the assumption that the bulk-like water in the

polymer samples is the same as bulk water. It should be noted(ll) that

IFNNß. linewidths for occluded water are of the order of several hundred Hz

as oPPosed to that of bulk water which yields linewidths of a few LIz, i.e. there

exists no water domain in such gels that could be ciassified as a true water

phase that is large enough to permit free tumbling. Measurements of T2, the

spin-spin relaxation time, by Sung s¡ ¿1.(33) reveal that T2 is relatively

invariant until water contents of 25wt7o are achieved when T2 increases

dramatically revealing the presence of increased amounts of interfacial and

bulk water.

13C irlMR can be used as a probe to investigate the effect of water on the

molecular motions of the polymer network. CPPEMAS (cross polarised

proton enhanced magic angle spinning) experiments were carried out by

Allen s¡ ¿1.(18) to evaluate T1p(C), the 13C relaxation time in the rotating

frame, for the various carbon centres of the repeat unit of the polymer

network as the water content was varied. Trp(C) was found to increase

progressively for all carbon environments with increasing water content

revealing the plasticising action of the water. The T1O(C) data for carbons

present in the hydroxyethyl moiety and the quaternary backbone carbon was

scattered at low water contents and did not decrease appreciably until the glass

transition fell below the probe temperature (25"C) at ca. 20% water content.

The carbonyl carbon and the backbone methylene carbon showed a decrease in

Trp(C) over the whole water content range investigated. The cr-methyl carbon

was relatively unaffected by the addition of water at low water contents but

Trp(C) decreased sharply when the glass transition fell below the probe

temperature. This data is consistent with the notion of bound water being

present up to water contents of 20wt7o which equates to two water molecules

per repeat unit involved in hydrogen bonding, presumably to the carbonyl

and hydroxyl moieties.
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Dynamic mechanical measurements are also hetpful in revealing the

effect of absorbed water on the molecular structure of pHEMA networks.

Allen et al.(19) utilised torsion pendulum measurements to study storage and

Ioss moduli (G', G") and tan ô for pHEMA samples of varying water content.

A tan ô-temperature plot for dry pHEMA yielded three transitions: cr, taken to

be the glass transition, at 125"C, p, ascribed to the motion of the complete side

group/ at 30oC and y, indicative of rotation of the terminal hydroxyl group on

the side grouP, which was barely perceptible at ca. -125oC. It was found that as

the water content increased the cr-transition shifted to lower temperature,

broadened and subsequently developed a shoulder on the low temperature

side until at 13.5wt7o water, two broad peaks could be distinguished at 43oC

and 103"C. At higher water contents (> Z2.8wt%) single sharp transitions were

observed. The broadening and splitting of the cr-transition was ascribed to the

heterodispersion of the absorbed water. The decrease in temperature of the g-

transition is indicative of the plasticising action of water. The p-transition is

obscured by the broadening of the a-transition as water content increases with

the y-transition becoming more distinct as water content increases.

Dielectric spectroscopic experiments have been carried out by Xu et

al.(2) and johari and Pathman¿¡þ¿n(3). Both studies reflect the complex

nature of the interaction of water with the pHEMA matrix. Again the increase

of water content has been shown to decrease the temperature of the cx-

transition at the expense of resolution of the p-transition(2). The y-transition

has been shown to be profoundly affected by the behaviour of the water

phase(2).

All these techniques reflect the complex nature of the polymer/ water

interaction in hydrated pHEMA gels. The most obvious effect is that the

hydrophilicity of pHEMA leads to water sorption and thus the polymer swells

to become a gel. As the water content increases the presence of the water

molecules liberates polymer chains from inter-chain secondary bonding thus
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enabling and enhancing several modes of molecular motion. The effect of

the matrix on the water molecules is quite different. Initially absorbed water

molecules experience a decrease in mobility, compared to the bulk, as they

hydrogen bond to polar moieties of the matrix. As more water is absorbed

(>20wt%) it fills voids and is shielded from the polymer network by already

sorbed water until the network can swell no more. The cohesive force that

limits the swelling of the gels has been ascribed to a secondary non-covalent

network which has been proposed io be due to hydrophobic intera6¡1sn5(23)

and hydrogen bonding(2a). The mobility of the absorbed water increases with

water content but never reaches that of water in the bulk. It is the

combination of the mobilities of the water and the polymer network that will
be of interest in rationalising the conductive behaviour of samples of varied

hydration.

The conductivity of several fully hydrated polymer samples was

evaluated at 25oC and subsequent measurements were made after progressive

dehydration. The dehydration regimen involved the exposure of the sample

to the ambient environment for a brief period before being placed in a

resealable polyethylene bag at 25oC and left for 24 hours before subsequent AC

impedance analysis. The sample was stored in this manner to ensure re-

equilibration of the remaining water.

3.6.2 Results and Discussion: pHEMA

Conductivity was found to decrease with the decrease in water content

of pHEMA hydrogels (Figure 3.8). Although the decrease in cond.uctivity is

continuous as water is removed, it is convenient to discuss the behaviour in

terms of three water content regions defined by McBrierty et al.(14), namely 0

to 20wt7o,20 to 35wt7o and 35wt7o and above. It wilt be seen that these regions

also correlate with distinct changes in the conductivity behaviour.

The first 20wt% of water that is absorbed by pHEMA (Region 1) has the
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greatest effect on the conductivity and is ascribed to the hydrogen bonding of

two water molecules per repeat unit to polar moieties of the polymer. In

Region 2, between 2}wtTo and 35wt7o water the effect of increasing the water

content'is not as great as in Region 1. McBrierty describes water in this range

as interfacial, that is it has no direct secondary bonding with the polymer but

interacts with the hydrogen bound water and as such is influenced to some

extent by the polymer network. The effect of water added above 35wt7o

(Region 3) is less than for Region 2, and this water is referred to as bulk-like,

that is water which is sufficiently shielded from the polymer by other

absorbed water that it behaves similarly to water in the bulk.

The increase in conductivity is greatest with increasing water content

in Region 1 as water in this hydration range not only provides the conducting

phase, initially, but it also liberates molecular motion of the polymer

network. Dynamic mechanical analysis by Allen s¡ ¿1.(i9) found the glass

transition temperature of pHEMA increases from ca. 25oC to 125'C over the

same hydration range. The p-transition was found to decrease by 10-15'C with

the addition of just 10wt% water. The plasticising action of the absorbed water

liberates modes of molecular motion of the polymer network which will

assist in the continuity of the conductive water phase.

The effect of water on the motion of the polymer network is less in

Region 2 and further decreases for Region 3. The plasticising action of the

interfacial water is not as effective as the bound water and is reflected by the

Iower increase of Tg recorded by Allen s¡ ¿1.(19) over this hydration range, i.e.

5oC at 37.77o to 20oC at 22.8%. The water absorbed in Region 3 has the least

effect on the glass transition (SoC at 37.7To,0"C at 39.27o)Q9).

Despite the decreased effect on the molecular motion of the polymer

network it should be noted that the mobility of the bulk water is greater than

that of the interfacial water which is in turn greater than that of the bound

water which is reflected in the 1H NMR T2 data of Sung s¡ ¿1.(33). The
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mobility of water is an indication of the microscopic viscosity which decreases

as we increase the water content from Region 1 to Region 3. It should also be

noted that the addition of water will always increase the amount of the

conductive phase. Both these factors lead to enhanced conductivity with

increased water content.

The AC impedance spectra recorded for pHEMA at several stages of

dehydration are shown in Figure 3.9. A number of changes in the nature of

the AC impedance spectra take place as the hydration level decreases. As the

hydration level decreases from 40.470 to 77.77o not only does the real intercept,

the bulk resistance, increase but the semi-circular portion of the locus

becomes more flattened and irregular. This is revealed by the variation in Q

from 2.07 + 0.02 at 40.47o water content to 2.43 + 0.02 at 77.77o and would

suggest that the ideality of the conducting phase, the occluded water, is

decreasing. As water is removed from the sample, the desweiling of the

sample coupled with the decrease in the mobility of the polymer chains leads

to an increase in the microscopic viscosity of the conducting phase and a

decrease in the amount of conducting phase which results in a less ideal

conductive phase.

A distinct change in AC impedance behaviour was observed at a water

content of 72.7%. The broadened semi-circular locus transformed into a

superposition of two separate semi-circles. This type of response has been

observed previously by Watanabe et ¿1.(35) in the study of the ionic

conductivity of polymer complexes formed by segmented polyether poly

(urethane ureas) and lithium perchlorate. They modelled their results on the

following equivalent circuit:

Uo
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Ru
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Cg is the geometrical capacitance and R6 is the bulk resistance of the

continuous pathways for conduction provided by polyether regions with

dissolved LiCIO¿. 'fhe series combination of C¡ and R¡ refer to the pathways of

polyether that are blocked by the presence of regions of semi-crystalline

poly(urethane urea). Ci corresponds to the interfacial capacitance between the

separate phases, the polyether soft segment in which the LiClO4 dissolved

selectively and the poly(urethane urea) hard segment.

It would appear that similar morphological changes could occur in

pHEMA as it is progressively dehydrated. It is suggested that at a water

content of 72.77o there exists regions of the pHEMA network thai are not

sufficiently hydrated to support conductivity. This is indicative of the

heterodispersion of water at these levels of hydration in pHEMA. As the

water content was further decreased the locus again reverted to a singular

semi-circle indicative of an increase of the discontinuous nature of the

conducting phase. Similar behaviour was reported for the variation in the

nature of the a-transition in the dynamic mechanical analysis of hydrated

pHEMA by Allen s¡ ¿1.(1e)

The data suggests that the decrease in conductivity with water content

is caused by three factors. Primarily, the amount of the conducting phase is

decreased. The modes of molecular motion of the polymer are also inhibited,

which will lead to decreases in both continuity of the conducting phase, and

the microscopic viscosity of the water phase decreases. As the water content is

decreased to 35% the resultant decrease in conductivity is due primarily to the

decrease in microscopic viscosity of the conducting phase caused by the

removal of the bulk-like water. As the water content is further decreased to

20Vo the conductivity decreases at a greater rate as not only is the microscopic

viscosity decreasing but the removal of water has a more significant effect on

the molecular motions of the polymer chains which in turn limits the

continuity of the conducting phase. As the water content decreases from 20To
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the microscopic viscosity decreases further but, more significantly, the

continuity of the conducting phase is drastically affected by not oniy the

decrease in molecular motion of the polymer (Tg =25"C at ca. WC=20%) but

also the-lack of conducting phase itself as the water content approaches zero.

3.6.3 EGDMA/HEMA Copolymers.

The variation of conductivity with water content for a number of

EGDMA/HEMA copolymers is presented in Figure 3.10, with a decrease in

conductivity with water content being exhibited by all copolymers. One

distinct difference between the behaviour of the copolymers investigated is

that, over the entire range of water content, the conductivity is lower for

copolymers of greater crosslinker concentration.

The three stage behaviour of the decrease in conductivity with

hydration level of pHEMA is different from the trends exhibited by the

EGDMA/HEMA copolymers. For crosslinker concentrations of 0.6 and 1.5

rnol%o there appears to be only two separate trends whereas for 3.0mol% |ne

variation of conductivity with water content is almost linear. Given that

McBrierty s¡ ¿1.(14) proposed that bulk-like water is only present in pHEMA

samples at water contents greater than 357o and the introduction of

crosslinker results in polymer networks of lower equilibrium water contents,

it is unlikely that any of the samples investigated will exhibit an increase in

conductivity with water content due to the presence of bulk-like water.

Dynamic mechanical measurements by Allen s¡ ¿1.(19) at discrete water

contents for a 3rnolTo EGDMA/HEMA copolymer can be used to show that

the Tg is 25oC at a water content of ca.26%. The almost linear decrease in

log(conductivity) 3mol%o EGDMA/HEMA could be ascribed to the fact its glass

transition temperature exceeds the experimentation temperature over nearly

the entire water content range investigated. Although currently there is no

data, given the conductivity behaviour for samples of 0.6mol7o and 1.5mol%
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EGDMA with decrease in hydration level, it could be suggested that Tg for

these samples would be 25oC at water contents of approximately 227o and 26To

respectively. As an example, Figure 3.10a shows how this estimation was

carried out for the 0.6mo1% EGDMA/HEMA copol;rmer.

The AC impedance spectra of the crosslinked samples underwent

similar transformations with decrease in water content as exhibited by

pHEMA. The semi-circular portion of the locus for all samples broadened

with continued dehydration until the spectra resembled two superimposed

semi-circles(Fig 3.11). It is of interest to note that the water content at which

the change in the AC impedance response takes place is not sigriificantly

affected until the crosslinker concentration is 3r.r.oI% when it occurs at a

higher water content. This appears to indicate that the continuity of the

conductive water phase is more affected by the polymer network in the case of

increased crosslinking-

3.6.3 OED/HEMA Copolymers.

The variation of conductivity with water content for a number of

3molTooED/HEMA copolymers is presented in Figure 3.12. Again

dehydration of these samples results in a dramatic decrease in the

conductivity. The samples crosslinked with OEDs where n is 2 or more, i.e.

DiEGDMA, TEGDMA and P400, exhibit behaviour similar to pHEMA but are

distinct from the more rapid decrease in log(conductivity) shown by the

EGDMA/HEMA copolymer. It appears that the behaviour of these

copolymers is restricted to the two regions associated with bound. and

interfacial water; the third region of behaviour, attributed to bulk water, is

unlikely given that none of these copolymers have EWCs greater than 35%.

The copolymers, apart from the 3molzo EGDMA/HEMA, exhibit a change in

the rate of decrease of the log of conductivity with decrease in hydration level

at approximately 22Vo water content. It is suggested that at 22wt7o hydration
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the Tgs of the copolymers exceed the experimental temperature (25"C). Data

from dynamic mechanical measurements by Benne¡¡(25) ¡sysal that 25"C is

the Ig for both 3mol%TEGDMA and 3mol%P400 copolymers of around Z4Vo

water content. It should also be noted that as n, the number of ethylene glycol

units in the OED, increases so does the conductivity at discrete water contents.

Flowever, the difference between the conductivity of different copolymers

decreases as the hydration content under investigation decreases. It is

suggested that this difference results from the effect the crosslink has on the

structure, that is when n is larger, the crosslink is more flexible and able to

Promote interaction of regions of the water phase of suitable size to allow

conductivity by the motions of the crosslink. It should be noied that the

flexibility of the crosslink is also dependent on the level of plasticisation.

The AC impedance response of the oED copolymers at various

hydration levels are shown in Figure 3.13. The transition in AC impedance

behaviour from single semi-circle to the superposistion of two semi-circles

reflected a change in morphology with respect to the conductive phase for all

copolymers subjected to dehydration. It should be noted that for DiEGDMA,

TEGDMA and P400 crosslinked samples the change in AC response is first

recognized at around the same level of hydration (ca. 10.4V"). The 3mol%

EGDMA/HEMA sample first exhibited such behaviour at 76.5% water content

(Fig 3.10). It would appear that flexibility of the crosslink gained by the

introduction of a second (and subsequently up to eight more) ethylene glycot

units in the crosslink enhances the continuity of the conductive phase as the

water content is decreased, that is the increased molecular motion of the

crosslink enhances the continuity of the conducting phase.

3.7 The Variation of Conductivity with Temperature

3.7.L pHEMA.

The conductivity of a fully hydrared (EWC=40.a%) pHEMA sample was
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recorded as it was cooled from room temperature to -10"C and subsequently
warmed to +10oC. The cooling rate was 0.22oC/min and the heating rate was
0'44 'C/min. The effect of temperature on the conductivity of pHEMA is
shown.in Figure 3.14. The change in log(conductivity) with 1/T yields linear
relationships indicating an Arrhenian dependence on temperature. previous
work by Reich and Mich¿sli(36) on ion doped, hydrated pAN systems yielded
similar Arrhenian behaviour and activation energies were calculated using
Equation 3.10 :

o = Aexp CEalRf) Eqn.3.10

The temperature dependent behaviour is best discussed by examining
the change in conductivity over severar temperature ranges. As the ger is
cooled from room temPerature, the log(conductivity) decreases linearry with
an activation energy of 15'0 kl/mol until at -5.8oc when a sudden decrease in
the log(conductivity) is observed. The log(conductivity) continues to decrease
with temperature, but with a different activation energy of 36.2k1/mol until
the minimum temperature is reached. on warming, the log(conductivity)
increases linearly with no change in activation energy until the sampre
exhibits a large increase in rog(conductivity) at 2.50c. Again the
log(conductivity) of the sample increases linearly with temperature, however
it should be noted that the log(conductivity) values in this temperature range
appear to be slightly greater than at sim'ar temperatures on cooring. The
increase in conductivity was Sreater the acceptable range of error anticipated
for repeated measurements and thus this is deserving of further
investigation.

The AC impedance response of the sample (Fig 3.1S) also changed as
the temperature was varied- As the sample was cooled the intercept of the
semi-circular portion of the locus increased as did the sample's resistance and
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hence conductivity. However, at -5.8oC the single semi-circular response

transformed into the superposition of two semi-circles indicative of a

morphological change with respect to the conductive phase, the absorbed

water. Similar AC responses were observed for the sample as it was cooled to

the minimum temperature (-10"C) and then warmed. At 2.5'C the nature of

the AC impedance spectrum reverted to the anticipated semi-circular locus.

This implies that the morphological change was temperature dependent and

also reversible.

The change in morphology of the gel electrolyte may be a result of the

freezing of some of the occluded water. It is documented that-pHEMA

hydrogels are subject to anomalous freezing of the occluded water when

subjected to sub-zero temperatures. Allen s¡ ¿1.(11) reported that up to 33% of

the available water can freeze in pHEMA samples. It should be noted that the

amount of available water that freezes is dependent on the thermal history of

the sample. Clearly, the variation of conductivity with temperature supports

this hypothesis. The sharp decrease in conductivity does not occur until T=

-5.8oC which can be explained by the interactions of polymer and water

leading to a depressed freezing point. The accompanying change in the

nature of the AC impedance spectra (Fig.3.15) would indicate that regions of

the conductive phase had become non-conducive to conductivity. Such

regions could result from the formation of ice which has a much lower

conductivity than of liquid water.

The change of activation energy can be ascribed to the appearance of

crystalline ice regions impeding the path of charge carriers. Given that the

density of ice is less than liquid water, the formation of ice will also lead to

distortion of the polymer network on a microscopic scale which in turn could

increase the local microscopic viscosity of the conducting phase thus

contributing to the increase in activation energy. The réturn to the initial

type of response at T= 2.5oC can be explained by the thawing of the previously
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frozen water. The deviation of this melt temperature from that expected for

water (0'C) can be explained by the design of the experimental cell(Fig. 4.2.2);

the sample was in the centre of the cell which was warmed from the outside,

thus the. recorded temperatures were slightly higher than those experienced at

the same time by the sample during the warming cycle.

If the data of Allen et al.(11) is used and it is assumed that J3To of

available water freezes during the cooling cycle it follows that the

conductivity of the sample after freezing should be of the same order as that

for a sample of ca.27% water. The decrease in conductivity after occluded

water has frozen is comparable to the difference between the conductivities of

pHEMA samples of 40.47o and277o.

The observed change in activation energy occurs when the water

freezes. This differs from the results obtained by Reich and Mich¿s1i(36) ¡6¡

PAN/water/electrolyte systems where it was found that a change in

activation energy corresponded to the onset of large scale molecular motion

of the polymer network, i.e. at the glass transition temperature. The Tg of

fully hydrated pHEMA is reporte¿ ¿s 6"9(19). Clearly there is no transition

revealed in the conductive behaviour at that temperature. It is suggested that

at full hydration (EWC=40.47o) t]ne polymer network plays very little role in

the conductivity other than to support the conducting phase in this gel

electrolyte. This is also reflected in the activation energy of conductivity for

the sample(15.0kj/mol) which is comparable to that of water(l$.Sk¡/mol. X37).

The polymer network has been shown through dehydration

experiments (Section 3.6) to exhibit influence on the conductivity of the gel

electrolytes at lower water contents. Possible further work could include the

investigation of the change in conductivity with temperature of partially

hydrated samples to see if the glass transition results in a change in the

conductivity behaviour.

'activation energy calculated from data reported by Dobos (32)
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3.7 .2 EGDMA/HEMA Copolymers.

The conductivity of several EGDMA/HEMA copolymers at fult

hydration was measured for samples subjected to the same temperature cycle

as used for pHEMA. The resultant variation of log(conductivity) with
temperature is presented in Figures 3.16a-d.

All copolymers exhibited two regions of linear behaviour during the

cooling/warming temperature cycle. The log(conductivity) decreased linearly

for all samples until at some sub-zero temperature a sudden decrease in

log(conductivity) was experienced. The temperature at which this decrease

occurred increased with EGDMA concentration until for the 3rnolTo

EGDMA/HEMA sample the decrease coincided with the initiation of

warming. The decrease in log(conductivity) experienced by the samples

decreased as the concentration of the crosslinker increased. However, the

7.Smolvo EGDMA/HEMA did not follow this rrend and showed an

unexpectedly small decrease in log(conductivity). Associated with this sharp

decrease in log(conductivity) was a change in the activation energy (Table 3.2).

Table 3.7

The activation energies of conductivity for EGDMA/HEMA copolymers at
full hydration.

IEGDMA]

(mol%)

Ear

(kIlmol)

Eaz

(kJlmol)

0.0

0.3

0.6

1.5

3.0

15.0

76.3

76.9

76.9

22.5

36.2

24.2

24.5

22.6

Ea1 is the activation energy on cooling.
E¿2 is the activation energy at subzero temperatures on warming.

It should be noted that as the concentration of EGDMA increased the

activation energy of the initial cooling conductivity behaviour, Eu1, increased
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whereas the activation energy of the conductivity behaviour prior to the

transition at ca.O"C on warming decrease,l.

E¿2was not calculated for 3mol%o EGDMA/HEMA because there was

insufficient linear conductivity data on warming prior to the increase in

log(conductivity) at ca.0"C.

All samples exhibited a sharp increase in log(conductivity) when they

were warmed past OoC and subsequently increased linearly in a manner

similar to the initial cooling behaviour. FIowever, it should be noted that

there appears to be a slight increase in the log(conductivity) in this

temperature range in comparison to the initial cooling behaviour.

These results reinforce the hypothesis that the transition in the

conductivity data is due to the freezing of water within the copolymer

samples. The sudden decrease in log(conductivity) at subzero temperatures is

consistent with the freezing behaviour of water in polymers as the change in

behaviour is reversible and reverts on warming at ca.0oC, the melting point of

water. Allen st ¿1.(11) have shown by DSC and 1H NMR that the amount of

freezable water in EGDMA/HEMA copolymers decreases as the concentration

of EGDMA increases. The decrease in log(conductivity) at the transition on

cooling also decreases as EGDMA increases, that is less of the conducting

phase is frozen. Allen et al. claimed that ca. 77o of available water in 3mol%

EGDMA/HEMA copolyme¡s is able to be frozen. The decrease in conductivity

on the removal of 2wt7o water (EWC=27-7wt%) from the 3mo|To

EGDMA/HEMA sample, i.e. ca.77o of available water at full hydration, is

comparable to the decrease in conductivity of a fully hydrated sample that has

been subjected to a cooling temperature cycle. The activation energy (Eaz) of

the conductivity at temperatures below 0"C on warming decreases as EGDMA

increases. This could be ascribed to less of the conducting phase freezing

reducing any impediment to remaining conductive pathways in comparison

to the pHEMA sample.
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The increase in E¿1 as EGDMA concentration increases is indicative of

the effect of crosslinking of the polymer network on the structure of the

occluded water. Increased crosslinking decreases the hydrophilicity of the

network and its ability to swell. This in turn leads to decreases in the

mobility, the amount and the continuity of the conductive phase and is

refiected in the increase in activation energy.

Allen s¡ ¿1.(19) report the Tg of 3mol% EGDMA/HEMA ro be 13.9.C at

full hydration. No transition was observed at this temperature for such a

sample, reinforcing the belief that at full hydration the polymer matrix plays a

minimal role in the conductivity of the hydrogel.

3.7.3 OED/HEMA Copolymers.

The conductivity of several 3mol%OED/gEtvlA copolymers at full
hydration was measured for samples subjected to the same temperature cycle

as that for pHEMA. The resultant variation of log(conductivity) with
temperature is presented in Figures 3.77a-d.

Again the copolymers exhibited two regions of linear behaviour during

the cooling/warming temperature cycle. The sudden decrease in conductivity

at subzero temperatures on cooling and the subsequent increase at ca.0oC on

warming again is indicative of water freezing and thawing during the

temperature cycle. The activation energies of the samples exhibited during
the temperature cycle are given in Table 3.8. It should be noted that E¿1 was

found to increase as n, the number of ethylene glycol units in the crosslinker,

increased. The magnitude of the decrease in log(conductivity) at the subzero

transition was also found to increase as n increased.

The conductivity behaviour observed is attributable to partial freezing

of the ocduded water. Allen s¡ ¿1.(11) have shown through DSC and 1H wtrrtR

investigations that as n is increased for OED/HEMA copolymers of the same

crosslinker concentration the amount of absorbed water increases as does the
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relative proportion of this water that is capable of freezing. An increase in n

results in an increase in hydrophilicity and extends the length of the crosslink

thus enhancing the ability of the copolymer to swell. This explains the greater

decrease in log(conductivity) and also the decrease in E¿1 as n increases.

Table 3.8

The activation energies of conductivity for 3moI%OED/HEMA copolymers at
full hydration.

OED Ear

(kIlmol)

Eaz

(kJlmol)

n

EGDMA

DiEGDMA

TEGDMA

P400

1

2

4

9

22.5

15.5

75.4

15.3

37.9

35.2

32.8
E¿1 is the activation energy on cooling
E¿2 is the activation energy at subzero temperatures on warming.

No transitions in the conductivity data appeared at the glass transition

of the P400 and theTEGDMA crosslinked samples, Allen s¡ ¿1.(19) report their

Tg's at full hydration to be 5.7oC and 4.0"C.

3.8 Summary.

The conductivity of fully hydrated pHEMA (EWC=40.4To) at 25'C is

2.86x70-5 Scm-l. As is the case for gel electrolytes, the conductivity is

dependent on the nature and quantity of the conductive phase (the occluded

water) with the polymer functioning as a support.

The introduction of ser¡eral OED crosslinkers decreased the

conductivity of the resultant gels by decreasing the water absorbing capabilities

of the copolymers and also decreasing the mobility of the occluded water.

Dehydration experiments suggested the three roles that water has in

determining the nature of the conducting phase. The absorbed water
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Provides the conducting phase, it plasticises the polymer matrix, liberating

segmental motion of the polymer matrix, which in turn increases the

continuity of the conducting phase and swells the polymer which results in

the increased mobility of the conducting phase as the water content increases.

The investigation of the conductivity with variable temperature

revealed that conductivity was dependent on the phase transitions of the

conductive phase. For all hydrogels studied, no temperature dependent

transition corresponded to the glass transition indicating the minimal

influence of the polymer rnatrix on the conductivity at full hydration.

FIowever, a change in the conductivity behaviour exhibited by pHEMA

during dehydration when Tg was equivalent to the temperature of

investigation (25"C) would infer that this is not necessarily the case for

samples of lower water content and warrants further investigation.

AC impedance measurements reflected structural changes taking place

in the hydrogel samples as various environmental parameters were altered.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The AC Conductiaity of doped pHEMA70n

4.1 Introduction

The introduction of ions to hydrogels further complicates an already

complex system. To understand ion motion, and thus conductivity, it is

necessary to consider the numerous interactions that can take place between

ions, absorbed water and the polymer matrix. These interactions have been

summarised in a table by Zalkov et al.(1) (Table 4.1).

The structure of bulk water can be considered to consist of long range

tetrahedrally co-ordinated hydrogen bonds(2). The introduction of

electrolytes interferes with this dynamic equilibrium structure and induces

the formation of three different water phase5(3,4). The primary water phase,

in the immediate vicinity of the ions, is strongly associated and ordered by the

ions. The secondary phase exists beyond the primary phase water and is less

ordered by the electrolyte than the primary phase. The tertiary phase is

unaffected by the electrolyte and is bulk water.

The nature of the electrolyte determines the ratio of primary phase

ordering to secondary phase disordering. Relatively small ions, i.e. Na+, Li+,

and multivalent ions, i.e. Ca2+, are described as structure-making ions. They

order and electrostrict near-neighbour water molecules and their higher

charge density induces order in water molecules beyond the primary

hydration shell resulting in a long range hydration shell. Large monovalent

ions, i.e. K+, Cl-, Br-,r-, Cloa-, have lower charge density and, consequently,

are only capable of ordering near-neighbour water molecules. This in turn

leads to a more extensive secondary phase. Such ions are referred to as net

structure breakers.
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Typè of interaction Cha¡acteristic of interaction Pllysico-chemical phenomena

involved
Polyn'rcr-polynrcr Elcctric, polar, dispcrsion

in tcract io rrs.
Varictv or ordcrcd crystal and
submolcrular stnrctu rcs- T1'rrcc
main statcs: glass,r,, highl;r
clastic arrd viscoplastic.

Coulonrb in tcractiolrs, prcscrìcc
of ionic atnrosplrcrc, nìass action
la r¡,,, di ssocia tion, conrplcxinq.

Hydrogen bonds, formation of
ordered structures (clustcrs),
equi librium betwccn clustered
water and monomeric (frce)
water.

Hydration, formation of
crystallinc hydrates.

Hydration of polymcr groups
and segrnents, plasticisation,
antiplas ticisa tion,
confcrmaticnal transÍormations,
crystalli ne transformations,
a nlorphiza tiorr, dcgradation etc.

Elcctrolvtc-clcct roìytc

Water-Watcr

Elcctrolyte-wa ter

Water-polvmer

Eìcctric forccs (ion-ion )-

Ìv'f onopolc-d ipolc i rr tcractions
(bctrvccn undi ssocia tcd
c-ìcctroì y tc nrolcculcs ).

Hyd rophobic interactions
(betwcen large organic).

Dipole-dipole intcractions.

Monopolc-dipole
interactions.

Polar and hydrophobic
interactions.

Electric and polar forces,
hydrophobic interactions (for
largc organic ions).

Electrolyte-polynìer Conformational transformations
of macromolecules, crystalline
transformations, cornplexation,
structurization (with
polyvalent ions), plasticization.

Table 4.L

A summary of the possible interactions in polymer/water/electrolyte systems

[Reproducecl from (1 ).]
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Although most descriptions of the nature of water in pHEMA refer to

bulk or free water, it should be noted that there does not exist any bulk water

in its true form; this is reflected in the narrow 1H nmr linewidths of bulk

water (a few Hz)(s) compared to the water phase in pHEMA hydrogels

(several hundred }irz)G). The interaction of ions and water will also depend in

part on water/polymer, ion/polymer and water/ion/polymer interactions.

The interaction of electrolyte solutions with pHEMA gels has been the subject

of several investig¿¡is¡s.(7-12)

The most evident effect of electrolyte solutions on pHEMA is the

resultant alteration of the hydrogels ability to swell when placed in electrolyte

solutions of varying concen¡¡¿¡isn(7,8). Refojo(7) investigated the hydration

of pHEMA samples soaked in different electrolyte solutions. The nature of

the anion was found to play the dominant role in determining the hydration

achieved. FIowever, it is believed that the nature of the ion/polymer

interactions control the level of hydrophobic interaction of the polymer

matrix and subsequently the resultant hydration level. Samples soaked in

chloride solutions were found to have greatly reduced water contents

compared with samples soaked in water, whereas bromides reduced

hydration minimally and iodides drastically increased water contents.

Differences in the equilibrium water contents of ion doped compared to ion

free gels generally levelled off with increasing solute concentration. This

behaviour was found to be more pronounced for electrolytes that enhanced

hydration.

Refojo suggests that the increase in hydration of samples in iodide

solutions can be ascribed to polymer/ion interactions. It is believed that

iodide ions adsorb to portions of the polymer network resulting in a

polyelectrolyte effect. The electrostatic repulsion between adsorbed iodide

anions impairs hydrophobic interactions and causes the expansion of the

polymer network and increased EWC. PHEMA samples hydrated in iodide
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solutions were reported to be yellow. Refojo described this as evidence for a

direct association between the polymer and the iodide (or more likely tri-

iodide) anions. Refojo postulates that as the concentration of solute increases

the swelling effect should decrease as ions may be shielded from one another

with increasing hydration.

It would aPpear that as the charge density of the anion increases the

likelihood of the polyelectrolyte effect taking place decreases. Bromide

solutions yielded slight decreases in the EWC of pHEMA whereas chloride

solutions led to greater reductions in the EWC. It would appear that the

relatively greater water ordering ability of the chloride anion leads to the

greatest enhancement of the hydrophobic bonding, thus limiting gel swelling

to a greater extent than for the bromide anion.

Dusek et al.(8) obtained similar results with a wide range of anions. Gel

swelling decreased in the following order:

SCN- > ClOa- > I- > NOs- > Br- =NOz- > ClO3- > Ct- > F- > BrO3-

No ordering of cations was achieved in the same study due to a lack of

accurate data. Flowever, in the case of pHEMA they believe that cations may

also directly interact with the polymer matrix via association of polar groups

(i.e OH) into their hydration sphere. This type of interaction would be most

likely to occur between cations of high charge density and polar groups with

high dipole moments. Conformational stability measurements on pHEMA

by Kang and ]hon(9) correlated increases in swelling with the exposure of the

hydrophobic portions of the pHEMA network at the surface due to interaction

with anions whereas they found cations to have considerably less influence.

The interaction of ions with pHEMA hydrogels has also been studied

using nmr. 1271 nt¡t measurements of 0.1M solutions of isotactic pHEMA in

0.1M KI solutions by Oh et ¿1.(10) resulted in significant broadening sf ¡þs 1271

signal, when compared to the signal of an aqueous solution of KI of the same

concentration; this was attributed to specific binding of the iodide anion to the
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polymer. 39K nmr measurements in the same study showed only a slight

increase in the signal linewidth with increasing polymer concentration, and

this was attributed to the lack of direct association of potassium cations to the

polymer matrix. Flowever 23Na nmr investigation of pHEMA hydrogeis

hydrated in Zwt% NaCI solution by Quinn s¡ ¿1.(10) found that even in a

heavily hydrated state the 23Na linewidths were significantly broader ihan for

saline solutions of comparable concentration. It would appear from this

result that Na+ ions have limited association with the polymer at high

hydration levels.

The nature of the water present in pHEMA hydrogels hydrated in

electrolyte solutions has been shown by DSC(11-13) ¡e be dependent on the

nature of the electrolyte employed. Tighe s¡ ¿1.(12,13) have shown that both

water uptake and the amounts of freezing and nonfreezing water present in a

series of pHEMA samples hydrated in a range of potassium salts were

dependent on the nature of the anion. Structure breaking anions increased

both the water uptake and the amount of freezing water present yet decreased

the amount of nonfreezing water present. Structure making anions yielded

decreases in water uptake and freezing water and increases in nonfreezing

water. DSC thermograms recorded for all the samples(12) hydrated in

electrolyte solutions exhibited significant variation in the fine structure of the

melting endotherms indicative of the influence of the electrolytes on the

water structure.

The introduction of electrolytes to pHEMA hydrogels at full hydration

will undoubtedly lead to an increase in conductivity as this will increase the

number of available charge carriers (Eqn 1.2). I{owever conductivity is also

dependent on the mobility of these charge carriers which will depend on the

various polymer/water/electrolyte interactions.

In this study the conductivity of pHEMA samples hydrated in KBr

solutions of varying concentration has been investigated. KBr was chosen
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due to its minimal effect on the water uptake of pHEMA(7'8). Conductivity of

KBr solution hydrated samples subjected to variations in crosslinker

concentration, nature of crosslinking agent, water content and temperature

was determinea ", for. sa-mples hydrated in water in Chapter 3. The

conductivity of pHEMA samples hydrated in a range of different electrolytes

has aiso been studied to investigate the effect of the nature of the electrolyte.

4.2 The AC Impedance Spectrum

The AC impedance plots, recorded at 25oC, of pHEMA samples

hydrated in solutions of varying KBr concentration are shown in Figure 4.1.

AII samples exhibited similar behaviour in the frequency range studied. Non

vertical spikes were recorded for all samples whose EWCs decreased as the

concentration of the soaking solution increased. Although no high frequency

semi-circle was recorded it was assumed that the bulk resistance of the sample

was equivalent to the intercept value of the locus on the real impedance axis.

This intercept was larger in value for samples hydrated in solutions of lower

KBr concentration.

4.3 The AC conductivity of KBr doped pHEMA

pHEMA discs were soaked in a range of KBr solutions varying in

concentration from 1.0M to 0.10M at a constant temperature of 25oC until they

reached a constant maximum weight (3-4 weeks). All gels swollen in KBr

solutions were colourless and clear at full hydration. Their conductivities

were measured at 298K and the results are given in Table 4.2. After the

conductivities of the samples were evaluated, the pHEMA discs were placed

in a vacuum oven (50"C) until a constant dry weight was reached and then

KBr uptake and EWC were calculated.

The hydration of pHEMA in KBr led to EWCs that were in agreement

with the work by Refojo(7) and Dusek et a1.(8)' that is the addition of KBr led
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to a decrease in the EWC, with the decrease being greater for samples hydra

in solutions of greater concentration. It should be noted that

concentration of KBr in the water phase of the gels is similar to that of the

KBr inthe soaking solution employed. (e.g. for pHEMA in 1M KBr: [KBr]r"¡=

((4.77x704 /0.396) x 1000) = 1.05M).

Table 4.2

The variation in KBr uptake, EWC and conductivity of pHEMA samples
hydrated in KBr solutions of varying concentration at 25"C.

the

IKBr]ssf
(M)

f

oss{
(S/cm)

[Knr]ott
(mol/g)

EWC
(%)

o
(S/cm)

1.0

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.10

0

0.752

0.774

0.076

0.038

0.015

4.77x70-a

3.05x10-a

7.25x70-a

0.64x70-a

0

4.13x10-3

2.86x70-3

2.72x70-3

1.16x10-3

4.79x704

2.86x10-s

39.6

39.7

40.0

40.2

40.3

40.4
t JKBr¡r, is the concentration of the electrolyte solution.
+f [rcn.¡O is the concentration of the KBr in the polymer sample in mol/g of dry polymer
fos, is the concluctivity of the soaking solution using Eqn. 3.4 .

(þ(Br-)=78.11)-1cm2mol-1, lo(K+)=73.5Ç)-1cm2mol-1 X1¿)

The introduction of KBr into the pHEMA hydrogels led to a major

increase in conductivity in comparison to the undoped sample. Conductivity

was found to increase with KBr concentration despite the accompanying

decrease in EWC caused by the presence of the KBr in the gel. These trends

are shown clearly in Figure 4.2. It would appear that for fully hydrated, KBr

doped pHEMA samples the conductivity is determined by the number of

charge carriers which must outweigh the effect of the decrease in water

content resulting from the increase in KBr concentration.

Flowever, if we compare the conductivities of the various KBr doped

pHEMA samples with KBr solutions of similar concentration we can see that
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the presence of the polymer network causes the conductivity to decrease to

between 2.5 and 3.07o of the conductivity of the bulk solution. Primarily the

polymer matrix provides a physical impediment to the motion of ions and

their associated water molecules. The polymer also re-orders the water phase

which will result in increased viscosity of the conducting phase and decreased

charge carrier mobility.

In solutions, as the electrolyte concentration increases, the average

separation of the ions decreases (Table 4.3). For a 1:1 electrolyte the average

separation decreases from 44Ã for a 0.01M solution to 9.4Å, for a 1.0M

solution. It is therefore only reasonable to consider ions with successive

hydration layers at concentrations less than or equal to 0.10M.

Table 4.3

Average separation of ions in a solution of a 1:1 electrolyte

Concentration(M)

Separation (Å):

0.001

94

0.01

M

0.10

20

1.0

9.4

10.0

4.4

Reproduced from (14).

At higher concentrations it is conceivable that more than cne ion niay

have an ordering effect on a given water molecule. This will increase both

the electrophoretic effect and the relaxation effect that contributes to a

decrease in conductivity as the concentration of an electrolyte solution

increases. The electrophoretic gffs6¡(14) refers to drag experienced by a moving

ion as it moves in an electric field surrounded by an atmosphere of associated

water molecules.

The application of an electric field wilt lead to the distortion of the local

electric field around the ion in motion as it moves ahead of its hydration

sphere resulting in an elliptical local field. The ion will subsequently

experience a restoring force from the hydration sphere to return to the initial

spherical distribution; this restoring force is referred to as the relaxation

sffsç¡(la). These effects may be responsible for the slight deviation from linear
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behaviour at high KBr concentrations in the conductivity plot of fully

hydrated pHEMA/KBr (Fig. 4.2).

4,.4 The Conductivity of KBr doped EGDMA/HEMA

Copolymers

Several EGDMA / HEMA copolymers of varying EG DMA

concentration, i.e.IEGDMA]: 0.3, 0.6, 1.5, 3.0mol7o, werê prepared and samples

of each copolymer were hydrated in a range of KBr solutions ([KBr]: 0.25, 0.50,

0.75, 1.00M) at 25'C until a constant maximum weight was achieved. The AC

impedance plot was recorded for each sample at 25oC and the conductivity

was evaluated. Samples were dried in a vacuum oven (50'C) to enable

calculation of KBr uptake and EWC. The results of these measurements are

shown in Table 4.4.

The AC impedance plots of samples hydrated in KBr solutions of 0.25M

and 1.0M for each copolymer are presented in Figure 4.3. At full hydration

most of the KBr doped EGDMA/HEMA copolymers yield plots similar to

those recorded for pHEMA, i.e. non vertical spikes which intercepted the real

impedance axis. The intercept was assumed to be equivalent to the bulk

resistance of the sample. For each copolymer the intercept value increased as

the concentration of the KBr solution decreased. It should be noted that for

1.5mo1% EGDMA/HEMA samples hydrated in low concentration KBr

solutions and for all 3mol% EGDMA/HEMA samples, the AC impedance plot

included, at high frequencies, a portion of a semi-circle that is assumed to pass

through the origin. The touch-down frequency of these AC impedance plots

decreased with increasing crosslinker concentration and decreasing KBr

concentration. One advantage of using variable frequency AC impedance

analysis is that it enables a more accurate calculation of the bulk resistance

from the AC impedance plot than is possible with measurements at one

frequency.
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Table 4.4

The variation in KBr uptake, EWC
EGDMA/HEMA copolymers hydrated
concentration at 25oC.

and conductivity
in KBr solutions

of
of

several
varying

Copolymer lKBr¡""t
(M)

tKBrlpff
(mol/g)

o
(S/cm)

EWC
(7")

pHEMA 1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0

39.6

39.7

40.0

40.2

40.4

4.77x704

3.05x104

1.25x104

0.64x704

0

4.13x10-3

2.86x70-3

2.72x70 3

1.16x10-3

2.86x70-s

0.3 mol%EGDMA co HEMA 1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0

36.8

37.0

37.2

J/.,)

37.5

3.33x104

2.47x704

7.26x70-a

0.35x104

0

2.18x10-3

1.48x10-3

1.04x10-3

5.02x104

8.02x10-6

0.6 molToEGDMA co HEMA 1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0

3s.9

36.0

36.1

36.3

36.3

3.43x104

2.75x704

1.39x104

0.81x104

0

1.50x10-3

1.09x10-3

6.66x704

3.51x104

3.23x704

1.5 mol%EGDìvfA co HEMA 1.00

0.75

0.s0

0.25

0

JL.J

32.4

32.5

32.5

32.9

3.43x104

2.49x704

1.65x104

0.90x104

0

6.67x70-a

5.00x104

3.57x704

7.87x704

2.06x704

3.0 mol%EGDMA co HEMA 1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0

27.0

27.2

27.4

27.4

27.7

1.39x104

7.20x704

1.09x104

0.58x104

0

7.70x704

7.28x10-a

1.06x104

4.87x70-s

1.08x10{
f [KBr]55 is the concentration of the electrolyte solution.
ft lrrrlo is the concentration of the KBr in the polymer sample in mol/g of dry polymer
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The hydration of EGDMA/HEMA copolymers in KBr solutions again

led to reduced EWCs with the reduction in EWC greater for samples hydrated

in more concentrated KBr solutions. All crosslinked samples hydrated in lM
samples experienced ca.lwt%o decrease in EWC in comparison to undoped

samples. Flowever, if we take into account the decrease in EWC caused by the

increase in EGDMA concentlation then it appears that the salting out effect

caused by KBr is more significant in more tightly crosslinked samples.

For all EGDMA/HEMA copolymers the introduction of KBr led to

significant increases in conductivity. The increase in conductivity

experienced was greater for samples with lower EGDMA concentration. It

must be noted that increasing crosslinker concentration results in copolymers

of decreased EWC and will thus limit the KBr uptake by sorption.

Consequently the conductivity of these samples will be less, when compared

to less crosslinked samples hydrated in similar electrolyte solutions, on the

basis of having decreased numbers of charge carriers. Flowever if we compare

the conductivity of sampì.es based on their KBr concentrations with respect to

the dry polymer (Figure 4-4) we can see the effect of increased crosslinking and

decreased EWC on the conductivity.

It is clear that the increase in crosslinking leads to a significant decrease

in conductivity for samples with the same KBr concentration with respect to

the dry polymer. This decrease can be ascribed to a number of effects.

Increases in EGDMA concentration lead to more hydrophobic and tighter

networks with lower EWC. If the description for a hydrogel's structure given

by Pathamanathan and joha¡i(15) is accepted, i.e. a hydrogel consists of

statistically distributed microchannels or fluctuating pores created bv the

mobility of the polymer segments within an interpenetrating network in the

Presence of a solvent where the pores are formed and removed as a result of

the thermal motion of the polymer, then an increase in EGDMA

concentration will hinder the formation and removal of these pores.
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Additional crosslinker will result in a tighter network with decreased

segmental mobility. Given that ion motion will take place between pores of

sufficient size to support motion of the ions and their hydration clouds, an

increasq in EGDMA effectively decreases the continuity of the conducting

phase with respect to space and time. The mobility of the water is lower, in

relative terms, in a more crosslinked network as a result of polymer/water

interactions. It should also be noted that a decrease in EWC at a constant KBr

concentration leads to decreased distances between ions increasing the

eiectrophoretic and relaxation effects experienced by the mobile ions.

4.5 The Conductivity of KBr doped 3moL%o OED/HEMA Copolymers

Several 3mol%o OED/HEMA copolymers (OED= EGDMA, DiEGDMA,

TEGDMA, P400) were prepared and samples of each copolymer were hydrated

in a range of KBr solutions ([fnr]: 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00M) at 25oC until a

constant maximum weight was achieved. The AC impedance plot was

recorded for each sample at 25oC and the sample conductivity evaluated.

Samples were dried in a vacuum oven (50"C) to enable calculation of KBr

uptake and EWC. The results of these measurements are shown in Table 4.5.

The AC impedance plots of samples hydrated in KBr solutions of 0.25M

and 1.0M KBr for each copolymer are presented in Figure 4.5. A similar AC

resPonse to that of pHEMA samples hydrated in KBr solutions was recorded

for most of the copolymers hydrated in solutions of identical concentration.

Non vertical spikes which intercept the real impedance axis were recorded

formost copolymer samples, fet as n, the number of repeat ethylene glycot

units in the OED decreased and the KBr concentration of the soaking solution

decreased the likelihood of the presence of a portion of a semi-circle in the AC

impedance locus increased. Such behaviour was exhibited by

EGDMA/HEMA samples hydrated in all KBr solutions and

DiEGDMA/HEMA samples hydrated in solutions of lower KBr concentration.
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Table 4.5

The variation in KBr uptake, EWC and conductivity of several
3moI%OED/HEMA copolymers hydrated in KBr solutions of varying
concentiation at 25"C.

Copolymer lKBrÌsst
(M)

[KBrìp# o
(S/cm)

EWC
(7")(mol/

pHEMA 1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0

4.17x704

3.05x104

7.25x704

0.64x704

0

4.13x10-3

2.86x10-3

2.72x70-3

1.16x1O-3

2.86x10-s

39.6

39.7

40.0

40.2

40.4

3.0 mol%

EGDMA co HEMA
1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0

27.0

27.2

27.4

27.4

27.7

1.39x104

1.20x704

1.09x104

0.58x104

0

7.70x70-a

7.28x70-a

1.06x10-a

4.87x70-5

1.08x10-6

3.0 mol%

DiEGDMA co HEMA
1.00

0.75

0.50

c.25

0

3.46x704

2.59x704

7.64x704
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t ¡fe.¡r, is the concentration of the electrolyte solution.
tf lfn.lp is the concentration of the KBr in the polymer sample in mol/g of dry polymer
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In OED/HEMA samples that had portions of a semi-circle in the high

frequency region of the AC impedance plot, the touch down frequency

decreased as the KBr concentration of the soaking solution decreased. It was

assumed that this semi-circle would have passed through the origin. There

was insufficient AC impedance data for Q or the bulk capacitance of these

samples to be calculated. The bulk resistance of the OEDi HEMA samples was

calculated from the intercept of the non vertical spike with the real

impedance axis.

The hydration of OED/HEMA copolymers in KBr solutions has led to

reduced EWCs. Again the decrease in EWC was greatest for samples hydrated

in the most concentrated KBr solutions. The maximum decrease in EWC for

all OED copolymers was ca.7wtTo. This, however, represents a more

significant decrease in EWC for OED/HEMA copolymers where n is smaller.

As n decreases, for copolymers of like OED concentration, the crosslink

becomes smaller and more hydrophobic resulting in tighter polymer

networks with decreased EWC. The salting out effect caused by the presence

of KBr appears to be greater for tighter networks.

The presence of KBr in all of the OED/HEMA systems has led to

significant increases in conductivity. The increase in conductivity of 3mo|To

OED/HEMA copolymers was found to increase as the number of ethylene

glycol repeat units in the OED increased. Given that the nature of the OED

employed will affect the EWC and this in turn will limit the KBr uptake by

diffusion, it is more appropriate to compare conductivity of the various

copoiymers with respect to the KBr concentration, i.e. moles KBr per gram of

dry polymer (Figure 4.6).

As n is increased from 7 to 2 (i.e. EGDMA to DiEGDMA) there is a

considerable increase in conductivity of samples of similar KBr concentration,

however, as n is increased to 4 (TEGDMA) and then 9 (P400) it is evident that

the increase in n has a reduced effect on the conductivity with there being
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little difference between the conductivities of 3mol% TEGDMA/HEMA and

3rnol%o P4OOIHEMA copolymers hydrated in like KBr solutions. This

conductivity trend mirrors the effect that altering n has on the EWC; EWC for

3moIT'.OED/HEMA copolymers increases as n increases but the rate of

increase in EWC decreases as n increases. This is as expected for a gel

electrolyte, since the polymer provides the role of supporting the conducting

phase, in this case the occluded water. In the case of the 3mol% OED/HEMA

copolymers investigated here the conductivity increases as the EWC

increases. Increasing n leads to both the greater hydrophilicity of the

crosslinking agent and looser networks. These factors lead to increaòed EWC

and thus KBr uptake. Flowever, the flexibility of the crosslink as n increases

that enhances intramolecular secondary bonding and limits EWC may also

sterically impede the motion of the ions and limit conductivity.

Consequently, the increase in the slope of the plot of conductivity versus KBr

content decreased as n increased

AII OED/HEMA copolymers exhibited an increase in conductivity as

KBr content of the copolymer increased despite the corresponding decrease in

EWC. The rate of increase in conductivity decreased as KBr increased and

could be ascribed to the ion motion retarding electrophoretic and relaxation

effects asssociated with increasing ion concentration.

4.6 The Variation of Conductivity with Water Content

The variation of conductivity with water content was investigated for a

number of KBr doped copolymer samples. All conductivity measurements

were made at 25oC and the dehydration regimen employed was the same as

that used for pHEMA (Section 3.6.2).

4.6.1 KBr doped pHEMA

The variation of conductivity at 25oC for pHEMA hydrated in several
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KBr solutions (0.t0,0.50, 1.0M) with water content is shown in Figure 4.7.

The conductivity of undoped pHEMA, when subjected to gradual

dehydration, was found to decrease at differing rates dependent on the water

content.- The changes in the slope of the conductivity versus water content

plot (Figure 3.8) were found to occur at water contents similar to those

postulated by McBrierty et ¿1.(16) to describe the nature of water in pHEMA.

McBrierty describes absorbed water up to 20wt7o water as bound to the

pol¡rmer, 20 to 35wtVo water is deemed interfacial and greater than 35wt%

watei is free. The dehydration behaviour of the ion doped pHEMA samples

is similar in form to the behaviour exhibited by undoped pHEMA with a few

differences.

As with the results obtained for undoped pHEMA (Section 3.6.2), there

appears to be three distinct conductivity regions for each of the three KBr

concentrations investigated. It appears that for all samples the first change of

behaviour is at ca.35wtVo suggesting that for all these samples water present

above 35wt% is free water. Below 35wt7o water content, the conductivity

decreases at a slightly greater rate as so-called interfacial water is removed.

Flowever, the transition to the third region of behaviour is at different

water contents for samples of differing KBr concentrations, i.e. ca. 72wtVo

(1.0M KBr), ca.74wt7o (0.5M KBr), ca.17wt7o (0.1M KBr) and 20wt7o (0M KBr).

For the sample hydrated in water, the major change at 20wt7o was not only

ascribed to the decrease in mobility of the conducting phase (bound water is

less mobile than interfacial water) but also to the removal of plasticising

water which would decrease the mobility of the polymer network disrupting

the continuity of the conducting phase with respect to time. Torsion

pendulum measurements by Allen s¡ ¿1.(17) found the Tg of pHEMA to be

ca.25oC at 2)wtVo water content. Given that the transition for conductivity

behaviour occurs at lower water contents for higher KBr concentrations it

appears that the ions are able to alter the structure of the water within the gel
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at lower water contents in a manner that enhances conductivity.

Thermal mechanical analyis by Allen s¡ ¿1.(18) revealed that KBr has an

antiplasticising effect on dry pHEMA resulting in increased glass transition

temperatures. Flowever, no data exists for the variation in Tg for KBr doped

pHEMA samples of differing water contents, thus making it unclear whether

the change in conductivity behaviour is associated to the cessation of large

scale segmental motion of the polymer.

It should be noted that the rate of decrease in conductivity in each of

the three regions of behaviour is greater for samples of higher KBr

concentration. This can be ascribed initially to the increase in the

electrophoretic and relaxation effects experienced by ions in more

concentrated samples but it is conceivable at lower water contents that ion-

pairing will take place forming clusters of ions, with decreased mobility

compare to free ions, effectively reducing the number of charge carriers .

The AC impedance plots for pHEMA hydrated in 1.0M KBr at several

water contents are shown in Figure 4.8. At full hydration (39.6wt7o water),

the AC impedance plot is a nonvertical spike that intercepts the real

impedance axis at a point that is assumed to be the bulk resistance of the

sample. As the water content was reduced (e.g. 76.47o) the high frequency

behaviour changed such that the spike became joined to a portion of a semi-

circle, which was assumed to pass through the origin. With further

dehydration the touch down frequency decreased, and the semi-circular

portion of the locus approached the origin. The semi-circular portion of the

locus also broadened with decreased water content, indicative of a decrease in

the continuity of the conducting phase(19). At a water content of 9.3wt% the

broadened semicircle locus transforms to the superposition of two semi-

circles. In accordance with the results of Watanabe s¡ ¿1.(20) this has been

taken to indicate that there is a two phase morphology with respect to

conductivity. It is suggested that at 9-3wt7o water there exists localised regions
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of the pHEMA gel network with insufficient water to support motion of KBr

and thus conductivity. It is interesting that this behaviour occurs in the ion

doped sample at a lower water content than in the undoped sample

(72.7wt7o). This suggests that the KBr ions may be able to order the water to

provide a more continuous conductive phase at a lower water content.

Similar AC impedance behaviour was exhibited by the less

concentrated KBr doped (0.5M, 0.25M) pHEMA gel samples when they were

subjected to dehydration (Fig. a.9). It is of interest to observe that the water

content at which the impedance plot becomes the superposition of two semi-

circles is at a lower water content than in the case of the undoped pHEMA

(72.7wt7o) and is also lower for the sample hydrated in 0.5M KBr (9.3wt%)

than for the sample hydrated in 0.25M KBr (10.2wt%). This not only suggests

that the KBr ions may be able to reorder water present at lower hydration

levels, enhancing the continuity of the conducting phase, but also that this

reordering is concentration dependent.

4.6.2 KBr doped EGDMA/HEMA Copolymers

The variation of log(conductivity) at 25oC for severat EGDMA/HEMA

copolymers hydrated in different KBr solutions (0.25M, 1.0M) with water

content is shown in Figures 4.10a-c. As in the case of the pHEMA samples the

conductivity behaviour of the KBr doped EGDMA/HEMA samples on

dehydration was similar in form to the behaviour shown by the undoped

samples.

For the 0.6moI% EGDMA/HEMA copolymer, hydration in KBr

solutions led to EWCs of 35.9wt7o (7.0M) and 36.3 wr% (0.25M). It is not

surprising that their conductive behaviour can be described in terms of two

water content ranges; McBrierty s¡ ¿1.(16) believe free water is only present at

water contents greater than 35wt%. These samples are only believed to

contain interfacial and bound water. The introduction of KBr has again
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shifted the change in behaviour to lower water contents for both the KBr

doped samples with a slightly greater decrease shown by the sample hydrated

in a 1.0M KBr solution. This change in behaviour occurs at ca. 22wt% for the

undoped sample and ca.19wt%o and 78wt7o for samples hydrated in 0.25M and

1.0M KBr respectively.

similar trends are exhibited by the data for the 1.5molzo

EGDMA/HEMA copolymer samples (Fig. a.10b). The additional increase in

EGDMA concentration reduces the EWC further and also limits the KBr

uptake (Table 4.4). The two stage conductive behaviour is once again

exibhited as interfacial water is removed eventually leaving just bound water

to provide the conducting phase. The transition in conductive behaviour

occurs at lower water contents for the samples hydrated in 1.0M (ca.20wt%)

and 0.25M KBr (ca. 20wt7o) than for the undoped sample (ca.26wtTo).

Fully hydrated undoped 3rnol% EGDMA/HEMA when subjected to

dehydration yields an almost linear decrease in log(conductivity) with respect

to water content. This has already been ascribed to the fact that the Tg of this

copolymer is 25oC at ca. /614¡¡7o07). Flowever, distinct two stage behaviour is

exhibited by the samples hydrated in 1.0 and 0.25M KBr solutions with both

samples exhibiting a transition at ca. 20wt7o water.

Examples of the AC impedance plots obtained for these copolymers

hydrated in 1.0lr,f KBr and 0.25 M KBr are shown in Figures 4.11a and 4.11b

respectively. The change in the AC impedance spectra is similar in style to

that experienced by KBr doped pHEMA samples but a few trends emerge from

the data gained. Compared to pHEMA samples hydrated in like KBr

solutions, the water content at which the appearance of the superposition of

two semi-circle response increases as the crosslinker concentration increases.

This trend was also shown by samples without added KBr. This can be

ascribed to the presence of the crosslinker leading to a less continuous

conducting phase The appearance of this style of AC impedance response,
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indicative of two phase morphology with respect to conductivity, tended to

occur at lower water contents for copolymer samples of higher KBr

concentration. This suggests that the KBr ions are able to reorder water at

lower hydration levels improving the continuity of the conducting phase

thus facilitating ion motion and conductivity.

4.6.3 KBr doped OED/HEMA Copolymers

The variation of log(conductivity) at 25oC for several 3rnolTo

OED/HEMA copolymers hydrated in different KBr solutions (0.25M, 1.0M)

with water content is shown in Figures 4.10c-f. As in the case of the pHEMA

samples, the conductivity behaviour of the KBr doped EGDMA/HEMA

samples on dehydration was similar in form to the behaviour shown by the

undoped samples. The conductivity behaviour of KBr doped 3mo|Vo EGDMA

has already been discussed in Section 4.6.2.

3mol%o OED/HEMA copolymers , where OED = DiEGDMA, TEGDMA,

P400, all exhibit two regions of behaviour with the transition between the two

regions occurring at approximately 22wt7o water content. The two step

behaviour was expected as these copolymers all have EWC<35wt% when

hydrated in water and the addition of KBr further reduced the water content.

The KBr doped samples of each of these copolymers exhibited similar two

step behaviour, however the transition was at reduced hydration levels. The

transition for DiEGDMA/HEMA samples was shown at ca.20wt7o water, for

TEGDMA/HEMA at ca.18wto/o water and P400 at ca.77wt7o.

Selected AC impedance spectra of 3mol% OED/HEMA copolymers

subjected to dehydration are presented in Figures 4.77a-d. AII the copolymers,

at each of the concentrations, exhibited the same progression in the nature of

the AC impedance plots as dehydration is carried out. At high water contents

a non vertical spike is present. As water is removed gradually, the touch

down frequency of the spike decreases as the high frequency behaviour results
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in a semicircular portion of the locus. This semi-circle broadens as the water

content decreases until the locus can be described as the superposition of two

semi-circles. The emergence of the superposition of the semi circles is

ascribed to a morphological change within the polymers that effects the

conductivity, i.e. there exists localised regions of the gel network with

insufficient water to support the motion of the charged particles.

A few differences exist in the changing of the nature of the AC

impedance spectra of the copolymers. The emergence of the superposition of

two semi-circles in the AC impedance plots occurred at higher water contents

for 3mol% OED/HEMA polymers where n, the number of ethylene glycol

units in the OED, was lower. Except for the DiEGDMA/HEMA copolymer,

the addition of KBr resulted in this form of AC impedance plot occurring at

lower water contents, implying that the KBr ions are able to reorder water at

low hydration levels to enhance conductivity. The decrease in water content

at which this change in the nature of the AC impedance plot took place did

not change significantly for different KBr concentrations.

4.7 The Variation of Conductivity with Temperature

4.7.7KBr doped pHEMA

The conductivity of fully hydrated pHEMA samples, hydrated in

several solutions of varying KBr concentration, was evaluated as the samples

were cooled from room temperature to -10oC and then warmed to room

temperature. The cooling rate was 0.22 "C/min and the heating rate was 0.44

"C/min. The conductivity of these samples is presented in Figure 4.12.

Except for the sample hydrated in 1M KBr, pHEMA/KBr gels exhibited

similar behaviour to the undoped pHEMA hydrogel sample (Section 3.7.7).

Log(conductivity) decreased linearly as temperature decreased until a rapid

decrease in conductivity occurred at sub-zero temperatures. The temperature
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at which this decrease took piace decreased with increased KBr content. On

warming the samples, a second region of linear behaviour was exhibited as

log(conductivity) increased with increasing temperature until at temperatures

of ca. . 2.0"C when there was a sharp increase in conductivity.

Log(conductivity) increased linearly above this temperature in a manner

similar to the initial decrease experienced by the sarnples when subjected to

cooling. The sample hydrated in 1.0M KBr exhibited no transitions as

Iog(conductivity) decreased linearly with temperature to -1OoC and then

increased in a similar linear manner on warming.

As was the case for the undoped samples, the transition in conductive

behaviour is believed to result from the freezing of some of the occluded

water present in the gel electrolytes. The AC impedance spectra of pHEMA

hydrated in 0.25M KBr at several temperatures are given in Figure 4.13. As

the temperature decreases the frequency at which the non vertical spike

intercepts the real impedance axis decreases and the bulk resistance of the

sample increases. The sudden decrease in log(conductivity) is accompanied

by a change in the nature of the AC impedance response. The AC impedance

spectra is the superposition of two semi-circles: this has been previously

attributed(2O) to the presence of non conductive crystalline regions. In this

case the crystalline regions are caused by the formation of ice which will

disrupt the motion of charged entities through the occluded water phase. On

warming from the minimum temperature, the AC impedance spectra

maintained this general form yet the magnitude of the bulk resistance

decreased as temperature increased. At ca. 2.0oC the nature of the AC

impedance spectra reverted to the original type of response. As temperature

was further increased the intercept frequency of the non vertical capacitance

spike increased as the bulk resistance decreased. This transition in behaviour

is ascribed to the thawing of the frozen water.

The AC impedance plots of the pHEMA sample hydrated in 1.0M KBr
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at different temperatures are shown in Figure 4.14. As this sample was cooled

to -10oC there was no change in the nature of the AC impedance response.

The frequency at which the non vertical capacitance spike intercepted the real

impedance axis decreased and the bulk resistance increased as the

temperature decreased. The opposite trends in touch down freouency and

bulk resistance were observed as temperature was increased. It is interesting

to note that the log(conductivity) of this sample at temperatures above 0.0oC

is greater on warming than on cooling the sample. Samples exhibiting

freezing behaviour often show a similar trend suggesting hysteresis arising

from the thawing of the freezable water and thus it is deserving of future

investigation.

The temperature at which the occluded water begins to freeze (Tl) is

given in Table 4.6. The Íreezing point will be affected by the KBr

concentration and in electrolyte solutions the freezing point depression of a

solution can be estimated from the following equation:

ÂT= i.Kf.mz Eqn.4.1

where ÂT is the freezing point depression, i is the van't Hoff factor (i.e. moles

of particles in solution/ moles of solute), Kr is the molal freezing point

depression constant (K6=1.$6oC/molal for HZO) and m2 is the concentration of

the solute (moles/kg solvent). The freezing point depressions that would be

experienced by KBr solutions (ÂT) are given in Table 4.6.

The freezing point depression in the gel samples is greater for samples

of higher KBr concentration, however 'ruhen compared to the freezing point

depression experienced by solutions of similar concentration (AT) it appears

that the decrease in the freezing temperature is generally greater for gel

samples. This can be ascribed to the water/polymer and ion/water/polymer

interactions.
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The activation energy, E¿1, was found not to vary significantly with

variation in KBr content. This would appear to suggest that, in the

concentration range studied, ion/ion and ion/polymer interaction had little

Table 4.6

The KBr concentration, EWC, Ea7, E¿2, and Tf of pHEMA samples hydrated in
KBr solutions of varying concentration. ÂT is the freezing point depression

calculated for the soaking solutions.

lKBrlss

(M)

lKBrìp

(mol/g)

EWC

(%)

Eat

(kIlmol)

E72

(kJlmol)

AT

("c)

T1

('c)

1.0

0.75

0.50

0.25

0

4.77 x70-a

3.05 x 10-a

7.25 x70-a

0.64 x70-a

39.6

39.7

40.0

40.2

74.7

72.8

74.2

74.3

15.0

56.7

34.3

36.2

3.72

2.79

1.86

0.93

<-10.0

-9.8

-8.2

-5.0

-5.8
E¿1 is the activation energy on cooling.

E¿2 is the activation energy at subzero temperatures on warming.

Tf is the temperature at which freezing of the occluded water begins to take place

influence on the activation energ/, Ea1. The activation energy of conductivity

of 1.0M KCI over the temperature range 10oC-30"C is 5.8kJ/m6l(21)'. Gel

electrolyte samples have higher activation energies resulting not only from

polymer/water interaction, which result in a less rrrobile conducting phase,

but also from the physical impediment that the polymer network presents to

the motion of an ion and its associated hydration cloud.

E¿2, the activation energy after freezing has taken place, was not

calculated for ail gel samples as they eithel did not exhibit freezing behaviour

or insufficient linear data was recorded. The values of E¿2 recorded for the

KBr doped samples are of the same order of magnitude as that for the

undoped sample, suggesting that the presence of ice is again the reason for the

* 
Calculated f¡om the data of Dobos (21)
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decrease in conductivity and the change in the nature of the AC impedance

plots.

4J.2 KBr doped EGDMA/HEMA Copolymers.

The conductivity of several fully hydrated EGDMA/HEMA copolymer

samples, hydrated in solutions of varying KBr concentration, was evaluated

as the samples were cooled from room temperature to -10oC and then

warmed to room temperature. The cooling and heating rates were the same

as for the pHEMA samples. The variation in conductivity of these samples is

presented in Figures 4.15a-d.

AII samples exhibited a linear decrease in log(conductivity) as the

temperature was decreased. The linear behaviour yielded the activation

energy E¿1 (Table 4.7) which was found to be, in general, higher for samples of

increased KBr and EGDMA concentration. At some temperature below OoC,

Tl, a sudden decrease in log(conductivity) was experienced by most samples

and this is attributed to the partial freezing of the water phase. A second

region of linear behaviour was exhibited for some samples on warming from

-10"C to 0"C which yielded another activation energy, E¿2 (Table 4.7).

It should be noted that as EGDMA and KBr concentration increased, Tt

decreased until, for samples of 1.Smol% EGDMA/HEMA and 3.Omol7o

EGDMA/HEMA which had been hydrated in 1.0M KBr, no freezing transition

was observed; the presence of sufficient KBr and EGDMA had depressed the

freezing point of the occluded water below -10oC at the cooling rate employed.

For less crosslinked samples, 0.3 and 0.6mol% EGDMA, Tl, increased with

KBr concentration as expected.

An apparent anomaly in the recorded data was observed. The

variation in log(conductivity) with temperature for 1.Smol% EGDMA/HEMA

hydrated in 0.25M KBr is presented in Figure 4.15c. This sample exhibited a

transition in behaviour on warming from -10"C. This transition was
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attributed to partial freezing of the occluded water as log(conductivity)

returned to its original linear behaviour at ca.2.0"C. A possible explanation

for this response is that the freezable water present in this sample had

undergone supercooling and warming of the sample allowed the water

molecules to reorganise and subsequently freeze.

Table 4.7

The KBr concentration, EWC, Ea7, E¿2, and Tt of several EGDMA/HEMA
samples hydrated in KBr solutions of varying concentration.

Copol¡rmer IKBrl*

(M)

lKBrlo

(mol/g)

EWC

(7.)

Ear Eaz

(kllmol) (kJlmol)

Tf

("c)

0.3mol%

EGDMA/FIEMA

3.33 x 10-a

0.35 x 10-a

1.0

0.25

0

36.8

37.3

37.5

15.0

74.8

76.3

48.4

54.8

24.2

-8.2

-6.5

4.7

0.6mo|Vo

EGDMA/HEMA

3.43 x70-a

0.81 x 10-a

1.0

0.25

0

35.9

36.3

36.3

14.5

1,4.9

76.9

35.9

24.5

-8.4

-7.4

-6.0

7.Smol%

EGDMA/HEMA

3.43 x70-a

0.90 x 10-a

1.0

0.25

0

32.3

32.5

32.9

76.8

79.9

76.9

<-10.0

22.6 -7.0

3.0mol%

EGDMA/HEMA

1.39 x 10-a

0.58 x 10-a

1.0

0.25

0

27.0

27.4

27.7

78.7

76.8

22.5

23.0

<-10.0

-6.5

-10.0
E¿1 is the activation energy on cooling
E¿2 is the activation energy at subzero temperatures on warming.
Tf is the temperature at which freezing of the occluded water begins to take place

The activation energy, E¿2, was calculated for samples that exhibited a

transition in conductivity behaviour and also yielded sufficient linear data to

enable reasonably accurate evaluation. Eaz decreased with increased EGDMA
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concentration and was markedly higher for doped samples compared to

similar undoped samples. This suggests that the major factor determining

the amount of freezable water present in these KBr doped samples is the

EGDMA concentration, as the E¿2 was lower for more highly crosslinked

samples. FIowever, the large increase in E¿2 for doped lightly crosslinked

polymers compared to undoped samples indicates the importance of the

freezable water to the motion of ions.

4.8 Variation of Conductivity with Nature of Dopant

pHEMA samples were hydrated in 1.0M and 0.5M solutions oT a range

of alkali halides, lithium perchlorate and potassium carbonate. The alkali

halides were chosen to monitor the effect of varying ion size whereas the

polyatomic anionic electrolytes were chosen as a result of the influence

anions have been shown to have on the B1t¿6(7,8). The resulting gels were all

transparent and colourless except for the samples hydrated in iodide solutions

which were transparent but yellow. This colouration has been ¿s6¡lþsd(7) ¡s

the binding of iodide, or tri-iodide anions to the pHEMA network. The

conductivity of these samples was measured at 25"C before the samples were

dried to enable the calculation of EWC and the concentration of the dopant

(mol/g dry polymer). The relevant data is presented in Table 4.g.

It should be noted that the nature of the dopant employed had a drastic

effect on the EWC of the resulting gel electrolyte (Figure 4.16). samples

hydrated in iodide and LiClO4 solutions exhibited large increases in EWC

when compared to a sample hydrated in water (EwC: 40.4wtTo). Bromide

solutions yielded samples of slightly reduced EWC whereas chloride

solutions led to greater decreases in EWC. The greatest reduction in EWC was

experienced by samples hydrated in K2CO3 solutions. The nature of the anion

in the electrolyte appears to have a greater effect on the EWC than the nature

of the cation.
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Table 4.8

EWC, dopant concentration and conductivity at 25oC of pHEMA samples
hydrated in several dopant solutions of different concentrations.

Dopant [Dopant]5st
(M)

tDopantlpf
(M)

o
(S/cm)

EWC

&t

LiCI

LiBr

LiI

NaCl

NaBr

NaI

KCl

KBr

KzCO¡

LiCIO¿

3.36 x 104

1.84 x 104

3.79 x 704

2.01 x 104

6.18 x 104

2.58 x 104

2.88 x 104

7.72x104
3.56 x 104

7.87 x70a
5.15 x 104

2.23 x 704
3.01 x 104
1.77 x 70-a

4.77 x 104

7.25 x70a
5.89 x 104

2.30 x 104

2.47 x70a
7.46 x70a
5.02 x 104

2.37 x70-a

2.86 x 10-5

1.06 x 10-3

7.23 x70a
2.66 x 70 3

7.42 x 10-3

2.03 x 70-2

7.87 x 70-3

7.70 x70a
5.82 x 104

2.77 x70-3

1.36 x 10-3

7.34 x 70 2

6.97 x70-3

8.05 x 104

5.20 xi}a
4.13 x 10-3

2.72 x 70-3

7.M x 70-2

7.55 x 10-3

7.43 x70a
3.42x70-s

8.63 x 10-3

4.36 x70-3

KI

1.0

0.5

1.0

0.5

1.0

0.5

1.0

0.5

1.0

0.5

1.0

0.5

1.0

05
1.0

0.5

1.0

0.5

1.0

0.5

1.0

0.5

40.4

JJ.J

35.4

38.3

38.6

53.7

52.1

28.2

ÕJ./

35.6

37.2

51.5

44.8

29.7

34.7

39.6

40.0

50.5

47.2

27.4

28.6

50.9

45.3
t
+

[Dopant]55 is the concentration of the dopant soaking solution.

[Dopantlp is the concentration of the dopant in the pHEMA samples in mol/g dry polymer

Previous studies by Refojo(7) and Dusek et al.(8) have yielded similar

trends. It appears that the ability of the anion to interact with the polymer

network and impede any hydrophobic bonding will control the EWC. The
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iodide ion, I-, is a large monovalent anion and will be repelled from the more

electronegative hydrophilic moieties on the polymer network. Given the low

charge density of the I- anion, it will only be able to order near-neighbour

water molecules, it is a structure breaker(72), and thus its approach to the

more hydrophobic portions of the network will be less hindered by the need

to move with an extended hydration sphere. This would lead to an iodide

anion/polymer interaction causing a polyelectrolyte sffs6¡(7) and a subsequent

increase in EWC as suggested by Refojo. This is supported by the 1271 nry¡¡

measurements of Oh et ¿1.(9) ry¡ich indicate that there is specific binding of

iodide anions to isotactic pHEMA gels.

Bromide and chloride electrolytes led to salting out and thus reduced

EWCs of the pHEMA network. Given that both anions are also considered to

be structure breaking(12) i¡ would appear that the polarisability of the anion,

or the ability of its electron cloud to be distorted, is a determining factor, i.e.

anions with an easily distorted electron cloud are more likely to associate

with the polymer and impede hydrophobic bonding thus increasing EwC.

Polyatomic anions, Cloa- and Co32-, were found to have opposite

effects on the EWC. Samples hydrated in perchlorate solutions had an

increased EWC whereas the EWC was greatly reduced for samples hydrated in

carbonate solutions. This could be due to the difference in charge density of

the anions as the carbonate anion would be more likely to structure its

aqueous environment.

The nature of the cation appears to have a secondary role in
determining the EWC of a pHEMA sample hydrated in an electrolyte

solution. It appears from the samples hydrated in alkali halide solutions that

lithium solutions result in higher EWC than sodium or potassium. Cations

have the abiiity to interact with the hydrophilic groups of the polymer

network and this is reflected in the 23Na nmr data of Quinn et al.(11) for

pHEMA hydrated in a saline solution. In summary, the EWC is determined
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by a combination of both anion and cation related effects.

It should be noted that all samples hydrated in electrolyte solutions

exhibited significant increases in conductivity despite a reduction in EWC for

some sarnples. This suggests that the number of charge carriers available has

the greatest effect on the conductivity of the gel electrolytes studied. The

variation of conductivity with dopant concentration for a range of alkali

halide doped samples is presented in Figures 4.77a and 4.7Tb.

For each cation, Li+, Na+ and K+, it was found that samples hydrated

in iodide solutions exibited much higher conductivity when compared to

samples hydrated in bromide solutions which in turn were more conductive

than samples hydrated in chloride solutions. Conductivity is not only

dependent on the number of available charge carriers but also on their

mobility. The mobility of iodide ions must thus be greater than that of

bromide ions which is greater than the mobility of chloride ions. Diffusion

measurements by Tighe et ¿1.(12,13) have shown this to be true for the

transport of ions across undoped pHEMA gel samples. They found the order

of permeability of salts to be consistent with the changing influence of ionic

structure on behaviour found in the lyotropic series and regarded both size

and water structuring effects as important in determining the transport

properties of an ion in a hydrated polymer matrix. Flowever, it must be noted

that the measurements of Tighe et al. were obtained by monitoring the flow

of electrolytes through fully hydrated undoped pHEMA gels.

As a consequence of the sample preparation method in this work, it is
suggested that the differences in conductivity result primarily from the effect

of electrolvtes on the EwC of the samples. The hydration of pHEMA in

iodide electrolytes leads to a drastic increase in the EWC. Given that for

undoped pHEMA it is believed that up to 20wt% water is tightly bound to the

polymer, and water sorbed at >35wt% is believed to be free u¡¿¡s¡(16), i¡ ig

suggested that increasing the EWC from that of undoped pHEMA will only
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result in greater amounts of free mobile water. Conversely, the decrease in

EWC caused by the sorption of bromide and chloride electroiytes will decrease

the amount of free water present. These changes in the water phase not only

alter the.mobility of the water phase but also decrease the amount water in

the gel structure limiting ion motion. These alterations of the water phase

will have a significant effect on the conductivity.

The conductivity of samples hydrated in solutions of polyatomic

anions is shown below (Figure 4.18). The conductivity is dependent on the

effect of the electrolyte on hydration. pHEMA samples sorbed in LiClOa had

much greater conductivities than those hydrated in K2C03. This can be

ascribed, primarily, to charge density and geometric factors.

It should be noted that for samples hydrated in solutions of the same

anion the conductivity did not vary significantly with the nature of the

cation

0.0 r0

0.005
o KBr

c LiClOa

E K2CO3

0.000
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Tl're variation in concluctivity witl-r dopant concentration for pHEMA samples

hydrated in poll,atonric anion solutions. Electroll'tes as listed above- KBr data
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4.9 Summary.

Hydrogels hydrated in electrolyte solutions yield a range of water

contents dependent on the nature of the electrolyte employed. When

compared to undoped samples significant increases in conductivity resulted

from hydration in electrolyte solutions even for samples that caused a

decrease in EWC. At low water contents in dehydration experiments, the

doped gels also exhibited higher conductivites than for undoped samples of

like water content. This would suggest that for a given hydrogel the

determining factor in its conductivity is the dopant concentration.

Flowever when comparing different doped samples it is necessary to

not only consider the dopant concentration but also the nature of the dopant

employed. Large variations in conductivity were achieved for pHEMA gels

when they were hydrated in alkali halide solutions by altering the halide

anion used. Primarily this variation resulted from the ability of the anion to

enhance or interfere with the hydrophobic bonding of the gel network thus

altering the water sorbing capabilities of the hydrogel. This in turn leads to

variations in the ar.ailability and mobility of the conductive phase, the

occluded water, which must in turn limit the mobility of the charge carriers,

the dopant ions. Tighe et al. Q2'73) measured the ion transport properties of

pHEMA based on diffusion measurements and concluded that size and

charge considerations result in variable permeability, yietding an order of

ions similar to the lyotropic series. This would also be a factor in determining

the conductivity of the samples studied here, however given the nature of

sample preparation and experimentation in this work, this effect is thought to

be secondary tc the water ordering effect of the dopant.

More subtle variation in conductivity was achieved through the

addition of crosslinkers to the pHEMA gels. Again, as for the undoped

samples, increasing the crosslinker concentration was found to decrease the

conductivity. More flexible crosslinkers, i.e. as n increased for 3mol%
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OED/HEMA samples, yielded increases in conductivity. The variation in

conductivity is due to the water structuring effect of the addition of the

crosslinker. It is noteworthy that salting-out effects were larger for KBr doped

samples.at higher crosslinker concentrations.

The addition of KBr to all copolymers altered their AC impedance. At

full hydration and 25"C all samples exhibited higher touch down frequencies

than for undoped samples. Freezing point depressions were experienced for

all samples whose conductivities were measured when cooled. The

magnitude of the depression was greater than anticipated from the

concentration of the dopant solution used for hydration and can be aseribed to

water ordering effects of the polymer network. The magnitude of the

depression increased with dopant concentration and crosslinker (EGDMA)

concentration. In dehydration experiments the transition from single semi-

circle AC impedance behaviour to the superposition of two semi-circles

tended to occur at lower water contents for doped samples in comparison to

similar undoped samples. This would suggest that the dopant could reorder

water in such a way as to provide enhanced continuity of the conducting

phase at lorv water contents.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Ch ør ã ct eri z øti on

5.1 Introduction

It has been noted by Gray(l) that the conductive phase within gel

electrolytes is the solvent phase that is supported by the polymer. It follows

that the structure of the solvent phase is the major factor in determining the

conductive Properties of gel electrolytes. Flowever ion-doped hydrogels

systems are complex and numerous interactions can take place between

polymer, water and electrolyte. Such interactions have been summarised by

Zalkov s¡ ¿|.(2) (Table 4.1). The conductivity of pHEMA has been shown in

this work to be sensitive to a number of environmental parameters: water

content, crosslink density, crosslink nature, temperature, dopant

concentration and dopant nature. To understand more fully the relative

importance of the various interactions it is necessary to characterize the

interactions of polymer, water and electrolyte.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry has been used to investigate the ratio

of freezing to nonfreezing water in a number of HEMA based hydrogels in

both the doped and undoped forms(3-9). Nonfreezing water has been ascribed

to the water which is bound tightly to the polymer network(6). The mobility

of charge carriers, and hence the conductivity, will be dependent on the ratio

of freezing to nonfreezing water which in turn will be dependent on the

structure of the polymer network and the concentration and nature of the

electrolytic dopant employed. Comparison of the conductivity for 3mol%

OED/HEMA copolymers with the DSC data of Allen et al.(7) have shown the

ratio of freezing to nonfreezing water varies in a similar manner to the

conductivity for such gels.
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The specific volume of a polymer is only partly occupied by molecules.

The random array of macromolecules leads to imperfections in the packing

order and this unoccupied free volume is presumed to consist of holes of

molecular sizes. Flory and Fox(10,11) argued that free volume was essential

for molecular motion by rotation or translation. Hydrogels have been

described(l2) as being composed of statistically distributed microcharrnels or

fluctuating pores created by the mobility of segments within an

interpenetrating network in the presence of a solvent where these pores are

formed and removed as a result of the thermal motion of the polymer chains.

Given that motion of charge carriers is believed to take place through these

Pores, and their formaton is related to the free volume of the system, the

monitoring of free volume will assist in understanding the conductivity

behaviour.

Thermal Mechanical Anaiysis has been used to measure the

dimensional changes of the polymers studied in both the dry and hydrated

state. TMA has been shown by Allen s¡ ¿1.(13) to be a most convenient

technique for studying dimensional changes provided sufficient care is taken

with the selection and preparation of samples. The relatively short duration

of TMA experiments (hours) and the requirement of small samples make

TMA a preferable option to more conventional dilatomeric techniques. TMA

enables the calculation of linear expansion coefficients which in turn can be

used to give a measure of the free volume of the system.

Positron Annihilation Lifetime spectroscopy is another non

destructive technique used to measure free volume. The parameters T3 and

13, the mean lifetime a.nd relative number of annihilations resulting from the

orthopositronium (oPs) pickoff mechanism, yield a measure of the average

size and distribution of free volume sites within polymers. In this work the

PALS technique has been applied to fully hydrated hydrogels, both doped and

undoped, with varying crosslink density and nature.
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5.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry

5.2.1 Introduction

DSC enables the calculation of the relative amounts of freezing and

non-freezing water within hydrogel samples. The ratio of these two types of

water present in the samples studied provicies a qualitative indication of the

microscopic viscosity; non-freezable water tends to be tightly bound to the

polymer and is less mobile than freezable water. It has already been

established that the variation in the ratio o{ freezins water to non freezing

water is similar to the variation in conductivity for 3mol% OED/HEMA

copolymers (Fig 3.6).

In this study it has been assumed that the enthalpy of melting of frozen

water in the hydrogel samples has not been altered by its the presence of the

polymer network. Some doubt has been raised over the validity of this

assumptien(4,14) but it has been shown that the heat of fusion of water

absorbed in polymers is nearly identical to the heat of fusion of pure

v¡¿¡s¡(15,16). The method employed here to determine the amount of freezing

water is consistent with that used by s¡¡s¡5(17-20) and thus enables

comparison to be made between samples with different crosslinking density,

nature of crosslinker and dopant.

Allen s¡ ¿1.(7) showed that cooling and heating procedures need to be

clearly defined as slight variation of these experimental parameters can lead

lead to both variation in the form of the melting endotherm recorded but also

the amount of freezing water recorded. All samples in this work were cooled

frorn 298K to 190K and held at this temperature for 15 minutes before

warming to 290K at 10K.min-1.

5.2.2 Variation of Freezing Water with Copolymer Composition

Percentages of freezing water present are shown in Table 5.1 for
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pHEMA and copolymers with EGDMA and in Table 5.2 for several 3rnol%o

OED/HEMA copolymers.

Freezing water detemination for tå'^lït LEMA copolymers. The resulrs are
given both as a percentage of the total hydrogel weight (A) and as a percentage
of the weight of water in the hydrogel (B).

Ewc(%) A(%) B(%)

pHEMA

0.6rnol% EGDMA/HEMA

1.Smol% EGDMA/HEMA

3.0mol% EGDMA/HEMA

40.4

36.3

32.9

27.7

72.9

7.7

2.7

7.7

31.8

19.5

8.3

6.2

It is clear that the introduction of EGDMA reduces not only the EWC

but also decreases the amount of the available water that is able to freeze.

EGDMA is less hydrophilic than HEMA and its introduction will thus

decrease the water sorbing capabilities of the network. The addition of

EGDMA to the network will result in a tighter less mobile network with

decreased ability to swell in water.

Table 5.2
Freezing water determination for 3mol%"OED/Fi^EMA copolyrners. The
results are given both as a percentage of the total hydrogel weight (A) and as a
percentage of the weight of water in the hydrogel (B).

EWC(7o) A(7") B(%)

pHEMA

3.0mol%

3.0mol7o

3.0mol%

3.0mol%

EGDMA/HElvfA

DiEGDMA/HEMA

TEGDMA/HEMA

P400/HEMA

40.4

27.7

33.3

33.8

34.7

12.9

7.7

2.2

3.3

6.6

31.8

6.2

6.6

9.8

18.9
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All samples crosslinked with OEDs exhibited a decrease in the amount

of freezing water compared to pHEMA however, the magnitude of the

decrease is dependent on the nature of crosslinker employed. The results

gained'for the variation in freezing water with n, the number of ethylene

glycol units in the crosslinker, for 3molTo OED/HEMA were in agreement

with those found by Allen s¡ ¿1.(7) for like samples. The amount of freezing

water present was found to increase as n increased.

5.2.3 Variation of Freezing Water with KBr Concentration

The EWC and percentages of freezing water preserrt in pHEMA. samples

hydrated in KBr solutions are shown in Table 5.3. The introduction of KBr

resulted in a decrease in the EWC which was greater for samples hydrated in

more concentrated KBr solutions.

Previous sorption measurements by Refo;o(21) have attributed such

decreases resulting from electrolyte presence to an enhancement of

hydrophobic bonding within the polymer network. The presence of KBr also

alters the structure of the occluded water as is reflected in the decrease in the

amount of freezing',vater as the KBr concentration increasecl.

Table 5.3
Freezing water determination for pHEMA samples hydrated in KBr solutions
of varying concentration. The results are given both as a percentage of the
total hydrogel weight (A) and as a percentage of the weight of water in the
hydrogel (B).

KBr(M) EWC(V") A(v") B(%)

1.0

0.75

0.5

0.25

0

39.6

39.7

40.0

40.2

40.4

77.6

77.C,

77.4

72.4

72.9

29.3

28.9

28.6

31.3

31.8
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Similar DSC measurements were carried out on a range of 3molTo

OED/HEMA copolymers and the percentages of freezing water determined are

presented in Table 5.4. Decreases in both the EWC and the amount of freezing

water'were experienced for all crosslinked samples that were hydrated in KBr

solutions. It should be noted that the decrease in freezing water was greater

for samples where n, the number of ethylene glycol units in the crosslinker,

was smaller. This could suggest that the decrease in freezing water could be

due to a polymer/electrolyte/water interaction that could inhibit the

formation of clusters of water that are able to form ice on cooling

Table 5.4
Freezing water determination for 3mol%OED/HEMA copolymers hydrated in
lM KBr solutions. The results are given both as a percentage of the total
hydrogel weight (A) and as a percentage of the weight of water in the hydrogel
(B).

EWC(%) A(7") B(%)

pHEMA

3.Omol%

3.Omol%

3.}mol7o

3.0mol%

EGDMA/HEMA

DiEGDMA/FIEMA

TEGDMA/HEMA

P4OOIHEMA

39.6

27.0

??<

32.8

34.0

71.6

0.6

c.3

7.7

3.2

29.3

2.3

2.5

5.3

9.4

5.2.4 Variation of Freezing Water with Nature of Dopant

The hydration of pHEMA samples in a range of electrolytes yielded

samples of varying EWC in accordance with previous sorption work(21). The

EwC and the amount of freezing water, measured by DSC, present in pHEMA

samples hydrated in a range of electrolyte solutions are presented in Table 5.5.

It is clear from the data recorded for the samples hydrated in alkali

halide solutions that the nature of the anion has a significant role in
determining the EWC and the amount of freezing water of the resulting gels.

Samples hydrated in iodide solutions experienced increases in both the EWC
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and the freezíng water whereas samples hydrated in bromide and chloride

solutions experienced decreases in both EWC and freezing water, the decrease

being greater for samples hydrated in chloride solutions. The larger softer

iodide ion has been suggested(2l) to from a liaison with the network resulting

in a polyelectrolyte effect which results in an increase in both EWC and

freezing water. Samples hydrated in polyatomic anion solutions, that is

carbonate and perchlorate solutions, had ma¡kedly different EWC and water

structuring. The sample hydrated in LiClOa resulted in a gel of increased

EWC and freezing water content whereas the sample hydrated in K2CO3 had

reduced EWC and freezing water content compared to pHEMA hydrated in

deionised water.

Table 5.5
Freezing water determination for pHEMA samples hydrated in several 1M
electrolyte solutions. The results are given both as a percentage of the total
hydrogel weight (A) and as a percentage of the weight of water in the hydrogel
(B). The ratio of freezing water to non-freezing water, m6/mr.,¡, is also given.

Electrolyte EWC(%) A(7") B(%) m¡/m¡¡

LiCI

NaCl

KCI

LiBr

NaBr

KBr

LiI

NaI

KI

K2CO3

UCIO+

40.4

33.3

28.2

29.7

38.3

35.6

39.6

53.7

51.5

s0.5

21.4

50.9

72.9

3.1

2.7

2.8

10.0

9.3

77.6

23.8

24.2

22.7

2.7

27.6

31.8

9.7

9.5

9.5

25.9

26.7

29.3

14.3

47.7

44.9

72.7

42.5

0.469

0.103

0.106

0.104

0.353

0.354

0.474

0196

0.886

0.877

0.744

0.737
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The variation of freezing water for samples hydrated solutions of

different cations but same anion revealed no general trends. Flowever, the

nature of the cation will still contribute to the determination of the water

structqring in the gel through interaction with the polar moieties of the

repeat unit.

The variation in both the conductivity and the ratio of freezing water

to non-freezing water is presented in Figure 5.1. With the exception of the

sample hydrated in NaI, similar trends are shown for the samples hydrated in

alkali halide solutions suggesting that the structure of the water within the

gei is a determining factor in the conductivity. It should be noted that the

nature of the electrolyte dopant used varied the EWC and thus must

contribute to the determination of the water structure in doped gels.

5.2.5 Summary

The nature of water sorbed by doped pHEMA based gel electrolytes is

dependent on both the polymer network and the nature of the electrolytic

dopant employed. Increases in crosslinking reduce the relative proportion of

freezing water present in the gels with this decrease being less for samples

crosslinked with OEDs of greater values of n. Variation in the nature of the

anion was found to have a greater effect on the ratio of freezing water to non-

freezing water.

Previous data collected by Allen s¡ ¿1.(7) and the results of this work

show that there is a positive correlation between the change in conductivity

and the variation in the ratio of freezing water to non freezíng water

suggesting that the structure of the occluded water is a determining factor in

the conductivity of pHEMA gel electrolytes. As a consequence of this

relationship, it would be of interest in the future to measure the ratio of

freezing water to non-freezíng water for progressively dehydrated samples to

investigate whether this correlation holds for samples of variable hydration.
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5.3 Thermal Mechanical Analysis

5.3.L Introduction

'The thermal expansion of polymers on heating is dependent on

internal molecular interactions and is the result of both inter and intrachain

vibrational rrrodes. Intrachain vibration is governed by the nature of the

covalent bonds in the polymer whereas interchain vibration is controlled by

secondary interactions such as hydrogen bonding and van der Waal's forces.

Interchain vibration has been shown to make a greater contribution to the

thermal expansion of polymer crystals by Swan(22)' ¡¡s thermai expansivities

were shown to be greater along the chain axis than perpendicular to it when

measured for polymer crystals.

The TMA enables the collection of length-temperature (ÁL v T) curves

from which the linear expansion coefficients can be determined. Linear glass

and liquid expansion coefficients, crr'and cr1' respectively, are taken as the

slope of the ÂL v T curve in glass and liquid regions. The expansion

coefficients of a polymer are not independent of temperature but generally

show an increase with temperature, however there is a large change in the

expansion coefficient on passing through the glass transition, hence it is

conventional to ignore the gradual increase in crr'with temperaturs(23). The

linear expansion coefficients are expressed as:

dl dl dt
CX,': l0-l .dT = tO-t at=.ñ Eqn 5.L

where lg and I are the initial and instantaneous lengths of the sample, dT/dt

is the heating rate and dlldt and dtldT are the change in length of the sample

with respect to time and temperature respectively. The linear thermal

expansion coefficient of an unoriented amorphous polymer is normally

assumed to isotropic, thus the cubic thermal expansion coefficient, G,, can be
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approximated as g¿ = gg,'(23,2+).

Free volume is the subject of several models including that presented

by Simha and Boyer(25). According to this model, free volume is frozen in to

the polymer structure remaining constant in the glassy state and as such the

hole size and distribution of free volume is believed to remain fixed below

Tg. FIowever, the glass will continue to expand or contract with changes in

temperature due to the normal expansion process of all molecules by thermal

agitation. It should be noted that above Tg, the free volume increases

resulting from the larger expansion of the liquid state compared to the glassy

5¡¿¡s(26).

Simha and Boye.(25) proposed that the difference between the glass and

the liquid expansion coefficients reflect the expansivity of the free volume

fraction, f ,where:

f=#=Â'Tg Eqn 5.2

V is the specific volume, Vr is the free volume and Âcr is the free volume

expansivity. A range of values for f have been evaluated for several polymer

systems and are summarised by ¡-v7Q7). Lai and others have discussed the

limitations of this relationship, especially the assumption that the linear

expansion coefficient remains invariant with temperature, however, the

overall trends relating to the changes in free volume will remain valid. The

change in free volume resulting from changes in several environmental

parameters such as crosslink density and nature and dopant has been

investigated. An aitempt has also been made to understand the dimensional

changes of copolymers at several hydration levels.

5.3.2 Dimensional Changes in pHEMA

5.3.2.a The Effect ot' the nature and concentration of Crosslinking
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Glass and liquid expansion coefficients and the free volume fractions

for pHEMA and several OED/HEMA copolymers are presented in Table 5.6.

The glass expansion coefficient was found to be 46.4 x 10-6K-1 for dry pHEMA.

This v¿Iue compares favourably with the results of y¿7Q7) in length

contraction experiments (crg'= 42.7 x 10-6K-1). Lai also measured the

expansivities of several other acrylate polymers, such as poly(methyl

methacrylate), poly(ethyl methacrylate) and poly(methyl acrylate), and found

crr' to be comparatively low for pHEMA; this was attributed to hydrogen

bonding.. A liquid expansion coefficient of cr¡': 770.2 x 10-6K-1 was reco¡ded

for dry pHEMA.

Table 5.6

Thermal expansion coefficients and free volume fractions for pHEMA and its
copolymers with several OEDs. Glass transition temperatures as calculated by
Allen et al.(30) by torsion pendulum. All samples were dry.

Polymer ÍTg 0g' c[t'

(.C) (10-6K-1) (10-66-r¡

3(cr¡'-crr')

(10-6K-1)

pHEMA

0.3rnol7o EGDMA/HEMA

0.6mo|% EGDMA/HEMA

1.5mol% EGDMA/HEMA

3.0mol7o EGDMA/HEMA

3.0mol% DiEGDMA/HEMA

3.0mol% TEGDMA/HEMA

3,0molVo P4OOIHEMA

725

736.7

727

111

46.4

29.2

38.1

30.2

M.0

30.6

33.0

33.0

770.2

749.8

740.6

203.0

726.2

707.0

118.5

772.3

377.4

361.8

307.5

518.4

246.0

229.2

256.5

237.9

0.148

0.100

0.103

0.105

It is evident from the data presented that, in general, the addition of

any crosslinker resulted in decreases in both or'and cr¡'. The variations in

crt'and cr¡' are clearly shown for 3.OmoI%oOED /HEMA copolymers in Figure
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5.2. It should be noted that the free volume fraction, f , was fcund to decrease

on the introduction of SrnolTo EGDMA yet as n was increased from 1 to 9 f

increased minimally. The introduction of a crosslinker results in tighter

networks with greater secondary bonding interaction between polymer chains

and thus less free volume. As n, the number of ethylene glycol units in the

crosslinker, is increased it would be anticipated that the increased length of

the crosslink would result in greater free volume. Flowever the lack in

variation of the free volume fraction suggests that the copolymers

investigated are insufficiently crosslinked for the nature of the crosslink to

become a significant factor in the determination of the free volume fraction of

the dry samples.

5.3.2.b The Et't'ect of Dopønt.

Length contraction experiments by y¿7Q7) on dry KBr doped pHEMA

samples revealed that increasing KBr concentration led to a decrease in length

contraction and an increase in the temperature at which contraction of aged

samples began and finished This was attributed to ion/polymer interactions

that reduced segmental mobility of the polymer. These observations were

consistent with the hypo¡¡ssis(29) that adsorption of the polymer onto filler

molecules leads to an increase in Tg. Glass and liquid expansion coefficients

and the free volume fractions for pHEMA and severai OED/HEMA

copolymers are presented in Table 5.7.

It was found that, in general, crr'and cr1' lvere lower for doped pHEMA

coplymers than undoped samples suggesting that the introduction of KBr

impedes molecular motion of the polymer network. The variation in og'

and cr¡' for a range of 3mol%OED polymers doped in lM KBr solutions before

drying is presented in Figure 5.3. Similar trends as for the undoped samples

(Figure 5.2) were exhibited as n increased. Free volume fractions have not

been calculated due to the lack of quantitative on the effect of KBr on the Tg of
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copolymers investigated here. Length contraction experiments by Allen et

al.(13) suggest an increase in Tg, and thus a decrease in free volume.

Table 5.7

Thermal expansion coefficients for doped pHEMA and its copolymers with
several OEDs. All samples were dry.

Polymer IKBr]ss

(M)

[KBrlp

(mol/g)

0g' ct I'

(10{K-1) (10-6K-1)

3(a¡'-a*')

(10-66-t¡

pHEMA 0.5

1.0

38.6

47.2

7.25x70-a

4.77x70-a

753.2

158.1

343.8

350.7

0.3mol%

EGDMA/HEMA

7.26x70-a

3.33x10-a

0.5

1.0

33.9

47.0

140.5

747.0

319.8

300.0

0.6rno|7o

EGDMA/HEMA

7.39x70-a

3.43x70-a

0.5

1.0

35.9

30.1

135.8

723.9

299.7

287.4

7.SrnolVo

EGDMA/HEMA

1.65x10-a

3.43x10-a

0.5

1.0

35.6

35.2

140.5

111.1

374.7

227.7

3.Omol%

EGDMA/HEMA

1.09x10-a

7.39x70-a

0.5

1.0

35.3

37.7

98.0

86.2

188.1

163.5

3.Omol%

DiEGDMA/FIEMA

0.5

i.0

32.8

33.0

95.8

76.3

189.0

729.9

7.64x70-a

3.46x70-a

3.Omol%

TEGDMA/HEMA

0.5

1.0

32.3

30.2

7.97x70-a

3.82x10-a

774.7

82.7

247.2

755.7

3.0mol%

P4OOlHEMA

0.5

1.0

1.93x10-a

3.74x70-a

37.6

30.5

96.0

70.3

793.2

719.4

5.3.2.c The Et't'ect of Hydration.

A series of pHEMA samples at varying levels of hydraiion were cooled

slowly (2K/min) from room temperature to -60oC. The length-temperature

plots (AL v T) of these samples on warming from -60"C to 25"C are presented
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in Figure 5.4. Note that fully hydrated pHEMA (EWC=40.4wtTo) has a Tg of

goç(30) indicating that the plots shown cover mostly the glassy region.

It is evident that as the water content increases the glass expansion

coefficie¡t, cl,g', also increases as revealed by the increasing slope of the ÂL v T

plots. An interesting phenomenon took place in samples of greater than

34wt7o water content; a sharp increase and corresponding decrease in the AL v

T plot is observed in the vicinity of 0'C. As this behaviour is only apparent in

samples of high hydration levels, and the abrupt expansion of these samples

is accompanied bi a contraction at temperatures around OoC, it would appear

that a phase transition experienced by the absorbed aqueous phase rnay play

some role in this phenomenon.

This behaviour was also observed for a range of 3mol% OED/HEMA

polymers at full hydration (Figure 5.5). Again, in the vicinity of 0.C all

samples exhibited an abrupt expansion and an acccompanying contraction,

with the size of this expansion and contraction greatest for samples with

longer crosslinks and thus higher water contents. Such behaviour also

suggests that a phase transition experienced by the absorbed water phase may

play some role in this phenomenon. It is interesting to note that the

contraction occurs in stages for some of the samples, especially the 3mol%

TEGDMA /F{E}{A, as revealed by the shoulders in the trace where the

contraction takes place. It is suggested that this phenomenon is of an

heterogeneous nature. It should also be noted that the initial slope of these

AL v T plots increases as n, the number of ethylene glycol units in the

crosslinks, increases and thus the water content at full hydration.

Despite the trends that suggest a phase transition in the water phase of

the hydrogels contributes to this expansion behaviour, the phenomenon is

not fully understood. The magnitude of the expansion at temperatures just

below OoC of the samples is much greater than the literature glass expansion

coefficient for ice (ag¡icÒ = 51x104 6-1(52)¡ suggests that it is unlikely to be due
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solely to such a, transition yet more complex water/polymer behaviour is

suspected. Flowever, these reults are interesting and suggest the need for

more extensive experimentation and analysis. It would be of interest to

examine the expansion of a pHEMA gel with some solvent other than water

used to see whether a phase transition of the occluded phase is a crucial factor

in such behaviour.

Despite the need for further work to understand the interesting

behaviour exhibited by samples of high water content, it is apparent from all

the data collected that increasing the water content, by increasing the

hydration or altering the crosslinking agent, increases the glass expansion

coefficient. If the hypothesis of Haldon and 5i¡n¡¿(28) is considered, whereby

the magnitude of the glass expansion coefficient is believed to reflect the free

volume fraction of a given sample, then increasing the water content of the

polymers studied increases their free volume fraction. This is consistent with

the plasticising action of water on pHEMA which has been shown by the

dynamic mechanical analysis of Allen s¡ ¿1.(30) to result in a reduction in Tg.

5.3.3 Summary

Glass and liquid expansion coefficients, crr' and cr,1',were found to

decrease with increases in crosslinking and dopant concentration in the dry

state. The variation in the free volume fraction of undoped 3mc.l%

OED/HEMA copolymers followed the same trend as for the variation in EWC

at full hydration. The introduction of water into pHEMA copolymers

increases the glass expansion coefficient and at high water contents leads to an

interesting expansion/contraction phenomenon that appears to be related in

some way to the partial freezing of the occluded phase.
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5.4 Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy

5.4.1 Introduction

Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) is a very sensitive

non destructive technique for the measurement of free volume that relies

uPon tlre sensitivity of orthopositronium (oPs) to localised electron density in

condensed matter. PALS has been used to investigate free volume in a

number of polymeric systems and such studies have shown

orthopositronium (oPs) sensitivity to structural changes resulting from

fatigue(31), degree of cure(32), thermoset crosslink densityß3), weathering and

corrosion resistance of coatings(34), miscibility of copolymer blends(¡s,36) and

physical aging in glassy polymers(37). Extensive reviews of the scope of PALS

as a free volume probe for polymeric systems have been written by lean(3s)

and Zipper and gi11(39).

PALS has also been used to study the influence of absorbed water on

the free volume characteristics of several polymers. Studies on the

interaction of water with nylon(40,41), protective epoxy coatings(42,43), various

polyamides(44), p¡ç4(a5), protein(46), and poly (vinyl alcohol)(47) are available

in the literature; in each of these studies, nonlinear relationships between T3,

the mean oPs annihilation lifetime and 13, the relative oPs annihilation

intensity, have been reported with increasing water content. Many systems

exhibit a decrease in T3 with water content for low water contents. This has

been ascribed to the absorption of water molecules into free volume cavities

effectively reducing their size and decreasing the mean oPs lifetime. At low

hydration there is insufficient water to provide the structural order required

for either swelling of the polymer or annihiiations of oPs to take place in the

water phase and thus the water acts as a filler.

After the initial decrease in T3 , a steady increase with increasing water

content is observed in all systems. This has been ascribed to the aggregation of
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water causing the swelling of the polymer and an enlargement of the free

volume cavities resulting in an increase in T3 . It should be noted that the

occluded water phase may also contribute to the annihilation spectra as

annihilations take place in bulk water (ts = 1.80ns, I3=fg +2 %)ø8,49). Such

annihilations are best described by the bubble model of oPs lifetimes in liquids

in which the oPs essentially creates free volume, or blows a bubble, around

itself. The size of this bubble determines the oPs lifetime in the same manner

that free volume size determines oPs lifetime in solid polymers. The size of

this bubble is determined by the relative magnitudes of of the liquid surface

tension and the repulsive forces between the oPs and the sufr'ounding

liquid(sO), in this case the occluded aqueous phase.

All studies have revealed a decrease in the oPs intensities, 13, with the

addition of water. 11s¿¡s¡(41) atftibuted this behaviour to the possible reaction

of oPs with other species in the water leading to the formation of unstable

complexes These complexes annihilate with shorter lifetimes by other

mechanisms and thus do not contribute to 13 data. Singh s¡ ¿1.(40) have

proposed that the decrease may be due to the absorbed water molecules

changing the free volume cell geometry. Studies of DNA with water uptake

by Wairum and Eldrup(as) show a similar decrease in 13 over the first 25% of

absorbed water. Flowever, on the addition of water above 257o uptake there

was a gradual increase in 13 as it approached the value reported for pure

u¡¿¡g¡(48,49). This increase was postulated to be due to the increasing number

of annihilations occuring with bulk water as more water is added.

The introduction of dopant ions into hydrogels results in a number of

interactions (Table 4"1) which have already been shown to alter the EWC and

the conductivity and suggest that the addition of dopant will change the free

volume characteristics of the hydrogels. It was expected that the PALS

experiments with ion doped hydrogels may yield data that would be difficult

to interpret as a number of interactions must be considered. There exists
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evidence(sl) that paramagnetic ions and chloride ions can lead to oPs

quenching and shorter T,3 values. The introduction of a competing

mechanism to Ps formation, oPs inhibition, results from the adciition of salts

that cause an increase in the dipole character of polymer molecules and an

increasing localization of negative charge and will yield lower 13 values. It is

believed that the formation of oPs is chemically inhibited in favour of

positron capture caused by the presence ef ¿¡i6ns(51). The introduction of

ions to the occluded water will alter its surface tension and density thus

affecting the oPs lifetime contribution of the water within the gel.

PALS has been shown to be a method of investigating free volume that

is sensitive to the effect of occluded water on the free volume charateristics of

polymeric systems. PALS has been used to investigate the effect of

crosslinking and dopant nature on the free volume characteristics, reflected by

13 and T3, of a series of fully hydrated gels.

5.4.2 Free volume characteristics of undoped pHEMA based gel electrolytes.

PALS experiments revealed that for pHEMA at fult hydration

(EWC=40.awt%) the oPs pickoff lifetime (tg) was 2326t 0.032ns and the ops

pickoff intensity (I¡) was 22.508 + 0.370 7{ errors that are quoted refer to the

population standard deviations of these results.

Hodge (47) in an investigation of poly(vinyl alcohol) found that as the

water content was increased, the values of t3 and 13 approached the values

recorded for water and thus assumed that the observed values of t3 and 13

could be taken as the sum of the weighted contributions from the polymer

and the water, that is

r3fuet) : AT3(wat"r¡ + (7-A)TZeolymer)

IZØet) : A[3(wat"r¡ + (1-A)IZeolymer)

Eqn 5.3

Eqn 5.4
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where "C3@et),^Q(polymer¡ and X3(water)are the oPs lifetimes for the system, as

measured, water and polymer respectively and 131¡1¿¡),I3(polymer¡ and l3(water)

are the oPs pickoff intensities for the system, polymer and water respectively;

A is the amount of water in which oPs can annihilate via the bubble

mechanism. Annihilation of oPs can only take place in clusters of water

molecules where there is sufficient water for a bubble to form, that is when

the oPs can be completely surrounded. It is assumed that these clusters of

water molecules are also able to sufficiently order themselves on cooling for

crystallisation to take place. Consequently, to evaluate T3 and 13 of the

pHEMA gels studied, A is the amount of freezing water within the gel which

has been measured in this work by DSC (Section 5.2). To calculatef3çps¡yrn.r¡

and 13116¡ ymer) the experimentaily obtained values for the hydration water,

fg:7.897ns and IZ=77-7957o, were used. The corrected values for pHEMA are

T3(polymer)= 2.389 ns and I3eolymer):22.207Vo. It should also be noted that this

model also implies that regions of nonfreezing water have insufficient size to

Table 5.8

The variation in EWC, conductivity, a3fuet¡,Ig(net),ri(polymer) andl3lpolymer)
for 3moi% OED/HEMA copolymers at full hydration ahd 22"C.

Sample EWC

(%)

o
(S/cm)

lsfuetl

(ns)

lstuett ls@l* Istpll

øl (ns) (%)

pHEMA

1.5mol% EGDMA/HEMA

3.0mo1% EGDMA/HEMA

3.Omol%DiEGDMA/HEMA

3.0mol% TEGDMA/HEMA

3.0mol% P400/HEMA

40.4

32.9

27.7

33.3

33.8

34.7

2.86x10-s

2.06x704

1.08x10-6

1.55x10-6

2.47x70-6

5.47x704

2.328

2.299

2.203

2.179

2.283

2.775

22.508

27.959

79.872

20.294

27.079

27.022

2.392

2.370

2.208

2.185

2.296

2.795

23.206

24.660

19.908

20.350

27.797

27.250
rzç)=Ít@olymer)

f Igtpl :r3(potymer)

rf
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directly influence the oPs annihilation rate and they therefore act as a filler

decreasing the amount of free volume - a mechanism postulated in nylon(41)

and other poly(amicie) systems(44). Hodge(47) found that all nonfreezing

water i¡t poly(vinyl alcohol) could be attributed to hydrogen bound water.

Despite DSC measurements (Section 5.2.2) revealing this not to be the case for

pHEMA (i.e. non freezing water > 20wt7o), it is believed that the corrections

applied are still valid.

The oPs pickoff lifetimes and relative intensities for pHEMA and

several OED/HEMA copolymers are given in Table 5.8. Similar trends were

exhibited by tz and 13 in both corrected and uncorrected forms as'would be

expected given the nature of the corrections employed (Eqn. 5.3,.5.4). As n, the

number of ethylene glycol units in the crosslink, was increased for 3mol%

OED/HEMA copolymers at full hydration, f3(polymer) was found to decrease.

All samples recorded lower values of "cß1ps¡yms¡1 than pHEMA (Figure 5.6.a)

and, in general, the rate of decrease in'c31ro¡Omer) also decreased as n increased.

If experimental error is considered only a slight decrease in the average size of

the free volume sites was experieced as n increased from 1 to 9. This appears

to suggest that although the length of the crosslink increases as n increases,

the flexibility of the crosslink enables more efficient packing of the polymer

network thus slightly decreasing the size of the free volume sites. Repeated

measurements of the 3mol% TEGDMA/HEMA sample failed to explain the

unexpectedly high value of r3ço¡r*r; obtained.

I3(polymer) was lower for all 3mol7o crosslinked samples than for

pHEMA. Flowever, an interesting trend in l3ço¡r^er) was exhibited as n was

increased from 1 to 9 (Figure 5.6.b); as n was increased from 1 to 4 there was a

relatively large increase in the frequency of the free volume sites when

compared with the apparent invariance of the frequency of free volume sites

as n was increased from 4 to 9. The ability of the crosslink to be involved in

secondary bonding, such as intra chain hydrogen bonding, will increase as n,
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and the flexibility of the crosslink, increases and could lead to a limitation in

the frequency of free volume sites as a result of steric hindrance. The

variation in I3çr6¡yn1rr¡ with increasing n is compared to the change in EWC

for 3mol% OED/F{EMA copolymer in Figures 5.7. It appears that the

frequency of the free volume sites attributable to the polirmer network follows

a similar trend as the variation in the EWC for 3molTo OED/HEMA

copolymers at full hydration. This would suggest that the number of free

volume sites resulting from the polymer network is a significant factor in the

determination of the EWC of a hydrogel.

5.4.3 Free volume characteristics of doped pHEMA based gel electrolytes.

5.4.3a KBr doped gel electrolytes

PALS experiments were undertaken on a range of oED/HEMA

hydrogels that had been hydrated in 1M KBr. The oPs pickoff lifetimes and

relative intensities are presented in Table 5.9. The experimental data were

corrected for contributions to both 1u3117,et) and I31¡¿¡¡ arising from the presence

of KBr solution within the network utilising values oÍ 13 and 13 recorded for a

1M KBr solution(tZ=7.824 ns, I3=l$.498%). It should be noted that T3 and 13

were less for the 1M KBr solution than for the deionised water suggesting that

there may be oPs quenching and oPs inhibition taking place.

The introduction of KBr to the hydration solution results in a decrease

in both the EWC and the amount of freezing water in pHEMA samples and

its copolymers (Section 5.2.3). In comparison to the undoped sample, the

doped pHEMA sample exhibited a decrease in I3lOo¡ymeù (Iz{polymer) =19.042%)

and an increase in f,3qps¡ym¿y¡ (X3eolymer.l =2.438ns). The decrease in

I3(polymer) may in part be attributed to oPs inhibition. between The doped

OED/HEMA samples have similar KBr concentration (Table 5.7) and so it is

believed that comparison oÍ r3ço¡rme) and l3eolymer) is valid as all samples

will have experienced similar oPs quenching and inhibition.
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Table 5.9

The variation in EWC, conductivity, f3rnet),I3Øet),Í3(polymer¡ and I3(polymer)

for several 3mol% OED/HEMA copolymers hydrated in IMKBr and at full
hydration.

Sample EWC

(%)

o

(S/cm)

Íghetl

(ns)

rzhet)

&t
rgçl* Igtp)T

(ns) &\
pHEMA

1.Smol% EGDMA/HEMA

3.0mol% EGDMA/HEMA

3.0mo1%DiEGDMA/HEMA

3.0mol% TEGDMA/HEMA

3.0mol% P400/HEMA

39.6

32.3

27.0

32.5

32.8

34.0

4.13x10-3

6.67x70'a

7.70x704

7.73x70-a

8.57x704

8.70x704

2.367

2.373

2.258

2.256

2.777

2.742

78.747

79.623

77.967

77.694

78.478

78.774

2.973

2.322

2.267

2.259

2.777

2.753

77.53

79.47

77.9

77.67

18.31

78.47
*

The variation in both t3lrolymer) andI31¡,s¡rmsyl with n, the number of

ethylene glycol units, in 3mol% OED/HEMA copolymers is shown in Figures

5.8a and 5.8b. Similar trends are revealed as for undoped samples. All

crosslinked samples yielded lower r3(polymer.¡ than pHEMA. As n was

increased from 7 to 9, T3(polymer.¡ decreased slightly again suggesting that

longer more flexible crosslinks are able to pack in such a way so as to limit the

size of free volume sites. The number of free volume sites, reflected in

I3(polymer), was lower for all doped crosslinked samples than for doped

pHEMA at full hydration. A similar trend was revealed for crosslinked doped

samples as was shown by undoped samples. If experimental error is taken

into account,I3lps¡ymsy¡ increased as n was increased from 1 to 4 but did not

vary significantly as n was increased from 4 to 9. This is also similar to the

variation in EWC shown by 3mol% OED/HEMA copolymers hydrated in
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IMKBr (Figure 5.9)

5.4.3b The oariøtion ot' dopant in pHEMA gel electrolytes

As a preliminary investigation, PALS experiments were conducted on

pHEMA samples that had been hydrated in a range of 1M electrolyte

solutions. The experimentally obtained data, f3fuet) and l31nr¡¡, are presented

in Table 5.10. No corrections have been applied to the raw data to date

because there exists insufficient experimental data on the free volume

characteristics of the electrolyte solutions involved.

It is interesting to note, however, that for samples hydrated in

potassium haiide solutions that I31¡¿¡¡ follows the same order as the EWC of

these samples, that is I3fuet)KI > I¡(ner)rcBr > I3(ner)KCt. This result is by no

means conclusive given the lack of data necessary to perform the appropriate

corrections but, given the parallel trends exhibited for l3çro¡o^er) and EWC by

fully hydrated undoped 3mo|% OED/HEMA copolymers, it is sufficient to

suggest that further work is warranted.

Tal¡le 5.10

The variation in EWC, conductivity, r3{ne¡¡ and lzØet) for pHEMA gels,
hydrated in 1M solutions of several electrolytes, at full hydration.

Electrolyte EWC

(%')

o

(S/cm)

Ízfuetl

(ns)

Ísfuetl

&t

KBr

KI

KCI

LiBr

NaBr

2.86x70-5

4.13x10-3

7.84x70-2

8.05x10-a

2.66x70-3

2.77x70-3

2.328

2.367

2.094

2.307

2.756

2.233

22.508

78.747

79.324

18.465

18.110

18.966

40.4

39.6

50.5

29.7

38.3

35.6
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5.4.4 Summary

The introduction of crosslinkers into the pHEMA hydrogels

investigated has been shown to reduce both the number and the size of free

volumq cavities present for the complete range of crosslinkers investigated.

For 3mol% OED/HEMA copolymers, whether hydrated in either deionised

water or 1M KBr solution, the mean oPs lifetime, T3,was shown to decrease

slightly as n was increased from 1 to 9. This decrease in the free volume

cavity size is believed to be due to the increased flexibility of the crosslink

enabling more efficient packing of the network. The variation in 13, the

relative oPs annihilation intensity, was found to be similar to the vâiiation in

Ewc as n increased, in both the doped and undoped 3molZo ]ED/IHEMA

samples investigated. It is suggested that the number of free volume cavities

is significant in determining the EWC of a crosslinked gel.

No direct comparison has been made between the data of the undoped

samples and the doped samples as the complexity of such

polymer/water/electrolyte systems leads to numerous interactions that can

result in oPs inhibition and oPs quenching. Data was collected for pHEMA

samples hydrated in several electrolyte solutions but further work is required

before any conclusions can be made.

5.5 Summary

The free volume charcteristics of pHEMA hydrogels have been

investigated by TMA and PALS. In the dry state, TMA results revealed that

both the introduction of crosslinkers and KBr decreased the free volume,

however the decrease in free volume arising from the introduction of a

crosslinking agent was dependent on the nature of the crosslinker employed;

the calculated free volume fractions of dry 3mol% OED/HEMA copolymers

followed the same general trend as their EWC at full hydration.

PALS measurements on fully hydrated doped and undoped samples
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revealed a decrease in the size of the free volume sites arising from

crosslinking. A slight decrese in t3 was experieced by 3mo|To OED/HEMA

copolymers as n increased and this was ascribed to more efficient packing of

the larger more flexible crosslinks. The variation in 13 for 3molTo

OED/HEMA copolymers was similar to the variation in EWC for these

samples in both the doped and undoped forms suggesting the r,.umber of free

volume cavities is a determining factor in the EWC of these polymers. No

comparisons were made between the data gained for the doped and undoped

hydrogels because of the uncertainty associated with the validity of the

corrections employed for the doped samples. Raw data was obtained for

samples hydrated in a range of electrolyte solutions but the study remains

incomplete.

DSC measurements revealed that the ratio of freezing to non-freezíng

water was dependent on the amount and nature of both the crosslinker and

the dopant employed in the gels studied. Increased crosslinking reduced the

relative amount of freezing water present with this decrease being less for

samples crosslinked with OEDs with greater values of n. The nature of the

dopant anion empioyed was found to have a significant effect on the ratio of

freezing water to non-freezing water. Variations in the freezing/non-freezing

water ratio were found to correlate well with conductivity data.

These results confirm the classification of the pHEMA/ water /
electrolyte systems as gel electrolytes. Although the nature of the polymer

network and its associated free volume characteristics appears to control the

EWC of the gel, it is the nature of the occluded water phase, reflected in the

f.reezing/non-freezing water ratio, that appears to determine the conductivity-

i.e. the polymer acts as a support to the conducting phase.
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CHAPTER SIX

Conclusions

At the commencement of this project, it was clear that most research

groups involved in hydrogels were divided into two groups; one group was

endeavouring to achieve high ionic conductivities through the variation of

gel and dopant and the other was concerned with the nature of

polyelectrolytes to bring about dimensional changes on the application of an

exetrnal electrical stimulus or a pH change. Both groups relied upon the

absorbed water to provide a conductive medium. In the author's opinion,

and from the evidence obtained in the local research group(1-4), it was

evident that there was much that was not known about the state of water

absorbed in even the simplest of gels. It was for this reason that pHEMA gel

electrolytes, and some simple derivatives, were made the focus of this study.

The aim of this study was to investigate the conductivity of pHEMA gel

electrolytes and improve the understanding of the nature of the absorbed,

water in such hydrogels.

Gray(S) defines a gel electrolyte as a polymer/solvent/salt system in

which the polymer is secondary in the conducting matrix and acts merely as a

support for the low molecular weight high dielectric solvent which solvates

the ions and acts as the conducting medium. The conductivity behaviour

exhibited by the pHEMA/water/dopant system studied in this work is
indicative of its classiíication as a gel electrolyte.

Initially, the conductivity of fully hydrared pHEMA (EWC=40.4wt%)

was found to be 2.86x70-6 S.cm-l which was noticeably less than that of the

hydration water (o= 6.6x10-5 S.cm-1), a fact that can be explained in terms of

the water ordering effects of the polymer network. water/polymer
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interactions lead to less mobile water, which in turn decreases the

microscopic viscosity of the conducting phase. The viscosity of the

conducting phase is inversely proportional to the mobility of the charge

carriers within the conducting phase (Walden's rule, Eqn. 3.7) and thus

increases in the viscosity result in decreased conductivity (Eqn. 1.2).

The effect of the variation of the water content on conductivity was

investigated in two ways; the introduction of OED crosslinkers yielded

hydrogels of reduced EWC through alteration of the nature of the polymer

network and progressive dehydration enabled a study of the conductivity

with decreasing water content for individual copolymers. In general, a

decrease in water content resulted in a a reduction in conductivity.

Introducing EGDMA in increasing amounts to pHEMA networks led to

decreased EWC; EGDMA is more hydrophobic than HEMA and its

incorporation into the polymer matrix yields tighter less mobile polymer

networkswith decreased swelling ability. The conductivity and EWC of

EGDMA/HEMA copolymers decreased as EGDMA concentration was

increased. However, the decrease in conductivity was markedly different

than the decrease in EWC. Even small amounts of EGDMA caused

significant decreases in conductivity (Figure 3.3) yet studies(6,2) have shown

that the water uptake of pHEMA to be relatively insensitive to degrees of

crosslinking. This lack of variation in EWC at low ievels of crosslinking has

been attributed to the existence of a secondary non-covalent network. This

network, for which there exists several possible explanations, would appear to

have a minimal effect on the conductivity of EGDMA/HEMA copolymers.

The different trends in EWC and conductivity (Figure 3.3) are ascribed to the

alteration of the structure of the occluded water phase resulting from the

change in the nature of the polymer network. DSC measurements (Section

5.2.2) revealed a decrease in the ratio of freezing water to non-freezíng water

as EGDMA concentration was increased in EGDMA/HEMA copolymers.
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The AC impedance plots yielded supplementary information on the

conductivity behaviour. The ideality of the semi-circular portion of the locus,

Q, decreased as EGDMA increased suggesting a decrease in the continuity of

the conducting phase, that is the occluded water. Increased EGDMA

concentration decreases the mobility of the polymer network and leads to an

increase in capacitance.

The nature of the crosslinking agent employed was also found to have

a significant effect on the conductivity. Both EWC and conductivity were

lower for all 3rr.ol%o OED/HEMA copolymers than for pHEMA (Table 3.4) but

as n, the number of ethylene glycol units, was increased from 1 to 9 the

conductivity increased almost linearly but EWC increased in a limited

manner (Figure 3.5). The increase in EWC has been shown to be controlled by

two factors; not only does the hydrophilicity of the crosslinker increase with

n, but the increased flexibility of the crosslink enables more efficient packing

of the polymer network limiting polymer/water interaction through steric

hindrance and thus limiting water uptake. These competing factors limit the

increase in EWC as n is increased. Free volume investigations by PALS

yielded a similar trend for 13, an indication of the number of free volume

sites, in hydrated 3mol7o OED/HEMA copolymers (Figure 5.7). It would

appear that the hydration level of a polymer and its free volume

characteristics are closely related. Furthermore, DSC measurements (Section

5.2.2) revealed a similar trend for both the conductivity and the ratio of

freezing to non-freezing water as n was increased for 3mol% OED/HEMA

copolymers. The structure of the water phase, and thus its microscopic

viscosity, is a determining factor in the conductivitl' o¡ such copolymers.

Progressive dehydration of pHEMA resulted in a continuous decrease

in conductivity. Flowever, trends were revealed that correlate positively with

the description of water in pHEMA offered by McBrierty(8). The absorbed

water not only provides the conducting medium, but it also plasticises the
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Polymer network, liberating segmental motion of the network, which in turn

increases the continuity of the conducting phase and also swells the polymer

which leads to enhanced mobility of the conducting phase.

The largest increase in conductivity resulted from the first 20wt%

water; initially the absorbed water provides the conducting phase and

liberates polymer network segmental motion through plasticisation. Water

absorbed between 20wt% and 35wt7o Ìi.as a less significant plasticisation ability

which further decreases for water absorbed at hydration levels >35wt7o. The

amount of the conducting phase increases as \.vater content inc¡eases as does

the microscopic viscosity of the water phase. The cessation of large scale

segmental motion (Tg:25"C at ca. 2\wto/o u¡¿¡s¡(9)) is believed to contribute to

the change in conductivity behaviour at 2\wt7a water content.

Similar conductivity behaviour during dehydration was observed

forseveral OED/HEMA copolymers, with both variation in the concentration

and nature of the crosslinker investigated. It should be noted that, in general,

these copolymers exhibited a two stage decrease on the removal of the

absorbed water as their EWC tended to be less than 35wt7o as a result of

crosslinking. Copolymers of greater crosslinker concentration were found to

have a lower conductivity over the entire hydration range studied. The

changes in conductivity behaviour for several of the OED/HEMA samples

investrigated agreed with the hypothesis that the glass transition contributes

to changes in conductivity behaviour however, insufficient Tg data on some

of the OED/HEMA copolymers exists to fully substantiate this claim.

It should be noted that the dehydration experiments reflect the

negiigible contribution of the polymer network to the conductivity of the gel

electrolytes investigated in this work; Iog(conductivity) was found to be of the

order of -72 at very low hydration levels suggesting pHEMA and its

copolymers are insulators in the dry state. It is noted that the water in

pHEMA has pH=6(10) resulting from a lack of ionising functionalities of the
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polymer network; this is indicative of the negligible contribution that makes

to the conductivity of the gel electrolytes studied.

The AC impedance spectra of all hydrogels exhibited a transformation

from a'single semi-circular locus to the superposition of two semi-circles at

some water content during the dehydration. This change in behaviour has

been ascribed to morphological change, with respect to the conductivity, in

the hydrogels. It is suggested that this change is due to the presence of

portions of the polymer/water structure that are unable to support

conductivity. As the water content was further decreased, the AC impedance

plots reverted to single semi-circular behaviour suggesting an increase in the

discontinuous nature of the conducting phase. Similar behaviour, indicative

of the heterodispersion of the water in pHEMA hydrogels at low water

contents has been reported for the variation in the nature of the a-transition

of the dynamic mechanical analysis of Allen et al.(2).

The change in the locus of the AC impedance plot occured at 72.7wtVo

hydration level for pHEMA. Interestingly, as EGDMA concentration was

increased, the water content at which this change in the AC impedance

behaviour eventuated also increased suggesting that less mobile polymer

networks limit the continuity of the conducting phase. Flowever, this

transition took place at ca. 70.4wtVo for Smol% DiEGDMA, TEGDMA and P400

copolymers suggesting that sufficiently flexible crosslinks may promote the

continuity of the conducting phase.

Conductivity was found to exhibit an Arrhenian dependence on

temperature (Section 3.7). In general, log(conductivity) v 7 /T plots revealed

two regions of linear behaviour with Ciffering activation energy. A sharp

decrease in log(conductivity) and an increase in activation energy occured at

sub-zero temperatures on cooling. The conductivity reverted to the original

style of behaviour at ca.OoC on warming. The transition was reflected in a

change in the AC im[edance locus; the original semi-circular locus
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transformed to the superposition of two semi-circles suggesting a decrease in

the continuity of the conducting phase. The original activation energy on

cooling, E"1, was greater for ore crosslinked samples yet the activation energy

after the change in the conductivity behaviour, Eu2, was greater for less

crosslinked samples. The temperature at which the change in conductivity

behaviour took piace ciecreased with an increase in EGDMA concentration.

All this evidence suggests that the transition is due to the partial freezing of

the water phase; a reversible morphological change, the freezing point

depression and the trends in Eu1 and Eu2 correlate with the different freezing

capabilities of the gels revealed by DSC (Section 5.2.2). For pHEMA

Ea1=15.0kJ/mol which is comparable to the activation energy calculated for

water (15.5kJ/mol(11)) supporting Gray's definition in which the polymer

behaves as a support for the conducting medium.

It was noted that the conductivity above OoC on warming was slightly

higher than at similar temperatures during the initial cooling of the sample.

TMA experiments (Section 5.3.2.c) revealed an interesting

expansion/contraction phenomenon in this temperature range on warming

samples that had been cooled to -60oC. This behaviour warrants further

investigation with a view to understanding any possible link between the

expansion/contraction phenomenon and the recorded conductivity trends

over that temperature range.

In summary, all the changes in the conductivity behaviour of undoped

pHEMA samples investigated in this work arise from changes to the structure

and the amount of the occluded water phase. Flowever Gray's definition(s) 6¡

a gel electrolyte underplays the significance of the polymer network in the

pHEMA gel electrolytes investigated; the nature of the polymer network

controls the EWC and the structure of the absorbed water through

polymer/water interactions and thus effects the conductivity albeit in a

passive manner.
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The introduction of an electrolytic dopant, such as KBr, resulted in

large increases in conductivity, compared to undoped samples, of the

hydrogels studied for the whole range of dopants employed. The nature of

the dopant led to anion dependent variation in the EWC; samples hydrated

in iodide solutions had increased EWC, whereas those hydrated in bromide

and chloride solutions had reduced EWC with decreases exhibited by samples

hydrated in chloride solutions. The change in conductivity for samples

hydrated in different dopants followed the same order as EWC. The variation

in conductivity was mirrored by a similar trend in the ratio of freezing water

to non-freezing water as evaluated by DSC (Figure 5.1).

The majority of experiments were carried out on KBr doped samples as

KBr had the least effect on the EWC of the dopants investigated. As KBr

concentration was increased, EWC decreased and conductivity increased for

all the copolymers investigated. The number of charge carriers, n (Eqn 1.2) is

the determining factor in the conductivity of KBr doped samples. The

decrease in EWC was found to be relatively greater for more crosslinked

samples.

It should be noted that the conductivities of pHEMA samples hydrated

in KBr solutions were of the order of 2.57o to 3.07o of the conductivities of the

hydration solutions. The large decrease is ascribed to the presence of the

polymer network as an impediment to to ion motion and also the increased

microscopic viscosity of the water phase resulting from polymer/water and

polymer/water/ion interactions. Plots of the conductivity against KBr

concentration (Figures 4.4,4.6) revealed, in general, a negative deviation from

a linear increase in conductivity due to ion/ion interaction and also the

electrophoretic and relaxation effects.

Dehydration experiments exhibited similar trends as for undoped

samples. Flowever, in general, doped samples revealed two regions of

conductivity behaviour as a result of their reduced EWC arising from the
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presence of KBr. The change in conductivity behaviour attributed to

appearance of interfacial water, at 20wtVo water content for undoped pHEMA,

occured at lower water contents for samples of higher KBr concentration.

Given the antiplasticising effect of KBr on dry pHEMA(12), this trend casts

doubt over the suggestion that the glass transition contributes to the change

in conductivity behaviour. The change in the nature of the AC impedance

plots occured at lower water contents for samples of higher KBr

concentration; it is suggested that the KBr ions may be able to order the water

phase in a manner conducive to a more continuous conductive phase at low

water contents

Doped copolymer samples subjected to temperature cycling exhibited

similar conductivity trends as undoped samples. The freezing transition

temperature decreased with increased KBr concentration; this decrease was

greater than that calculated for KBr solutions of similar concentration and is

attributed to water/polymer and water/polymer/ion interactions. E¿1 was

generally found to decrease as KBr concentration increased but was greater

than that calculated for similar electrolyte solutions suggesting that the

polymer network, and its interactions with water and ions, impedes

conductivity. E¿2 was greater for doped samples reflecting the importance of

freezable water to the motion of ions and thei associated hydration spheres.

An attempt has been made to delineate between the relative

importance of the several parameters varied in the study of the conductivity

of the pHEMA gel electrolytes but this has been difficult to achieve due to the

complexity of the numerous interactions in polymer/water/electrolyte

systems (Table 4.1). The AC impedance analysis techniques proved to be

valuable, providing information on morphological changes, with respect to

conductivity, occuring within the gels as they were subjected to various

environmental and structural changes. It should be noted that significant

variation in conductivity of the pHEMA gel electrolytes studied was achieved
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through relatively minor variation of the variables investigated which would

apPear to suggest that these materials have the potential to be used in sensory

applications given the correct conditions under which to perform.
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